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Preface



Collaborationisworkingwithotherstoachievesharedandexplicitgoals.Collaborationisastrategythat
canbeusedinanytypeofworkplace,includingnon-profits,corporations,governmentagencies,service
providers,andeducationalinstitutions.Allemployersandemployeesintheorganizationcanbenefitfrom
learningaboutdifferenttypesofcollaboration.AccordingtoLumApps,theemployeeexperienceplatform,
varioustypesofcollaborativeworkingincludeteamcollaboration,communitycollaboration,network
collaboration,cloudcollaboration,videocollaboration,internalcollaboration,externalcollaboration,and
strategicalliance.Recentadvancesininterandintraorganizationalsoftwareandcommunicationtechnolo-
gieshaveledtothedevelopmentofwhatmaybecalledasthee-collaborationconcept.E-collaborationin
itsessenceisacommunicationprocessbetweendifferentpartiesthroughelectronicdevicestoaccomplish
workgoals.E-collaborationcanbebroadlydefinedascollaborationamongindividualsengagedina
commontaskusingelectronictechnologies(Kocketal.,2001).Synchronouselectroniccollaboration
technologiesallowallparticipantsfromthesameordifferentlocations,timezonesororganisationsto
collaborateonthesametaskinrealtime,whileasynchronouscollaborationisusedwhenparticipants
wishtoshareinformation,butsimultaneousinteractionisnotnecessary(Sundaravej,2013;Akinsola&
Munepapa,2021).Theimpactofe-collaborationtechnologiesonorganizationalformsandfunctionscan
besignificant(Zammutoetal.,2007;Garrigos-Simonetal.,2012;deVreede,etal.,2016).Organizations
relyincreasinglyone-collaborationtoolstooptimizeperformance(Cassivi,etal.,2004;Shannak,2013;
Wohlrab,etal.,2018;Akinsola&Munepapa,2021).Forexample,growthinmarketingcommunication
hasbeenobservedwithe-collaborationbysharingofinformationtoatargetaudienceinordertocreate
afavorableandreceptivescenarioforcertainaproduct,serviceoridea;thesharingisextendedfurther
toinvolvesharingofmarketinformationamongorganizations(IvyPanda,2021).Throughsuchsharing
organizationsareabletoleveragetheirownareasofcompetenceandgainacompetitiveadvantageby
acquiringrichercontentandbettersolutionsinacreativeandcost-effectiveway.

Effective collaboration technologies and tools are critical to the development of contemporary
businesslandscapes,especiallyforthefutureofglobalbusiness.Individualsandbusinessescanben-
efit fromresearchon thedesign,execution,andassessmentofcollaborationapplications thatoccur
increasinglyinthevirtualenvironment.Avirtualenvironmentisanetworkedapplicationthatallows
ausertointeractwithboththecomputingenvironmentandtheworkofotherusers.Simplyput,itisa
networkedcommonoperatingspace.Oncethefidelityofthevirtualenvironmentissuchthatit“creates
apsychologicalstateinwhichtheindividualperceiveshimselforherselfasexistingwithinthevirtual
environment”(Blascovich,2002,p.129),thenthevirtualenvironment(VE)hasprogressedintowhat
couldbedescribedastherealmofimmersivevirtualenvironments(IVEs).Virtualenvironmentsboth
immersiveandotherwisewouldbetherealminwhichallspheresofglobalbusinesswilloperate,atleast
toacertaindegree,goingforward.

xiv
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Thebookfocusesonemergingtechnologiesandtoolsforcollaborationinvirtualenvironments,in-
cludingthecutting-edgeareasofAutomation,ComputingandIntelligentInformationSystems,aswell
asthestate-of-the-artsolutionscoveringvariousissuesandchallenges.Researchersandpractitioners
workingintheseareasdiscussandsharetheirviewsonnewmethodsandtechniques,includingvari-
ouscollaborationandcommunicationtechnologies.Thisbookcontributestoafullerunderstandingof
emergingcollaborationtechnologiesandtoolsfororganizationsandsocietyinvirtualenvironments,
andprovidesinsightforhowtodeveloptechnologiesandtoolsforcollaboration,inparticular,forglobal
businessinthepostpandemicera.Furthermore,thisbookassessestheimportanceoftechnologiesand
toolsfore-collaborationintherealmofglobalbusinessindealingwithfuturecrisessimilartosuchas
pandemicsliketheCOVID-19.Thebookisorganizedinto12chapters.Asynopsisofeachchapteris
givenbelow.

Chapter1(TemporalVariationofCollaborationinaCollaborativeEnvironment)discussestheeffect
oftimeoncollaborationvalue,whichshowsthereliabilityovertimeofacollaborativeenvironment.The
researchproposalisbasedontheabilitytomeasuretemporalvariationofthereliabilityofacollaborative
environment.Existingcollaborativeenvironmentsdonottrackthelevelofreliabilityovertimeduring
theperiodofcollaboration.Thesimulationsshowthattheproposedapproachoffersmoreflexibilityin
interpretingthedecayofcollaborationovertime.

Chapter2 (EvaluationofAModelDrivenProposal to theDevelopmentofGroupwareSystems)
presentstheuseofthedomainspecificlanguageCSSLv2.0CollaborativeSoftwareSystemLanguage.
CSSLprovidessimplicity,expressiveness,andprecisiontomodelthemainconceptsofcollaborative
systems,especiallycollaborativeprocesses,andprotocols.Modelsofcollaborativesystemsarecreated
viavisualeditorsthatsupporttheconcretesyntaxofCSSL.UsingtheMDDmethodology,modelsare
independentoftheimplementationplatform,andareformallypreparedtobetransformedforparticular
applications.

Chapter3(TheStudyofFintechWayofResolvingIndianBanking’sHighNon-PerformingAssets
ThroughEmergingTechnologies)exploresthenewemergingtechnologyofFintechtoresolvetheprob-
lemofhighnon-performingassets.Thestudyusestheroleof“BadBank”toalienateilliquidandrisky
assetsheldbyotherbanksandfinancialinstitutions.Theseotherbankscancleantheirbalancesheets
bytransferringtheirbadloanstothe“BadBank”sothatthebankscanfocusontheircorebusinessof
takingdepositsandlendingmoney.

Chapter4(InvestigatingtheRoleofSocialMediaonStudentEngagementandAuthenticLearning:
PostCOVID-19)investigatestheroleofsocialmediatoensuresustainablelearning.Thefindingsin-
dicatedthatconstructssuchasaffectiveengagement(AE)andsocialengagement(SE)aresignificant
forecastersofsocialinteraction(SI)thatmayleadtoachieveauthenticlearningtask(ALTask)inthe
postCOVID-19.Further,lackofattention(LAN)wasfoundtosignificantlymoderatesocialinteraction
andauthenticlearningtasksduringpostCOVID-19.

Chapter5(RedefiningTeachers’InteractionsandRoleAwareness:FromaLearningPerspectiveto
aFocusonKnowledgeManagement)istoidentifyateacher’smentalframeworkorientedtoknowledge
management(KM),andiscompatiblewiththeubiquitousNonaka’smodel,asappliedtothesharingand
collaborationpracticesfoundintheEUplatformeTwinning.Thepilot-studyshowsthatwheninforma-
tionandcommunicationtechnology(ICT)skillsbecomestandardized,teachers’behavioralattitudes
relatedtosharingandcollaborationshouldbeobservedfromamoreholisticperspective.Withinthe
eTwinningpractice-context,thischapterproposestoswitchthegeneralapproachfromateacherlearning
perspectivetoateacher“knowledgemanagement”standpoint.

xv
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Chapter6(ImpactofCOVID-19ontheIndianEconomyandFutureDisasterPreparednessSystem
UsingWebScraping)aimstoenablethegovernmentbodiesandotherstakeholderstodetect,prevent,
andrespondtofuturenovelpandemics.Thus,theproposedmodelaidsasareferencetool,andcanbe
usedforpredictiveanalysis.ThismodelhelpscountriestoacknowledgetheirStrength,Weakness,Op-
portunityandThreat(SWOT)ranking,andallowsthemundertheirownnationalcapacitiestoimprove
responsestrategies,infrastructure,andtodraftplansinlinewiththemostcurrentguidance.

Chapter7(ProgressionofE-PublishingCapacityBuildinginNigeria)describestheprogressionof
e-publishinginNigeriawithemphasisone-publishingcapacitybuilding,collaborationandoutsourc-
ing.Datawerecollectedfrompublishersandtheirwebsitesbymeansofin-depthinterviews,website
observationandsurvey,andthefindingsindicatethatpublishersarebuildinge-publishingcapacityby
launchingwebsites,e-bookclubs,onlinebookshopsande-librariesinschools,andbycollaboratingwith
foreigne-bookdistributionfirms.Thisstudy,therefore,providesupdatedinformationonanemerging
marketwithhugeinvestmentandcollaborationpotential.

Chapter8(ExploringAcademicAchievementsandGenderDifferencesinTwitter-AssistedEduca-
tion)isastudyof23publicationstoexaminetheeffectoftheuseofTwitterineducation.Thefinding
isthattheuseofTwitterexertsasignificantandpositiveeffectongeneraleducationandonacademic
achievementsineducation,andthattherearenosignificantgenderdifferencesintheeffectofTwitter
useineducation.Othersocialmediacouldalsobeconsideredintermsoftheiruseineducation.

Chapter9(ComputerProgrammingPracticalWorksActivitiesFromHumantoAutomaticScoring)
introducesanewlearner’sself-assessmentenvironmentdescribedasCEHL.Theproposedsystemhelps
thelearnertotakefullresponsibilityforlearningandcompletingtheirworkbyrelyingonthemtocorrect
mistakes.Theauthorsanalyzedtheeffectivenessoftwodevelopedversionsofanautomatedassessment
scoringtool,andexaminedthecorrelationsbetweenvariablessuchasexpertsraters’performanceand
otherrelevantvariablesbyusingacorrelationalresearchdesign.

Chapter10(BuildingaDistributedWeb-BasedResearchandInnovationEcosystemforUniversity-
IndustryPartnership)developsadistributedsystemofweb-basedcollaborationthatcreatesaresearch
and innovation ecosystem forUniversity-Industrypartnership.The systemdeveloped ismodeled to
describehowitworksandtodemonstratehowitwillmeettheidentifiedfunctionalrequirements.Rec-
ommendationsaregiventoguidefurtherresearchanddevelopmentthatwouldimproveontheimpact
ofthisresearchstudy.

Chapter11(AnEmpiricalAnalysisofCodeSmellingandCodeRestructuringinPython)discusses
theconceptualtheorybehindcodesmellanditsvariouskinds.Coderefactoringisonemethodofre-
structuringwrittencodetoreducetheeffectsofbadcodesmellongeneratedsoftwarecode.Anovel
threephasecoderefactoringframeworkhasbeenproposedinthisstudy.TheeffectivenessofPython
codesmelldetectionusing thePysmell tooland refactoringusing theRopeautomation tool isalso
studiedinthischapter.

Chapter12(TheRolesofHabitandCompatibilityintheContinuedUseofShort-FormVideoSharing
Services:AStudyofTikTok)aimstoexaminetherolesofhabitandcompatibilityonshort-formvideo
sharing(SVS)continuanceintentionandthe interactionof theserelationshipswithuserexperience,
usingTikTokasacontext.Thefindingsshowthathabitandcompatibilitypositivelyaffectcontinuance
intention,whileexperiencedoesnot.ThisstudyenhancesSVScontinuanceresearchbytheorizingand
empiricallyconfirmingthathabitandcompatibilityareimportantinfluencesinthecontextofcontinu-
ingSVSusage.

xvi
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, collaborative environments play a significant role in collaboration work. The keys ele-
ment of these environments is the process of collaboration. The calculation of the collaboration does 
not depend on the current collaboration but also on the past-time collaboration value. The value of col-
laboration is affected by time-invariant factors, as well as time. The time factor is a crucial element in 
determining the value of collaboration. This chapter discusses the effect of time on collaboration value, 
which influences the variation over time of the level of reliability of a collaborative environment. The 
proposal is based on the ability to measure the temporal variation of the reliability of a collaborative 
environment. Existing collaborative environments do not take this measurement time into account to 
determine the level of reliability of the collaboration. The simulations show that the approach offers 
more flexibility in interpreting the decay of collaboration over time.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the covid 19 epidemic shows the importance and usefulness of collaborative environments 
in different sectors (Loda, et al., 2020). It is not the covid 19 epidemic the only reason that shows the 
need for a collaborative environment but also the case where collaborators are geographically distant 
from each other. Collaborative work in such an environment is teamwork aimed at achieving a common 
goal (Montebello, 2003; Aggarwal et al., 2020; Duque, et al., 2012; Haliloğlu, 2021). It is clear that the 
main element of these environments is collaborative work Formally, we can say that collaborative work 
is an essential process in the chain of realization of collaboration work to reach a common objective 
(Kotsopoulos, et al., 2010; Chen, et al., 2019). Barhoun (Barhoun, 2021a) has been proposed a reli-
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able collaboration model during a collaborative activity in order to achieve a common goal. Yusri et al. 
(yusri, et al., 2020) have proposed a collaborative learning platform to help teens become more aware 
of privacy. (Mora, et al., 2020) have been proposed a collaborative work model to improve the learning 
process of science and engineering students. In (Barhoun, 2021b), Barhoun proposes collaboration as a 
trust assessment component of a collaborative environment.

The use of a distributed and collaborative environment is justified by several factors: (1) facilitating 
the sharing of information between distributed users; (2) enabling reliable collaboration between mul-
tiple users to make an important decision; and (3) coordinating and improving the collaborative process 
to accomplish shared tasks. Barhoun et al. (Barhoun, et al., 2019) discussed an emergency care case 
of a hospital where many remote actors involved, such as a doctor, specialist, nurse, etc., have to work 
together to care for the patient. In this case study, the authors assert that collaboration is an obligation, 
and all collaborators must have this goal to end this collaborative activity. In a collaborative environment, 
there are many factors influencing collaboration. Therefore, collaboration is a subjective and dynamic 
concept. Indeed, it is necessary to establish an effective collaboration model. Firstly, to formalize tem-
poral variation of collaboration in a reliable and collaborative environment. Secondly, allowing better 
control of the temporal variation of collaboration value over time by manipulating a decay parameter. 
In a collaborative environment, there are many factors influencing collaboration. Therefore, collabora-
tion is a subjective and dynamic concept. Indeed, it is necessary to establish an effective collaboration 
model. Firstly, to formalize temporal variation of collaboration in a reliable and collaborative environ-
ment. Secondly, allowing better control of the temporal variation of collaboration value over time by 
manipulating a decay parameter.

The proper functioning of the collaborative environment makes it possible to achieve an objective 
during a collaborative activity. Then this founded an idea of the reliability of the environment, which is 
now progressively concerned with the behavior of the protected environment is discussed by (Avizie-
nis et al., 2004). Take the example of a hospital emergency care unit, before an emergency occurs, the 
emergency unit manager may want to know that all staff (remote or present) are ready to collaborate as 
reliably as they did last time. Over time, an emergency unit may experience performance degradation 
for certain reasons: (1) some collaborators are gone or absent, (2) staff experience in teamwork or col-
laboration, (3) some soft entities require maintenance, (4) certain energy sources require recharging, etc. 
This example shows that the collaborative reliability of the emergency cell would guide the reliability 
of the environment. Indeed, a collaborative environment is more reliable and stable for a user, tends to 
be perceived as more reliable in collaboration. Reliable collaboration gives an entity a guarantee or an 
assurance that the other collaboration entities behave or act by the expectations of the former entity ac-
cording to a collaboration charter. Thus, in our example, the collaboration reliability of the emergency 
unit would guide the reliability of the environment.

The above shows that collaborators need collaborative environments, in which the raised the demand 
for measuring reliability level, the greater the collaboration. Nevertheless, the notion of collaboration 
reliability in a collaboration environment is well explored in the different fields: fault tolerance, computer 
security, etc. Defining and measuring the collaboration of a collaborative environment is based on the 
following elements: availability, trust, maintainability, … and time. However, we believe that the concept 
of collaboration inherent in the notion of reliability.

The most suitable collaborative models are based on the numerical representation of collaboration 
that changes over time. We hypothesize that the perceived value of collaboration is an intuitive measure 
of the degree of reliability of a reliable collaborative environment. Therefore, to serve our purpose goal, 
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we consider the models that represent collaboration in a numeric interval (0, 1). We observe that it is 
reasonable and practical to model the temporal variation of collaboration when it is represented as a 
numerical value in a continuous range. In this sense, very few models have been proposed to address the 
issue of collaboration change over time. Unfortunately, no study has been proposed a collaboration model 
that addresses the question of how collaboration has evolved over time. In this chapter, collaboration is 
defined as a collaborative relationship between one entity and another entity in a specific context. We 
build on the above work to present a model of temporal variation of collaboration value in a reliable 
collaborative environment.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a model for temporal variation 
of collaboration that emphasized the varying the collaboration value over time, then the discussion and 
simulation are covered in this section. Section 3 concludes the chapter and discusses the scope for future 
work.

TEMPORAL VARIATION OF THE COLLABORATION MODEL

Collaboration Model

We focus on the collaboration model above, which represents collaboration as a value in a range (-1, 1). 
Consider the following definition:

Definition 1: In a reliable collaborative environment, the collaboration value represents the ability to 
provide a reliable collaborative service that collaborators can trust.

Where a collaboration value is between the interval (-1, +1), with a positive range indicating a col-
laboration, a negative range indicating a non-collaboration, and 0 indicating a neutral level. We neglect 
the negative range of collaboration, i.e. the non-collaboration aspect. Our goal is to use “collaboration 
value” as a measure of “reliability”. If we were to adopt the notion of “non-collaboration” then this would 
represent an “unreliable” scenario. In this study, we are not looking to measure how “unreliable” a col-
laborative environment is, but rather we want to measure how reliable the collaborative environment is. 
In the model proposed above, the value of collaboration is assessed based on certain parameters such 
as: experience, time, etc. We borrow the same idea, but let’s not focus on how changes in these settings 
affect collaboration (and reliability). Instead, we discuss how a collaboration value, assessed at a certain 
point in time, would change over a while without any variation in the underlying metrics. In addition, the 
model suggests that if a collaborative environment reaches the lower limit of reliability over time without 
any intervention, a collaboration event must change the contributing factors positively to increase the col-
laboration value. We also observe that during an activity, the collaboration evaluation relies significantly 
on the evaluation mechanism of the collaboration. For any collaborative environment whose reliability 
is assessed by collaboration, the user must have a policy (or policies) for the collaboration assessment 
process. This policy must answer the questions: what parameters and to what extent the collaboration 
value is influenced. So, we argue that how time would affect a collaboration value should be controlled 
by user-defined parameters and should be part of the collaboration evaluation policy. We illustrate this in 
a general architecture of a collaborative environment whose reliability is under discussion, see Figure 1.
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This architecture explains that the collaboration engine assesses the collaboration behavior based on 
the generated parameters and other policy information, including time variation parameters. In more 
detail, the control of temporal variation relies on policy from the input of the collaboration engine. Here, 
we suggest that the user (soft or human) has no possibility to use other parameters for the collaboration 
evaluation during a specific time. The adopted policy provides only the necessary information (time 
parameters) to evaluate the collaboration. The variation captured is influencing the reliability of the 
collaborative environment, as perceived by the user.

Variation of Collaboration Over Time

Based on perceptions of social behavior, we affirm that our general tendency is to neglect past events, 
regardless of their positive or negative outcome. Hence, if nothing happens, it will affect the user’s 
perception, the collaboration will decrease to a neutral value over time. The decay is initially slow, then 
over time, the decay rate is faster, and finally, it reaches the neutral value. In other words, we propose 
that over time t®+¥, the collaboration C®0. This is inferred from the fact that recent collaboration will 
decrease very slowly, but the process of decrease accelerates as its ages and nothing is occurring to change 
it. The value of collaboration is almost zero and does not matter after some time. The mathematical 
modeling of this phenomenon can be done in different ways; however, the exponential-based modeling 
remains the most relevant. In the next section, we discuss the temporal variation of collaboration based 
on an exponential approach.

Parameterized Temporal Variation Model

The collaboration mode introduced above supports the change of collaboration over time in an exponential 
form, where collaboration decreases over time. In this chapter, we present the variation of collaboration 
over time according to the following modeling:

Figure 1. Global architecture of the proposed model
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C Cp l
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 (1)

Here, Cp is the collaboration value computed at the present time, Cl is the last calculated collaboration 
value of which no parameter change is observed, ∆t is the time difference between the present time and 
the last time, and k is the decay constant with k≥1, k∈*  (  is the set of natural numbers).

According to a policy of environmental perception, the environment admin determines the parameter 
k that represents the rate of change of collaboration over time. We have two major extremes scenarios:

• For ∆t =0, that is to say at time p l C tl
k

� �� �� �
,  e

� 2

1 and therefore Cp=Cl;

• For ∆t→+∞, so e� �� � �C tl
k� 2

0 . Therefore, Cp→0.

This confirms that the last known collaboration value decreases asymptotically to zero in infinite time.

Figures 2a and 2b shows the collaboration value variation over time, according to three values of the 
decay constant k=1, 2 and 3. It is clear that the parameter k controls the rate of decrease of collabora-
tion over time.

Figure 2a. Collaboration value variation over time according to three decay parameters (k=1,2, 3); Cl=0.5
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According to Figures 2a and 2b, the higher the value of k, the more rapidly the curve of the collabora-
tion value decreases. Finally, all decay curves converge at some point before asymptotically approaching 
zero. To understand more the influence of decay parameter on the temporal variation of the collaboration, 
we define a fixed value for the decay parameter, and then vary the last computed collaboration value.

Figures 3a and 3b show that from a lower value of Cl, the rate of change of collaboration is slower. 
In other words, the lower of initial collaboration value, the more stable the variation for a longer time, 
then slowly decreases to approach the zero-value related to the higher initial collaboration value. The 
problem is more complex when collaboration is taken as a behavior of reliability.

In the following, we discuss the case where the value of the decay parameter does not depend on 
the initial value of the collaboration. Then, the modeling of collaborative temporal variation over time 
is formed as:

C Cp l
C tl

k

� �
� �� ��

e

1
2

�
 (2)

Figure 2b. Collaboration value variation over time according to three decay parameters (k=1,2, 3); Cl=0.9
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Figure 3a. Temporal variation of collaboration values (Cl=0.5, 0.7, 0.9) with fixed decay parameter k=1

Figure 3b. Temporal variation of collaboration values (Cl=0.5, 0.7, 0.9) with fixed decay parameter k=3
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To analyze this representation exponential, we fix the value of the collaboration, and we vary the 
decay value k from the value 1 to the value 3. A very similar behavior of temporal variation of the col-
laboration in Figures 4a. and Figure 2a. (resp. Figure 4b. and Figure 2b). However, the decay is faster 
for equation (2), and the “intersection” is not removed between the curves, see Figures 4a and 4b.

To observe the change from the last form of modeling, we fix the value of decay parameter, and we 
use the following initial collaboration values: 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.

Figures 5a and 5b show a decrease in the collaboration value proportional to the initial value of Cl, 
unlike the previous exponential form. However, Figures 5a and 5b do not overlap like Figures 3a and 
3b. The exponential behavior of this model is captured as follows:

• Cp=Cl when ∆t→0;
• Cp→0 when ∆t→+∞.

The previous modeling in both forms: (1) the value of the decay constant depends on the initial value 
of the collaboration, (2) the value of the decay constant does not depend on the initial value of the col-
laboration, allows a real control over the decrease in collaboration over time.

Figure 4a. Collaboration value variation over time according to three decay parameters (k=1, 2, 3); Cl=0.5
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Figure 4b. Collaboration value variation over time according to three decay parameters (k=1, 2, 3); Cl=0.9

Figure 5a. Temporal variation of collaboration values (Cl=0.5, 0.7, 0.9) with fixed decay parameters k=1
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Two-Parameter Temporal Variation Model

In this part, we try to find a solution so that the user has more control over (i) how fast the rate of col-
laboration value decays and (ii) when the collaboration value will approach zero level. The decay rate, 
d, satisfies 0<d<1, is a user-defined value. ∆ is the user-defined maximum decay time. We can, there-
fore, propose an exponential model of the decay of the value of collaboration over time using these two 
parameters:

C C tp l
d t� � � �� �� �� � �

1
1

e
�  (3)

Where Cp represents the value of the current collaboration, and Cl represents the last value of collabora-
tion after which no changes, in the parameter controlling collaboration, happened.

We consider the time of last collaboration calculation to be the starting point. That is, Cl is the col-
laboration value at t=0. after t crosses, the collaboration value becomes asymptotic to zero. That is, at 
t=0, Cp=Cl and lim

t cC��
� 0 .

To demonstrate the proposed model with the d parameter, we present an example such as d=0.5, 
and 𝛿=25, which implies that the collaboration value will decay at a rate 0.5 and the maximum decay
will occur rat 25 time. The last collaboration value Cl is varied with values, as before, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. 
We specify here that the user is responsible for assigning the values for the parameter, d, above. The 

Figure 5b. Temporal variation of collaboration values (Cl=0.5, 0.7, 0.9) with fixed decay parameters k=3
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corresponding temporal behavior is illustrated in Figure 6. We observe the similar diminution of col-
laboration as depicted by equation 2, illustrated in Figure 5a. We also observe that the proposed model 
does not suffer from anomaly observed in equation 2 that is illustrated in figure 4.

In the following example, we set Cl=0.9 as the last calculated collaboration value. The decay rate d 
is kept constant with a value of 0.25, but the maximum decay time varying between 25, 50, 75. Figure 
7 shows that the same initial collaboration Cl asymptotically approaches zero level at a specified time 
unit, however, this does not influence the decay significantly as the rate of decay is kept constant.

Next, we examine variation of decay rate with same initial collaboration (Cl=0.9). Figure 8 presents 
diminution of Cl with time where the rate of decay d is varying but the collaboration value is kept con-
stant at Cl=0.9.

Figure 8 shows that the higher the value of d, the greater the decrease compared to the same starting 
value of the collaboration. This illustrates that the user can choose, according to his level of “forgetting”, 
an appropriate value for d and 𝛿.

Figure 6. Temporal variation of collaboration values (Cl=0.3, 0.6, 0.9) with fixed decay parameters: 
d=0.5 and 𝛿=25
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Figure 7. Temporal variation of collaboration with fixed collaboration value (Cl=0.9) and decay rate: 
d=0.5.

Figure 8. Temporal variation of collaboration with fixed collaboration value (Cl=0.9) and maximum 
decay 𝛿=50.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Collaboration is an essential factor in a collaborative environment, used as a reliability criterion of such 
a environment. The issue that we are trying to resolve is how this measure of reliability, is captured by 
the value of collaboration, changes over time. However, collaboration is a social behavior, then even if 
there is no external factor influencing the collaboration value, the time elapsed is sufficient to reduce 
the last computed collaboration value. In this chapter, first, we have proposed a temporal variation of 
collaboration model. Second, we have simulated the temporal variation of a collaboration model based 
on a two-form exponential representation time variation model to control the variation of the collabora-
tion value over time.

The temporal effect in all existing collaboration models is a critical issue. The proposed model allows 
control of the temporal variation of collaboration over time by manipulating a single decay parameter. 
The main drawbacks of this model, in both forms of exponential, are: (1) the user has no control over the 
duration after which the value of the collaboration should be considered negligible, (2) the user cannot 
predict when the collaboration value will tend towards the neutral value. To camouflage the defects of 
the proposed first model, we proposed the second model, based on two parameters, to control the col-
laboration change. This last model allows controlling for declining collaboration behavior but is still 
not flexible enough. Even with this model, the user still cannot precisely control the retention of old 
collaboration values in terms of quantity and duration.

In future work, we will try to find a new temporal variation model of collaboration where the user 
has more control over the temporal variation rate of collaboration with a reduced overhead of increasing 
the complexity of the model. However, this additional cost would be worth having a fine-grain measure 
of the reliability of a system.
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ABSTRACT

Building groupware is a complex task. This chapter presents the use of the domain-specific language CSSL 
v2.0 collaborative software system language. CSSL provides simplicity, expressiveness, and precision 
to model the main concepts of collaborative systems, especially collaborative processes, protocols, and 
awareness. Models of collaborative systems are created via visual editors that support the concrete syntax 
of CSSL. According to the MDD methodology, models are independent of the implementation platform 
and are formally prepared to be transformed. In this implementation, the target of the transformation is 
a web application that provides a set of basic functions that developers can refine. Evaluation, valida-
tion, and verification of the language is performed, determining that the CSSL tools allow developers 
to solve central aspects of collaborative systems implementation in a simple and reasonable way. The 
evaluation determined that the CSSL metamodel has low complexity, with semantics strongly associated 
with UML and with good configuration possibilities.
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INTRODUCTION

Groupware also known as Collaborative Systems are applications in which a group of users, follow-
ing a common goal, develop different joint activities. The collaborative software allows them to share 
information, communicate, collaborate, and coordinate joint activities. According to (Ellis, Gibbs, and 
Rein 1991; Grudin 1994), collaboration platforms are “Computer-based systems that support groups 
of people engaged in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a shared environment”.

A main characteristic of the collaborative systems is the equilibrium between the individual work 
and the effort the users must do to achieve the common goal. To this end, the collaborative system of-
fers coordination mechanisms (Dourish and Bellotti 1992; Grudin and Poltrock 1997) for organizing 
the activities. For example, a coordination protocol can specify the collaborative tasks to be developed, 
the order in which they must be developed, and the specific tasks that each role can perform in each 
state at any time.

Additionally, to take more advantage of the shared environment, the users can be informed regarding 
the actions that the other users perform and how these actions affect the work environment (Gutwin and 
Greenberg 2002; Gutwin, Greenberg, and Roseman 1996). This information provided by the system is 
known as awareness. According to (Dourish and Bly 1992) the awareness is the perception or knowledge 
of the group and of the activities performed by others that provides context for your own activities. In 
particular, awareness information allows users to coordinate their work based on knowledge of what 
others are doing or have done. For example, users are able to see the changes in the shared documents 
or the degree of progress of the common tasks, as explained in (Collazos et al. 2019).

The most frequent types of awareness are presence, location, density, user data (Age, Nationality, 
etc.), activity level, actions, places where you were, places where you performed the actions, changes 
you made, objects you control, objects you can reach, information you can see, intentions, abilities, and 
influence. Past awareness data is frequently stored, analyzed, and presented. Awareness information can be 
grouped to increase effectiveness. For example, when the user’s presence is displayed, other information 
such as status, location, or resources can be attached to it, thus improving the effectiveness of awareness.

Without doubt, building collaborative systems with awareness is a complex task that requires specific 
software modeling (Collazos et al. 2019; Gallardo et al. 2011; Kamoun, Tazi, and Drira 2012). However, 
traditional approaches, based on mainly coding the applications, are still used in the development process 
of these software systems. On the one hand, there is no clear documentation of design decisions taken 
during the coding phase, making the evolution and the maintenance of the systems difficult. When we use 
general purpose languages (Java, C++, C#, etc.) instead of domain specific languages, the possibility of 
generalizing concepts - that could be extracted, re-used and applied in different systems - is wasted and 
the code is written from scratch over and over again. On the other hand, models and diagrams created 
in the early stages quickly lose their value as coding progresses.

In this context, the goal of our work was to investigate the application of modern technologies for 
developing collaborative systems, in particular the Model Driven software Development approach (MDD) 
(Brambilla, Cabot, and Wimmer 2012; Stahl et al. 2006), that proposes to improve quality and efficiency 
of the software construction processes. In this paradigm, models assume a leading role in the software 
development process, going from being merely descriptive entities that lose value as the development 
progresses, to becoming artifacts from which implementations are automatically derived.

The MDD initiative promotes:
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 ◦ Abstraction: the use of a higher level of abstraction in both the specification of the problem 
to be solved and the corresponding solution.

 ◦ Automation: increased confidence in computer-aided automation to support analysis, design, 
and execution.

 ◦ Standardization: the use of industrial standards to facilitate interaction between applications 
and technological evolution.

One of the key benefits of applying MDD is the flexibility to face technological changes. High-level 
models are free of implementation details, which facilitates adaptation to changes to the underlying 
technology platform or the deployment architecture.

A basic concept used in the MDD field is the idea of creating models for a specific domain through 
Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs), focused and specialized to that domain (Robert et al. 2009). These 
languages allow designers to specify the solution using problem domain concepts directly. End products 
are then automatically generated from these high-level specifications.

Following our goal of finding better tools for developing collaborative systems, we designed and 
implemented CSSL v2.0 -Collaborative Software System Language-, a DSL built using the metamodel-
ing mechanism as a UML extension. This DSL has been validated and verified.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the most relevant works related to 
the modeling of collaborative systems. Then. section 3 describes the abstract syntax of CSSL v2.0, using 
the metamodeling technique and a set of editors implementing its concrete syntax. In section 4 applying 
the MDD methodology, the language semantics was defined through model-to-text transformations, 
obtaining executable code from the models expressed in the CSSL v2.0 language. . Section 5 elaborates 
a case study about the application of the language to model a complex collaborative system. Section 6 
compare CSSL with related works. Section 7 shows the evaluation of the DSL using as reference the 
work of (Robert et al. 2009) to later discuss its validation and verification using as reference the work 
of (Sargent 2013). Finally, conclusions and lines of future work are presented.

Background

In this section we present inspirational and foundational works related to the design of Collaborative 
Systems. This information is combined with (Bibbo, Giandini, and Pons 2016), where software engi-
neering resources to design Collaborative Systems in a standardized, efficient and automated way were 
searched and analyzed.

Firstly, a cluster of documents published by a group of scientists from the Laboratory of User Interac-
tion and Software Engineering of Castilla La Mancha University were analyzed. In these articles (Belkadi 
et al. 2013; Gallardo et al. 2011; Gallego et al. 2011; Kamoun et al. 2012; Teruel et al. 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014; Vieira, Tedesco, and Salgado 2010), published between 2011 and 2014, the authors progressively 
define a language to model CSCW systems requirements. Initially, a language named CSRML (Teruel 
et al. 2011) (Collaborative System Requirements Modelling Language) was proposed as an extension of 
i* Goal-Oriented specification. The language presents a set of basic elements for modeling the special 
collaboration features of CSCW systems, such as goal, role, actor, task and awareness. These elements 
are connected via a set of relationships, for example Playing link, Participation link, Responsibility link. 
Then, in 2012 the authors conducted various experiments and comparisons with different Goal Oriented 
techniques (Teruel et al. 2012) (e.g., NFR framework, i* and Kaos) in order to determine which is the 
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most suitable one to specify requirements of collaborative systems. They showed that the understand-
ability was higher for the models specified with CSRML than for those specified with other methods, 
especially for collaborative aspects. Then they build a CASE tool that provides support for CSRML for 
specifying CSCW system requirements (Teruel et al. 2013). The tool was implemented as a Visual Studio 
2012 extension by using the Visualization and Modeling SDK. Finally, in 2014 they made a usability 
experiment of the CSRML CASE tool 2012 (Teruel et al. 2014), identifying some usability flaw to be 
solved in the next releases of the application, as well as giving a general overview on how to develop 
this kind of tools by means of Visual Studio Modelling SDK.

The CSRML language is based on the abstract concepts of “elements” and “relationships”, from which, 
concrete elements are defined, such as goal, task, role, resource and general awareness. This definition 
leaves out other important concepts such as Session, Tool and Workspace. The CSRML language is 
not expressive enough for the specification of collaborative processes seen as a set of ordered tasks in 
pursuit of a common goal. Several collaborative specifications, such as “which tasks can be performed 
at any time”, “which sessions can be performed at a given time”, or “under which conditions a task can 
be run”, cannot be expressed in the language. Because of this drawback, awareness information related 
to the processes cannot be defined in the model. For example, how far advanced the processes are, how 
many of them are active or what process is about to begin.

Although a detailed description of the CSRML language features is provided, it fails to define a 
rigorous metamodel supporting the language. On the other hand, the CSRML CASE tool 2012, is not 
based on standards and is not integrated with the standard UML, which prevents us from using UML 
related tools such as plugins, code generators or editors.

In (Belkadi et al. 2013) a detailed literature review about the concept of awareness is presented. This 
review helps to identify key awareness-related requirements for the development of collaborative sys-
tems. Researchers points out that the awareness is a multi-faceted concept, and thus they have proposed 
different types of awareness and added adjectives to define the key facets of this concept (social, mutual, 
activity, etc.). They also concluded that collaborative systems which intend to support awareness must 
meet many requirements. In (Gutwin et al. 1996), a list of questions covering the main facets of aware-
ness was proposed.

Regarding this literature survey, the following concepts have been frequently used and should be the 
basis of a robust awareness-focused model:

• Context element: The context or situation is modeled through a set of elements
• Task and activity: Describe what is expected to be done and what the actor is really doing.
• Resource: It describes an element of the context. This element contributes to, or is used during, 

the fulfillment of an interaction.
• Interaction: The concept of interaction plays a central role in activity theory, in collaborative 

design and in Business Process Modeling (BPM).
• Role: According to the theories of organization, a generic structure for these interactions can be 

defined according to the major categories of contributions (or roles). In a normal work situation, 
functional roles are formally established as particular job positions.

In (Kamoun et al. 2012), FADYRCOS (A Framework for DYnamic Reconfiguration of networked 
COllaborative Systems) is presented. It supports semantic adaptation enabling the awareness of the 
presence/absence, roles and tasks of collaborators. This framework is based on a generic multi-level 
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modeling approach that ensures multi-level adaptation. They intend to support collaboration in distrib-
uted environments where sessions can be implicit, new mechanisms are needed for managing session 
evolution and role changes. A multi-level modeling architecture is proposed with 3 levels:

• Collaboration Level: The collaboration level provides a session level abstraction. It describes 
how the members of a group are organized within sessions where they can send and receive data 
flows.

• Application level: The retained model in this level is a domain specific ontology that represents 
concepts and relations modeling the context of the application. Such ontology depends on the ap-
plication domain, hence it will be provided by the designer of the collaborative system using the 
framework. The main generic collaboration elements that will be specialized are: Node, Group, 
Role and hasSession.

• Messaging Level: For this level, two communication paradigms are considered: the Event Based 
Communication and the Peer-To-Peer communication.

One of the interesting features of the work is the deployment service where adaptation needs related 
to collaboration are handled. On the one hand, a set of services representing the current state of a ses-
sion is proposed (Connect, Quit, AddToGroup, AddRole, RemoveRole, etc.) and on the other hand it 
allows the dynamic creation of spontaneous sessions between participants (createSession, closeSession, 
joinSession, quitSession). These services allow you to link the specifications made in the design stage 
with different implementations.

In (Gallardo et al. 2011) an ontology of awareness for modeling collaborative systems is presented. 
First of all, a review was performed with the aim of elaborating a theoretical foundation, which is use-
ful for an adequate understanding of the work. One of the most outstanding contributions in this field 
is the Theory of Awareness by (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002), which includes a framework that defines 
different awareness elements and makes validation of awareness support possible by means of a set of 
relevant questions (“Who, What, Where”).

The ontology presented is divided into three sub-ontologies. First, we have the sub-ontology of the 
application domain, which includes the application domain concepts, such as entities, properties and 
relationships, that are content that users will manipulate with the system. Next, the workspace sub-
ontology, which deals with the collaborative tasks of the modeling process to be supported and the tools 
used to implement such tasks. Finally, a new sub-ontology was added, describing the concepts relating 
to awareness in the scope of collaborative systems for modeling.

The study addresses the awareness problem in collaborative systems in two aspects. On the one hand 
the concept of awareness appears modeled with two subclasses Workspace and Group Awareness. On the 
other hand, introduces the concept of Awareness mechanism depicting how the awareness is going to be 
handled. For example, when you want to inform that a user accesses to a session, the Access Awareness 
Mechanism is used. In other words, on one hand we specify the “What kind of awareness is reported” 
and on the other hand, we describe “Which event/action is activated”.

In (Gallego et al. 2011) a set of Awareness Support Widgets is described. This proposal is an extension 
of a previous work of the same authors published in (Gallardo, Bravo, and Redondo 2012; Molina et al. 
2013). In this metamodel the connection between the awareness model and the traditional concepts of 
collaborative systems (e.g., Workspace, Session, Collaborative Process, Tool, etc.) is not clearly defined. 
Additionally, certain types of awareness are not supported by the metamodel, for example awareness-
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related activities performed by users cannot be specified and the progress of a collaborative process 
cannot be displayed.

In (Vieira et al. 2010) a metamodel called Context Metamodel is presented. This work is not specifically 
about awareness; however, it includes some interesting concepts to specify the awareness in collaborative 
systems. The main class in the metamodel is ContextualElement class (like collaborative element used in 
groupware). Awareness information can be attached to this class. In the proposed metamodel there are a 
set of useful enumeration types, such as the ContextType that lists different kinds of awareness (i.e., the 
Gutwin’s and Greenberg’s list: “who”, “what”, “where” “when” “why”). Another enumeration type is 
the UpdateType defining when the awareness is updated. And finally, the AcquisitionType determining 
the mechanism by which awareness information is acquired.

Using the proposed metamodel collaborative processes cannot be fully modeled. Several collaborative 
aspects, such as “which tasks can be performed at any time”, “which sessions can be performed at a given 
time”, or “under which conditions a task can be run”, cannot be expressed in the model. Because of this 
drawback, awareness information related to the processes cannot be defined in the model. For example, 
how advanced the processes are, how many of them are active or what processes are about to begin.

In (Briggs, Gert-Jan de Vreede, and Kolfschoten 2007) the idea of thinklet is presented as a design 
patterns for collaborative work practices. Collaboration engineers use thinkLets as building-blocks for 
creating reusable collaboration process designs to be transferred to practitioners to execute for themselves 
without the ongoing intervention of professional facilitators. The collection of thinkLets forms a pattern 
language for creating, documenting, communicating, and learning group process designs. Each thinkLet 
must specify a set of rules that prescribe the actions that people in different roles must perform using the 
capabilities provided to them under some set of constraints specified in the parameters.

In (Gallardo et al. 2012) a model-driven method for the development of domain-independent collab-
orative modeling tools was proposed. This method consists of a methodological framework, a conceptual 
framework and a technological framework. The methodological framework defines the phases to be 
carried out when applying the method, whilst the conceptual framework is made up of the meta-models 
used in the method and the transformation processes established between them. Finally, the technological 
framework consists of the integration of some plug-ins from the Eclipse Modeling Project with some 
add-ons which provide collaborative functionality. The work proposes a domain design within the con-
ceptual framework, describing the atomic elements to be edited collaboratively. The collaborative tools 
that will be used in the system are some specific editors and a few other classic tools of collaborative 
systems (i.e, chat or news).

Then, in (Greenberg and Gutwin 2016) the work of (Tenenberg, Roth, and Socha 2016) is analyzed. 
The restrictions and limitations of Gaze Awareness were pointed out and focused on how this type of 
awareness can be sensed, transmitted and displayed through technology. It showed how difficult it is to 
build groupware with awareness in relation to: technical constraints, reciprocity, design for groups and 
privacy, plausible deniability and mediating distraction. In summary, designing for we-awareness is non-
trivial both for technical reasons and because people may not want others to “know that you know that I 
know”. Greenberg and Gutwin concluded that Tenenberg’s article raises some valuable possibilities for 
the design of distributed awareness systems. And added that they and other researchers have been thinking 
about supporting these kinds of shared behavior (although not calling it we-awareness) for many years.

Groupware can be also seen to help a face-to-face group or a distributed group. Furthermore, a 
groupware system can be conceived to support real-time (synchronous) interaction or an asynchronous, 
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non-real-time interaction. In (Handzic 2011) the authors explore which technologies are being most 
used to share knowledge in organizations and how effective they are in different application contexts.

In (Peters, Lang, and Lie 2011) a groupware system is presented as a communication platform. The 
system is described and some experience of the use of it is reported. The software was developed on 
the basis of the open-source content management system/ Web application server ZOPE (Latteier and 
Pelletier 2002). They presented an example of a groupware application for the case of a different place 
and different time. The system works with different roles that have different functionality enabled. They 
also introduce the concept of protocol, to change the way of using the operations of the activities (open 
and closed modus).

Finally, in (Molina et al. 2013) the main conceptual frameworks were analyzed and the concepts that 
are generally used are specified. (Activity, Action / Operation, Agent / User, Group, Role, Tool, Shared 
Object / Resource, Awareness Rules). Furthermore, it is mentioned that modeling cooperation involves 
the inclusion of special coordination tasks at the end of the cooperative activity to enable the group to 
collect their individual contributions in the final product (group solution), as well as decision-making or 
agreements in this production process. In this latter case, they are talking about the existence of protocols 
for interaction and coordination among the group members and they come to the following conclusion:

• The language should support the modeling of different levels of abstraction and, in particular, the 
decomposition of tasks into subtasks.

• It should be able to specify aspects of coordination (one of the basic concepts in CSCW systems).
• The models that specify the work to be done will allow specifying the workflow.

Molina’s work presents the abstract syntax of CIAN notation and provides a conceptual framework 
that encompasses the elements previously identified as relevant to model groupware applications. Like 
the work in (Gallardo J et al), a model describing the atomic elements to be edited collaboratively is 
supported; this may be useful in some domains, but it restricts the variety of potential tools to be used.

REQUIREMENTS TO DESIGN COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS WITH AWARENESS

Based on a the previous section and a systematic literature review (Bibbo et al. 2016), we have elaborated a 
list of requirements to achieve the adequate design and planning of the awareness in collaborative systems:

Req 1: Having a conceptual model with the concepts intervening in the collaborative systems.

As seen in the present review there are a few works with abstract models that allow software design-
ers to include the concept of awareness in the collaborative systems. One of the first conclusions we 
may arrive at is that in general there is a coincidence among the studies analyzed regarding the elements 
found in the collaborative system. These elements, “Shared Object”, “Tool”, “Session”, “Workspace”, 
“User/Role”, “Group”, are related to the concept of awareness. One of the questions used to identify the 
social awareness is: “What roles will the other members of the group assume?” in which the concept 
of role appears. There are also other examples of workspace awareness that ask: How can I help other 
participants to complete the project? or What are they doing? or Where are they?.
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Also, most of the studies incorporate the concept of “Task”, which represents the collaborative tasks 
that users have to perform. However, the studies do not model processes that involve these tasks and that 
allow giving them a logical order.

Req 2: Having a model that allows expressing the awareness related to the concepts that intervene in 
the system.

The model has to cover the different alternatives that awareness presents (workspace awareness, 
social awareness, group awareness, etc). These elements are related to the concept of awareness. In the 
design of collaborative systems, we must be able to say which type of awareness each of the elements 
in the system is going to have. For example, we must be able to say that performance of the other users 
is going to be shown in a given session. We also we must be able to determine somehow in what space 
the users are.

Req 3: Having a model of the collaborative process as a set of collaborative activities (sessions) devel-
oped by users.

This review revealed that there is not a proposal that covers all the needs for modeling the aware-
ness. There is no highlighted model and therefore, there is no standard de fact accepted by the academic 
community. Most studies show examples of application use that utilizes awareness information in a 
particular domain (educational situation, health care, etc.). There are a few studies dealing with aware-
ness modeling through the conceptual models, abstractions or meta-models. Some works present formal 
models considering req 1, which is related to the main concepts. Few of them allow incorporating the 
awareness of the designs and relate it to the main concepts. As stated above, there are no works that 
allow modeling collaborative processes giving the tasks a logical order. For example, the design should 
express which task has to be performed before another one or what conditions have to be fulfilled to 
progress on a particular task.

Req 4: Allow associating awareness information of the collaborative processes.

Previous requirement reveled that it is necessary to consider the awareness in relation to the collab-
orative processes. For example, an interesting awareness could be to inform the level of progress that a 
group of users has in a project or which tasks are in progress and which ones are about to start. To this 
end, it is necessary to obtain a model that allows modeling the type of awareness and relates it to the 
collaborative processes.

Req 5: Allow modeling the different status developed during an interaction session (interaction protocols).

On the other hand, it is well known that sessions in the collaborative systems allowed the users to 
collaborate using different shared tools and objects. The sessions are not static, but change their status 
when the users perform their activities. For example, in a session in which a user is introducing a topic, 
another user may want to ask a question. If the system allows the user to ask for authorization to ask 
questions, then the speaker will be able to call on another user who would like to speak or continue with 
his/her speech. As can be seen, the session presents a status when the speaker is delivering his speech 
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and another one when the student is asking. During the speech, the system operates in a determined way 
and allows the users to perform a set of actions. When the user asks for authorization to ask a question 
the system changes the status. The modeling of these different status describes how the system changes 
according to the interaction of the users

Req 6: Incorporate different types of awareness associated with the stages of the session.

The previous requirement revealed that it is necessary to model the awareness related to the different 
status of the session. According to the above example when a user raises his/her hand to ask a question, 
the system should inform the other participants that someone wants to ask a question. The speaker is 
the one who may authorize the other user to ask. When the speaker authorizes the user to ask, the other 
users in the session should receive a particular piece of awareness information indicating the user who 
is asking a question.

Req 7: utilization of standards in the construction of the involved models

Finally, the use of industrial standards as a mean to facilitate communications among developers 
is recommended. This standardization makes it possible the interaction among different applications 
and products that are based on those standards and on the technological specification. If the model is 
defined from the meta-model of UML, different plug-ins based on the UML meta-model could be used 
to see some aspects of our products. For example, editors related to UML can be used to describe our 
collaborative system.

As a general conclusion we note that in addition to the abstract model that considers the main ele-
ments of the collaborative systems it is necessary to have some modeling elements that allow associat-
ing different types of awareness to the fundamental concepts of the collaborative systems. Also, two 
aspects of the dynamic modeling of these systems should be considered. On the one hand, incorporation 
of collaborative process as a consequence of tasks or collaborative activities and on the other hand, the 
interaction protocols that describe the participation of users/roles in each collaborative task.

THE DOMAIN-SPECIFIC LANGUAGE CSSL

This section presents the design and implementation of the domain specific language CSSL v2.0 - Col-
laborative Software System Language -built as an extension of UML, using the metamodeling mechanism. 
CSSL provides simplicity, expressiveness and precision to model the main concepts of collaborative 
systems, especially collaborative processes, protocols and awareness. This language meets all the re-
quirements defined in the previous section.

Abstract and Concrete Syntax

The abstract syntax specifies the language structure while the concrete syntax, which is usually a graphi-
cal notation, defines the way language constructions look like to the user. It is important to note that the 
same abstract syntax might have several different concrete syntaxes. In the case of the CSSL language, 
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the metamodeling approach is used to express the abstract syntax while a set of graphical editors are 
applied for implementing the concrete syntax. These editors allow metamodel instantiation.

Metamodeling is a well-established and effective technology in the field of language engineering. 
The CSSL metamodel was built as an extension of the UML metamodel. Therefore, it includes UML, 
and all its metaclases can be used. To give an example, Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 show in dark 
gray some UML metaclasses with their CSSL-specific extensions.

Figure 1 shows the main metaclasses of the CSSL metamodel: CollaborativeElement which is a 
subclass of UML Class, and CollaborativeAssociation which is a subclass of UML Association. This 
language allows users to work with the main concepts of collaborative systems: “Shared Object”, “Tool”, 
“Collaborative Activity”, “Workspace”, “User”, “Role” and connect them to express the characteristics 
of the system. For example, an activity involves certain roles and uses some tools (elements are speci-
fied and related). In addition, the language allows users to describe the awareness elements that appear 
in the collaborative system and how they relate to the elements being modeled. This is reflected in the 
metaclasses Awareness and AwarenessKind that can be connected to any collaborative element by means 
of the shownIn relationship.

Figure 1. CSSL conceptual model
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Figure 2 shows that CollaborativeProcess behavior is represented through UML Activity that is 
composed of nodes (ActivityNodes) and edges (ActivityEdge). The metamodel extends the latter two 
allowing users to have collaborative activities such as nodes (CollaborativeActivityNode) and edges 
(CollaborativeProcessEdge) that are activated from the operations that roles carry out. It can also be 
seen that collaborative nodes are related to a set of events that can trigger awareness information to be 
displayed in some collaborative element (Workspace, Tool, etc.).

Figure 3 displays the metaclasses to model protocols. The possibility of defining the behavior of a 
collaborative activity through a protocol is contemplated. The StateMachine metaclass is used to repre-
sent the protocol of an activity. The modeling consists in describing the states through which an activity 
passes, having into account the operations that roles can perform.

In the protocol metamodel, the metaclass CollaborativeActivityState, subclass of UML State, has 
a set of operations assigned through assignedRoleElementOperation and another set of operations that 
trigger a transition to another state. It is important to note that operations assigned to roles are related to 
an event that can cause an Awareness information update to be displayed in some collaborative element.

Figure 2. Collaborative processes in CSSL

Figure 3. Protocols in CSSL
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Using the metamodel, users can instantiate the CollaborativeModel metaclass that is a subclass of 
the UML Model, which contains the elements constituting the system as packaged elements (instances 
of PackageElement). This allows users to create CollaborativeRoles, CollaborativeActivity, Workspace, 
and so on.

Creating models from instantiating metaclasses, using a standard UML editor, is a hard and unfriendly 
work. This style of instantiation would require users to create an instance of CollaborativeModel and 
from it instantiate the “children” in that model, as shown in Figure 4 where, for example, Workspace is 
instantiated. In this case, abstract syntax is used as if it were concrete and a tree-shaped listing with all 
the instantiated classes and associations is displayed.

Figure 4. UML editors
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To provide more flexibility and readability to the DSL, different concrete syntaxes (Editors) can be 
offered. Then users can choose the syntax that is most intuitive for them. This work introduces a concrete 
syntax, implemented through graphical editors, that was developed using eclipse’s Sirius project. It is 
shown in Figure 5.

Different representations are available according to the needs of the language. The main graphical 
editors describing the collaborative system with awareness are:

• System Structure: this editor allows the user to create and connect the main concepts of the sys-
tem. Awareness information is also supported.

• System roles: this editor allows the user to define which roles are involved in the system and 
which operations are assigned to them. The actions triggering the awareness are also defined.

• Process Diagram: For each process, the collaborative activities that make up it and in what order 
they are executed are displayed. In this editor, users can indicate how the awareness is updated as 
the process advances.

• Activity diagram: This editor allows the user to specify the states through which a collaborative 
activity goes. Users can also indicate how awareness information is modified due to the actions 
of the roles.

Other editors allow users to create processes, awareness types, add operations to spaces, add opera-
tions to activities, and other system configuration. Together they provide tools for designers to describe 
collaborative systems with awareness.

Figure 5. CSSL language-specific editors
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DERIVING CODE FROM THE DOMAIN-SPECIFIC LANGUAGE

MDA Initiative: PIM to PSM Transformations

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is an approach to software design, development and implementation 
guided by the Object Management Group (OMG) (Kennedy and Carter 2003)(Kennedy and Carter 2003; 
Kleppe, Warmer, and Bast 2003). MDA is a pragmatic realization of MDD and provides guidelines for 
structuring software specifications that are expressed as models. MDA separates business and application 
logic from underlying platform technology. Platform-independent models (PIM) of an application, built 
using UML or the other associated OMG modeling standards, can be realized through the MDA on virtu-
ally any platform. These platform-independent models document the business functionality and behavior 
of an application separated from the technology-specific code that implements, which is documented 
by Platform Specific Models (PSMs). Each one can evolve at its own rate: business logic responding 
to business need, and technology taking advantage of new developments. Therefore, interoperability 
both within and across platform boundaries is facilitated (Lidia Fuentes and Antonio Vallecillo 2004).

The CSSL language is independent of any deployment platform because it does not reference any 
of the features of specific technologies, such as: programming languages, hardware, network topology, 
and so on. Therefore, CSSL is a language for expressing PIMs.

The key challenge of MDA is in transforming PIMs to PSMs that can be used to generate implementa-
tions. Transforming a model into another model means that a source model is transformed into a target 
model based on some transformation rules, as shown in Figure 6.

One or more PSMs can be derived from a PIM, depending on the different technologies. In this 
section we describe a particular transformation from CSSL PIM models to an executable model. The 
transformation is composed by a set of rules associating each element of the CSSL Metamodel to an 
element in the target metamodel. In this case, the specific stack of technologies included in the PSM are 
JavaScript and technologies associated with that language, such as Node.js and client-side frameworks 
such as Angular and React. The main concepts conforming the PSM are Application, Component, But-

Figure 6. Transformation architecture
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ton, Process, Classes (Types), Permissions, Role, User and Container Component. Table 1 represents 
how elements of the PIM are transformed to the PSM.

After applying the transformation, the abstraction level is reduced because elements get defined in 
terms of elements in the chosen specific platform. Notice that not all elements from the PIM are mapped 
in Table 1.

Table 1. PIM to PSM transformation

Metaclases Transformaction

CollaborativeModel Application: A collaborative system or application is created for each model.

CollaborativeElement Abstract Component: Collaborative elements will be visible components in the system. These 
elements have operations that appear as buttons in the system interface.

CollaborativeElement: Workspace Container Component: A component visible on the system that will contain the activities that 
belong to it and the operations defined in its context.

CollaborativeElement: 
CollaborativeActivity

Container Component: A component visible on the system that will contain the tools that are used 
and the operations defined for the activity.

CollaborativeElement: Tool Container Component: A component visible on the system that will contain the features defined for 
the tool.

CollaborativeElement: 
SharedObject

Container Component: A component visible on the system that will contain the operations defined 
for it.

ElementOperation Button: the button appears on collaborative items and represents related operations that can be 
executed on each of them.

CollaborativeAssociation Maintains relationships between collaborative elements.

CollaborativeAssociation: 
BelongRelationship This association indicates that a CollaborativeActivity belongs to a Workspace.

CollaborativeAssociation: 
UseRelationship This association indicates that a Tool is used in a CollaborativeActivity.

CollaborativeAssociation: 
ParticipationRelationship

This association indicates that a CollaborationRole participates in a CollaborativeActivity. This 
relationship defines which and how each role participates in each activity.

User User registered in the system.

CollaborationRole Role within the system. This element controls user permissions.

RoleElementOperation
Enables a role to execute an operation on a collaborative item. Makes the button visible to a 
particular role. On the other hand, it activates an Event indicating that the operation was executed. 
This is used to display awareness information somewhere in the system.

CollaborativeProcess A container component composed of CollaborativesNodes instances, control nodes (initial, fork, 
join, decision, final), and edges connecting these nodes. It represents a system process.

CollaborativeActivityNode Represents an instance of an activity within a process.

CollaborativeProcessEdge The edges of a process that starts when a role executes an operation (RoleElementOperation).

CollaborativeActivityState Represents a state within a collaborative activity. There is a set of RoleElementOperation assigned 
to it.

CollaborativeProtocol-Transition It is a state change within an activity that originates from an operation (RoleElementOperation) 
performed in the source state.

AwarenessKind Types of awareness information.

Awareness A system-visible component that is linked to a component through the shownIn relationship. It 
defines a set of events that will update the component information.
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Model-to-Text Transformation

The final step of the MDA is automatic code generation. By taking information from the PSM, an auto-
matic transformation produces both structural and behavioral code that are compliant with the compila-
tion process of the platform and can be executed on it. A target architecture was chosen to implement 
the concepts conforming the PSM.

This section introduces a Model-to-Text transformation developed with the Acceleo Eclipse plug-in 
(https://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/ n.d.). The transformation maps elements from the CSSL language to 
elements in the PSM model. The resulting PSM consists of a set of files containing code in some pro-
gramming language and a target architecture; in this case a Web Client-Server architecture was chosen.

Specifically, for each element of the language, the transformation defines which system components 
must be built; both on the client and on the server side. On the other hand, a lightweight language was 
chosen that does not require complicated configuration (for example, JavaScript and technologies as-
sociated with that language, such as Node.js and client-side frameworks such as Angular or React).

The transformation also defines that the data exchange between the client and the server is performed 
through a REST API, which functions as an interface between systems that use the HTTP protocol to 
get the data or warn of the execution of some operation, using an XML or JSON format.

The target code is written in TypeScript, which is a JavaScript-based programming language, with 
the advantage of being a typed language, which allows the creation of class structures and can run on 
both the client and server side.

In short, the transformation consists of taking an instance of the CSSL language and producing as a 
result a Web application implemented in TypeScript, where the developers can then add their own code 
to adapt the result to their interests.

WebSocket technology was chosen to implement awareness. It establishes a bidirectional connection 
between the client’s browser and the server that lasts as long as the client browser remains open. Both 
the client and server are able to send and receive messages over the established connection channel using 
the standard protocol WS or the secure version WSS.

Finally, executable models are obtained, through model transformations, using Javascript-related web 
technology (Express.js, Angular.js, Node.js), MongoDB and Websockets.

The main concerns of collaborative systems are already built in this preliminary version of the sys-
tem. That is, user management, roles and operations, collaborative processes, and awareness are already 
implemented. Then, developers can refine this system according to their own needs.

Transformation Output

The target of the transformation is a web application that provides a set of basic functions that develop-
ers can refine to complete the development of the collaborative system. In this section the output of the 
transformation is analyzed in two steps. First the construction of the system structure is described and 
afterward the implementation of the system dynamics is explained.

System Structure

The main phases of transforming the structural aspects of the system are presented in this section:
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Figure 7. (a) Structure of operations transformations

Figure 8. (b) Operation transformation

Figure 9. (c) Workspace transformation
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A directory default structure, based on the standards of each technology is obtained as it is shown 
in Figure 7.

• Transformation of operations. The operations are transformed into buttons in the application.

The Figure 8 shows an example of a target application, a Chess game, that is obtained from two col-
laborative elements by applying the transformation.

• Workspace Transformation. Workspaces are transformed into containers that give a framework to 
the execution of activities. Additionally, containers hold their own operations. After the transfor-
mation is applied, Angular components are created, and saved in their proper directory (“work-
space”). Figure 9 shows an example.

• Transformation of collaborative activities (CollaborativeActivity). Activities are located within 
workspaces. They are invocated by users within a collaborative process. Activities contain opera-
tions and offer tools to the users. Activities are transformed to Angular components that are saved 
in the “activity” directory within the project as shown in Figure 10.

• The belongRelationship, UseRelationShip, and ParticipationRelationship associations are used 
to connect the elements, getting the result shown in the Figure 11. The “PlayGame” activity ap-
pears in gray, the tools in green, the roles in light-blue color and finally the workspace is shown 
in orange. The arrows show which elements are linked to each activity. These associations are 
instances of different associations expressed in the metamodel. The ParticipationRelationship re-
lates the activity to the collaboration roles. The UseRelationship relates the activity to the tools. 
Finally, the BelongsRelationship relates the activity to the workspaces. All these relationships are 
processed by the transformation, given rise to the components and containers of the resulting col-
laborative system in the Figure 12.

Figure 10. (a) Activity transformation
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System Dynamics

After finishing the first step of the transformation, a preliminary version of the web system is already 
available. It allows a group of users to connect to the system to share collaborative activities.

The next step of the transformation consists in implementing the dynamic aspects of the system. This 
section discusses the transformation of the main dynamic models: protocol construction, collaborative 
processes, and awareness.

Figure 11. (b) Activity relationships

Figure 12. (c) Activity interface
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• Transformation of activities protocols. Protocols are modeled as state machines, and each state 
is specified as the set of operations that roles can execute in that state. Some of the operations 
can cause a state transition. In the example being followed, the “PlayGame” activity goes through 
the “Moving White” and “MovingBlacks” states. In the first, the Whites role can move a piece, 
and in the second the Black role is the one that can move, and the states change as the roles run 
the MovePiece operation, as shown in the Figure 13. In the interface, the user will always see the 

Figure 13. (a) Protocol model

Figure 14. (b) Protocol transformation
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protocol status to the right of the activity name while the available operations appear as buttons 
that can be activated as shown in Figure 14.

• Transformation of Collaborative Processes. Processes organize a set of collaborative activi-
ties by defining in what order each of them is activated. When users enter the system, they will 
only have access to the processes in which they are enrolled. For example, Figure 15 shows the 
process that simulates a chess competition, where participants must play three games to win. In 
this process, three activities of the type “PlayGame” are created. As users enter the system, they 
are placed in the games they have to play, and the process starts. The system controls which user 
participates in each game and enables the winners to play the contest final.

• Creation of activities and processes. One of the central decisions to make in the process of trans-
forming from model to text is to define how system instances are to be created. In our example, 
the design decision was that users can create the activities and processes in which they participate. 
Once users are logged into the system, they can create Games and Championships from the system 
home. The example shows the user’s games and championships, Figure 16. The system displays 
and supervises the status of each game as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 15. Collaborative process transformation

Figure 16. (a) Main menu
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• Transformation of awareness. The transformation mechanism defines how those models are 
transformed into components that display the awareness information in the system, Figure 18. 
Awareness models will be transformed into components that will be displayed in collaborative 
elements (Workspace, CollaborativeActivity, Tool). At the same time, a communication channel 
(Websockets) is created between the awareness originator and the component that displays the 
information. The second example shows that the awareness “Turn” is displayed in the “Board” 
element and is updated from the user/role moves and the system clock, Figure 19.

Figure 17. (b) Process instances

Figure 18. (a) Awareness transformation
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CASE STUDY

Modeling the DimSum Thinklet

ThinkLets (Robert O. Briggs, Gert-Jan de Vreede, Gwendolyn L. Kolfschoten - 2007) are design pat-
terns for collaborative work practices. ThinkLets are used by facilitators and collaboration engineers to 
design collaboration processes for high-value recurring tasks, and to transfer those designs to practitioners 
to execute for themselves without the ongoing intervention of professional facilitators. The collection 
of thinkLets forms a pattern language for creating, documenting, communicating, and learning group 
process designs.

In (Robert O. Briggs, Gert-Jan de Vreede, Gwendolyn L. Kolfschoten - 2007) a fully documented 
thinkLet, named DimSum is presented as example. In this thinkLet, the team works to create a specific, 
precise, statement, in a way that all understand, and that accommodates the interests of all team mem-
bers. Each member proposes a candidate terminology for the common statement. Participants then get 
the words and phrases they like best from the candidate statements to create a new common statement. 
Periodically all participants propose new candidate statements based on the current draft of the common 
statement. The cycle continues until a version emerges that all participants accept.

Here, the pattern of collaboration is a cycle of generation of concepts, clarification of meaning and 
consensus building on the final statement.

This collaboration pattern can be easily and accurately modeled by applying CSSL.
Before starting with the design of the interaction among the participants, the environment where the 

users collaborate should be described. The tools, the roles and the virtual place where the users will 
meet to develop the collaborative activities involved in the DimSum thinkLet are identified in a first step. 
Figure 20 displays the complete thinkLet environment. The model specifies two collaborative activities: 
one for generation of concepts (ContributeSt) and another for clarification of meaning and consensus 
building (ReviewSt). Both collaborative activities are carried out in the same virtual place called Room. 
Coordinator and participant are the two roles involved in the task. Finally, the specification describes the 
set of collaborative tools that users/roles employ to carry out the task. The tool set includes a. statement 
browser, a statement editor, a voice conference system, and a voting system.

Figure 19. (b) Last action awareness
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The collaborative process model for the Dimsum Thinklet task is illustrated in Figure 21. The model 
specifies the ContributeSt and ReviewSt activities and the transitions that define the collaborative process. 
The activities are labeled with icons of the work of (Solano et al. 2014) that show the type of activity 
and whether they produce information or not.

Figure 20. Modeling of the DimSum ThinkLet environment

Figure 21. Modeling of the DimSum ThinkLet process
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Then, each of the collaborative activities is modeled in CSSL. For this purpose, the protocols are 
specified. Figure 22 shows the interactions between the participants in the ContributeSt collaborative 
activitiy. The model is compliant with the DimSum Thinklet specifications where it is described that 
the activity goes through different states. In each of them, users can perform different operations. The 
model shows a first state of the activity called Setup where the coordinator explains the objective of the 
activity. Then, in the following state, called ProduceSt, the participants contributions are generated and 
collected and finally in the last state, called ReviewSt, the candidate sentences are adjusted. The activity 
continues cyclically until a consensus is reached among all participants.

Awareness Modeling

The above models describe the structure and dynamics of the DimSum thinkLet. But another important 
element in a collaborative process is the awareness specification. And indeed, the modeling of awareness 
is one of the most important strengths of CSSL since it allows the collaboration engineer to specify where 
the awareness components should be displayed, and which events trigger the update of each of them.

Although the awareness specification would notably enrich the thinkLet scope, the DimSum thinkLet 
does not define the types of awareness to apply. Therefore, the following five types of awareness are 
incorporated to the thinkLet model: Presence, Speaking, Statement, VotingResult, TimeToVote. Figure 
23 shows the instances of the awareness types with the details of the events that update them.

It is noteworthy that most of the awareness were defined as synchronous and not transient (not stored 
in the system). Except in the case of the awareness Statements that must be stored in the system for later 

Figure 22. Modeling of the DimSum ThinkLet activity
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retrieval. The Figure 23 also shows that awareness components are linked to different types of elements 
(Workspace Room, VoiceConf Tool, Vooting Tool, ContributeSt Activity).

Most awareness updates are based on the actions that users perform. The system is attentive to the 
operations performed by the roles in the system and activates the update of awareness when appropriate. 
On the other hand, other awareness types are linked to events not originated by users. For example, the 
elapsed time, as specified in the Awareness TimeToVote, where there is a UML timeEvent activated to 
control the amount of time allowed to vote.

Awareness can also be specified linked to events in activities as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 23. Modeling of the DimSum ThinkLet with awareness

Figure 24. Modeling of the DimSum ThinkLet process with awareness
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COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORKS

In this section we present a discussion of the most relevant works related to the modeling of collabora-
tive systems with special attention to awareness. The information is an update of a systematic literature 
review (Bibbo, Giandini, and Pons 2016), where software engineering resources to design Collaborative 
Systems in a standardized, efficient and automated way were searched and analyzed.

CSSL is a domain specific language built as a UML extension using the metamodeling mechanism. 
A first version of the language was introduced in (Bibbo, Giandini, and Pons 2017). The current version 
meets all the requirements stated in the background section.

Unlike de work of (Gallardo et al. 2012) with CSSL, the content of the editors cannot be specifically 
modeled, but CSSL allows integrating any type of collaborative tool into the design, describing what 
operations the roles can execute at each time. Regarding the workspace, CSSL allows engineers to de-
sign relationships between workspaces such as the inclusion between workspaces. This facility allows 
covering several collaborative domains (E-learning, Brainstorming, Collaborative games, etc.). It also 
allows integrating a specific design of the awareness information associated with the different elements 
of the model.

Although the proposal of using thinklets (Briggs, Gert-Jan de Vreede, and Kolfschoten 2007) is in-
teresting to document the dynamics of collaboration, CSSL provides a more comprehensive view of the 
system. In addition to modeling the interaction, CSSL defines the collaborative tools (Tools) that will 
be used at each time, the collaboration environment (Workspace) and especially the awareness model-
ing, indicating the type of information and in which collaborative element it will be displayed and how 
it will be kept up to date. An example of a thinklet modeling with CSSL is presented in this article, as 
a case study.

The difference between CSSL and most related proposals is that CSSL is formally linked to UML. 
CSSL extends some UML classes that allow modeling collaborative processes (extending Activity) and 
protocols (extending StateMachine). These designs combine the power of the UML to describe pro-
cesses and protocols (with their metaclasses of Fork, Join, Decision, etc.) with the actions (operations) 
performed by the roles in collaborative activities.

The popularity and maturity of UML favors that CSSL can be widely adopted for modeling collab-
orative systems. Also, it brings the benefits of leveraging the available UML modeling software tools.

Regarding language coverage, the expressive power of CSSL is enough to represent all surveyed 
concepts. In addition, in CSSL the awareness modeling smoothly integrated into the rest of the models 
gives rise to a new and powerful design that allows obtaining a concrete implementation automatically 
through model transformations adhering to the model driven software development approach. And then 
getting benefits in terms of standardization, code reuse and automation.

EVALUATION, VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE METAMODEL

Evaluation of the Metamodel

This section performs a metamodel evaluation based on metrics recognized in the academic community. 
For this analysis, a set of three metrics presented in (Robert et al. 2009) was taken as the main reference. 
The metrics quantitatively determine how good a UML Profile is. Given their characteristics, these met-
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rics can also be applied to metamodels, measuring a) How close the metamodels is to UML semantics, 
b) How complex it is, c) How configurable it is.

The metrics are:
 ◦  ANLA (Average Number Location Application): This metrics calculates the average number 

of UML elements to which stereotypes in a UML Profile can be applied. It is calculated as:

ANLA n Mi
i

n
�

��1
1

/  

Where n is the number of stereotypes conforming the profile and Mi is the amount of metaclasses 
to which the i-th stereotype can be applied. The stereotype can be applied to any subclass of its base 
metaclasses. Therefore, a larger ANLA will be obtained when the affected metaclasses are closer to the 
“root” element of the metamodel referenced by the profile than when they are closer to the “leaves”. For 
example, a stereotype that extends the Element metaclass can be applied to 199 metaclasses. The ANLA 
gives an indication of how much the profile depends on the UML metamodel. A high ANLA represents 
a profile that extends metaclasses close to the root elements of the metamodel, and because the seman-
tics of them are more general, the resulting profile will not be as dependent on the UML metamodel. In 
contrast, a low ANLA represents a more dependent profile.

Figure 25. UML metaclasses to calculate ANLA
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For the metric to be applicable to a metamodel, a variant of the formula was defined. According to 
the adapted metric each metaclass will be analyzed to determine whether it extends a UML metaclass 
near the root or closer to the leaves. The distribution of extended metaclases in the hierarchy tree can 
be seen in the Figure 25, where the main UML metaclasses that are extended by the CSSL language are 
highlighted. Specifically, for each metaclass, the adapted metric calculates two distances: - RI that is the 
number of subclasses ranging from the extended metaclass to the farthest leaf and - RS that is the length 
of the path to the root. For example, for a metaclass that extends the Class metaclass, RI is 3, while RS 
is 7. The variant of the ANLA formula is as follws:

ANLA RIi RSi RIi
i

n
� �� �

�� 0
/  

• ALDIT (Average Leaf Depth of Inheritance Tree): This metric represents the average length of the 
inheritance tree in stereotypes. To apply the ALDIT metric to the metamodel, the metaclasses that 
extend a CSSL metaclass are counted and the average is calculated using the following formula:

ALDIT Li
i

n
�

�� 0
 

Where n is the number of metaclasses in the CSSL metamodel and for each of them, Li = 1 if the 
metaclass extends other CSSL metaclass or Li=0 if it extends a UML metaclass.

• ASWA (Average Stereotype with Attributes): This metric calculates the average of stereotypes 
that have attributes. To apply ASWA to the CSSL metamodel, CSSL metaclasses that have attri-
butes are counted and the formula is defined as follows:

ASWA Ai
i

n
�

�� 0
 

Where n is the number of CSSL metaclasses and Ai = 1 if the metaclass has one or more attributes, 
or Ai = 0 in other case.

Applying the Metrics to CSSL

In this section the results of applying the metrics on the CSSL metamodel are shown. Considering that 
he CSSL metamodel defines 25 new metaclasses, the index n is 25.

• The formula ANLA {ANLA}, where each Mi is calculated as follows.
 ◦ For the 12 metaclasses extending the metaclass “Class”, the RI is 3 and the RS is 7. Then Mi 

= (3/(3+7)) = 0.3
 ◦ For the metaclass that extends “Model” the RI is 0. Then Mi = 0.
 ◦ For the 6 metaclasses that extend”Association” the RI is 1 and the RS is 2. Then Mi = (1/

(1+2)) = 0.3333.
 ◦ For the metaclass extending ActivityNode, the RI is 3 and the RS is 3, then Mi = 0.5.
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 ◦ For the metaclass that extends ActivityEdge, the RI is 1 and the RS is 3, then Mi = 0.25.
 ◦ For the metaclass that extends Vertex, the RI is 2 and the RS is 2, then Mi = 0.5.
 ◦ For the 3 metaclasses that extend ProtocolTransition, Activity, and ProtocolStateMachine 

respectively, the RI is 0. Then Mi = 0.
• In summary, ANLA = 0.274

This result is relatively low, indicating that the language mostly extends classes close to the leaves 
of UML metamodel. According to Robert et al.’s work (Robert et al. 2009), this means that the CSSL 
metamodel relies heavily on UML semantics, allowing the use of tools implemented for the management 
of UML models in the management of CSSL models, such as editors, code generators, profiles, etc.

• ALDIT: calculating this metric, Li = 1 for 9 CSSL metaclasses that extends other CSSL meta-
classes, while Li = 0 for the remaining16 classes. Therefore:
 ◦ ALDIT = 9/25 = 0.36

• ASWA: the amount of CSSL metaclasses that have some attribute is 14, then:
 ◦ ASWA = 14/25 = 0.56

The application of ALDIT and ASWA, shows that the CSSL metamodel has a low complexity (0.36), 
with a short inheritance tree. On the other hand, it provides good parameterization possibilities (0.56) 
by users since more than half of the metaclasses have useful attributes for customizing the models to be 
instantiated from CSSL.

Conceptual Model Validation

According to Sargent (Sargent 2013), conceptual model validity means determining that (1) theories and 
assumptions underlying the conceptual model are correct, and (2) model representation of the problem, 
structure, logic, and mathematical and causal relationships of the model are reasonable, for the intended 
purpose of the model.

Then Sargent in (Sargent 2013) claims that the theories and assumptions underlying the construction 
of the model are tested using mathematical analyses and statistical methods. And that the opinion of 
experts on the subject is essential to determine the validity of the conceptual model. For this reason a 
systematic literature review was carried out to corroborate that experts accept the concepts, structures, 
and relationships included in the CSSL metamodel.

Through the systematic literature review (Bibbo et al. 2016), different models and ontologies of 
Collaborative Systems were analyzed, identifying a set of representative conceptual elements., such as 
“Shared Object”, “Tool”, “Collaborative Activity”,”Workspace”, “User/Role”, “Group”. These elements 
also relate to the concept of awareness. As described in (Belkadi et al. 2013), one of the questions used to 
identify awareness is: “What roles will the other members of the group assume?” where the association 
between the concept of role and awareness appears. In other examples of awareness the question to ask 
is: “How can I help other participants to complete the project?” or “What are they doing?” or “Where 
are they?” In addition, most works incorporate the concept of “Task”, which represents the collaborative 
tasks that users must perform.

The literature review and the related works corroborates that the CSSL metamodel presented in this 
paper, contemplates and includes all the concepts presented in the different scientific works. A notewor-
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thy aspect is that the CSSL metamodel contemplates the concept “Awareness” related to “Collabora-
tive Elements”, “Collaborative Process” and “Protocol”, allowing the creation of designs that include 
“Awareness” in the models instantiated from the metamodel.

In conclusion, the CSSL conceptual model can be considered correct and reasonable for its purpose, 
and therefore valid. This claim is supported by the systematic review of the work of numerous experts 
in the field of collaborative systems with awareness.

Model Verification

Sargent explains in (Sargent 2013) that model verification can be performed through computerized veri-
fication. This ensures that the computer programming and implementation of the conceptual model are 
correct. This means that the models are implementable and that the programs that are developed from 
these models work. To help ensure that a correct software is obtained, software development techniques 
found in the field of software engineering should be used in developing and implementing the software.

According to this definition, the CSSL metamodel can be considered verified because the semantics 
of the metamodel was implemented by means of a model-to-text transformation, as described in section 
4. The transformation produces an executable web version of the model that solves central aspects of 
collaborative systems, as follows:

• Registration of users/roles in the system.
• Security issues, session management, login, and logout.
• Allow users/roles to perform operations provided by the collaborative item.
• Allow users/roles to access collaborative spaces, participate in collaborative activities and use 

collaborative tools.
• Coordinate user participation within collaborative activities according to protocols.
• Schedule collaborative activities in collaborative processes.
• Manage in-system instantiating.
• Providing an Awareness Platform.
• Construction of a prototype of the Application.

Once the program has been developed and possible bugs have been fixed, the first tests can be per-
formed to determine if the system is working correctly. At this stage, different types of tests ranging 
from unit test, integration test to user acceptance test are performed. For example, the intuitiveness of 
the navigation between collaborative spaces, the usefulness of the awareness, and the correctness of the 
collaborative activities are subjects that can be analyzed at this stage.

At this point the system requirements are validated and design alternatives are considered to achieve 
a properly functioning application.

When modeling errors are detected, the analysts are able to correct the CSSL models and generate 
the modified system automatically by re-applying the model-to-text transformation. This demonstrates 
the advantages of MDD by allowing iterating between modeling and testing several times until obtaining 
the system that meets the requirements.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Collaborative Systems are applications in which a group of users, following a common goal, develop 
different joint activities. On the one hand the collaborative software allows users to share information, 
communicate, and coordinate joint activities and, on the other hand, it provides awareness information, 
which requires maintaining and informing users about the status of the collaboration on the fly.

Building these systems is a very complex task that requires powerful tools.
In this paper a proposal to apply the Model Driven software Development approach (MDD) to the 

construction of Collaborative systems was elaborated.
MDD separates business and application logic from underlying platform technology. Models allow 

designers to specify the solution using problem domain concepts directly. End products are then auto-
matically generated from these high-level specifications.

The proposal consists of a domain specific language, named CSSL v2.0, that defines the main concepts 
of collaborative systems, especially collaborative processes, protocols and awareness. A concrete syntax 
is defined via a set of editors through which collaborative systems models are created by instantiating 
the language concepts. In addition to the static aspects, dynamic aspects such as collaborative processes, 
protocols and awareness are modeled.

Following the MDD methodology, the language semantics was defined through model-to-text trans-
formations, obtaining executable code from the models expressed in the CSSL v2.0 language.

The target of the transformation is a web application that provides a set of basic functions that de-
velopers can refine to complete the development of the collaborative system.

The transformation was implemented in Acceleo and for the target code a lightweight and flexible 
javascript-based technology was used (Express, Node.js, Angular, MongoDB and Websockets).

The main concepts of the collaborative system were mapped into application components, both on 
the server and on the client side. The model-to-text transformation allows developers to obtain a draft 
version of the collaborative system that resolves the management of users, roles and operations, col-
laborative processes and awareness.

The results obtained corroborate that the CSSL v2.0 language allows defining in a precise, concise, 
and friendly way the abstract concepts of collaborative systems, including collaborative processes, 
protocols and awareness. This allows designers to build models that facilitate communication between 
developers, and executable versions are derived from them. An important aspect to highlight is that the 
models are built maintaining compatibility with UML, which makes it possible to interchange with other 
tools, such as editors, translators, or other UML profiles. This allows designers to use tools developed 
for CSSL and UML in combination.

Finally, evaluation, validation and verification of the language were carried out. The evaluation 
determined that the CSSL metamodel has low complexity, with semantics strongly associated with 
UML and with good configuration possibilities. On the other hand, the validity of the metamodel was 
analyzed based on a systematic review of the work of different experts from the scientific community 
determining that concepts and relationships of the metamodel are reasonable for its intended purpose. 
Finally, model verification was performed through computerized verification, demonstrating that the 
model-to-text transformation allows developers to obtain an executable web system that solves central 
aspects of collaborative systems.

Future work includes the combined application of other UML profiles complementing the CSSL 
language, such as Mobile profiles. Additionally, other transformations will be built from the models to 
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obtain implementations on different platforms. This would allow the creation of a factory of collaborative 
applications for different platforms, exploiting the power of the model transformation tools.

On the other hand, it is intended to incorporate usability evaluation tools. Specially to evaluate the 
impact of the awareness functionality on the usability of collaborative systems. This will allow, not only, 
to evaluate the collaborative applications produced (collaborative games, teaching environments, group 
decision making) but also to evaluate the CSSL language both in its syntax and its semantics.

Another line of future work is the possibility of incorporating collaborative functionality to the editors 
implemented to support the graphical representation of the language. This challenge will allow building 
collaborative tools to develop collaborative systems.

Finally. An architecture will be designed to support awareness services for large-scale collaborative 
systems. The objective of this architecture is to support different types of awareness (presence, location, 
action, etc.) with their different implementation variants (synchronous/asynchronous, volatile/persistent, 
etc.). The proposed architecture, oriented to microservices, should provide scalability (vertical and 
horizontal), improve the maintenance of the developed systems, foster continuous development and 
integration, and facilitate the experimentation and integration of new technologies.
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ABSTRACT

In September 2021, the Government of India approved the extension of a guarantee worth INR 30.6 
billion (US$4.1 billion) to the National Asset Reconstruction Company Ltd. (NARCL), also called a 
bad bank. In a move to address the mountain of NPAs in the banking sector, bad banks may bring some 
relief to banks or rather defer the crisis. However, historically bad banks have not been successful for 
countries like Mexico, Greece, South Korea, Argentina, and Italy. Technology can help manage the chal-
lenges posed by the mountain of NPAs in the Indian banking sector through emerging technologies like 
blockchain for transparency and artificial intelligence for streamlined processes. This chapter explains 
the FinTech way through new emerging technologies to resolve the problem of high non-performing 
assets and the role of introduction of bad banks to alienate illiquid and risky assets held by banks and 
financial institutions to clean their balance sheets by transferring their bad loans so that the banks can 
focus on their core business of taking deposits and lending money.

INTRODUCTION

On Feb 1, 2021, Union Finance Minister Ms. Nirmala Sitaraman while presenting the Union Budget 
2021 lays focus on the seven important pillars for reviving the economy. These pillars are Health and 
Wellbeing, Reinvigorating Human Capital, Physical and Financial Capital and infrastructure, Minimum 
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Government Maximum Governance. Inclusive development for Aspirational India and the concept of 
Bad Bank in the country. FM further said that Asset Management Company (AMC) and Asset Recon-
struction Company (ARC) will be set up for effective management of the non-performing assets and bad 
loans of big Public Sector Banks (PSB`s). This announcement was significant to ensure the financial 
stability in Indian Banking Industry and clean-up of the bank`s book was urgently required because of 
the high level of stressed assets in Public Sector Banks (PSB`s). A higher level of provisioning created 
by PSB`S for increasing non-performing assets was an alarming situation that can impact adversely the 
financial stability. ARC and AMC will be established for taking over the problem loan of the banks 
and then effectively managed and disposed of as alternative investment funds to potential investors for 
eventual value realization. A Bad Bank in other countries has been designed as a corporate structure to 
isolate high-risk and illiquid assets of other financial institutions to improve the health of financial pay-
ment systems. The Bad Bank in India is ready to commence operations with 15 cases worth Rs. 50335 
Cr to be transferred by the banks . (Verma, 2022)

RBI Governor Mr. Shaktikanta Das said that an overreaching goal of the Indian financial system is 
to maintain good health and stability of the banking sector as a policy priority. The Financial Stabil-
ity report has also reflected that the gross NPA ratio may increase to 13.59% by September 2021. The 
Indian Bank Association (IBA) has also submitted the proposal to the Government for setting up a Bad 
Bank with contribution from the Government and Banks the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) had 
suggested and recommended to setting up multiple bad banks to meet the challenges of the NPA`s of 
banks to clean their balance sheets.

BACKGROUND

Former RBI Governor Dr. Raghuram Rajan has fundamentally opposed and was not in favor of the 
introducing “Bad Bank” suggesting that banks must recover their dues themselves. He further said that 
it will lead to the creation of an entity that would take over bad assets of the banks to clean up their 
balance sheets to increase the lending and dispose of their NPA`s for recovery by another entity. He 
had maintained that it will create more issues when the loans are transferred to bad bank and are not 
priced appropriately. In his opinion, the assets backing of the bank loans in India are viable or can be 
made viable therefore the concept of a bad bank and a good bank does not be relevant. Recapitalization 
of Public Sector Banks in the past by the Government of India as a solution for tiding bad loans was a 
temporary solution to give more life to projects but it could clean up the stressed assets in the system. 
However, Former Governor Dr. Raghuram Rajan and Former Deputy Governor Mr. Viral Acharya in 
the co-authored paper suggested the Government to privatize the PSB`s and focus on an overhaul of 
the bad loan management system. The duo opines that the first step to deal with bad loans in the Indian 
banking sector is to focus on honest recognition of loan losses. They also suggested that the Government 
obtains enormous power from direct bank lending and exercised to advance public goals like financial 
inclusion and infrastructure finance.

The Economic Survey, 2017 suggested Public Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency (PARA) to buy 
out the big NPLs from banks in India. Mr. Sunil Mehta`s panel in his proposal Project Sashakt five-
point plan recommending new Asset Management Company to take a mammoth and loan of Rs. 500 
Crore. Former Finance Minister Mr. Arum Jaitley has also given the green light and said in the post-
budget meeting that the Bad Bank is a possible situation to reduce the bad loans and faster recovery as 
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well as fresh lending by banks. With this background, the impending launch of “Bad Bank” has gained 
momentum after the finance minister`s confirmation during the Union Budget to launch such a bank.

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

India’s NPA ratio is at 9.1%, slightly behind Russia which is at 9.2%. This was followed by Korea (2000) 
which had NPA ratio of 8.9%. Other countries like Brazil, South Africa and China had 3.8%, 3.2% and 
1.7% NPA ratio. Sanjeev Prasad, Sunita Baldawa and Anindya Bhowmik, analyst at Kotak bank’s research 
arm said “We suggest a combination of ‘curative’ and ‘preventive’ measures to address the extant NPL 
problem and avoid repeat failures.” They suggested two key areas, first, approval of specific resolution 
plans for 20-30 large stressed assets by a government committee, second, conversion of a portion of debt 
of stressed assets to equity may partly alleviate the problem. “To thwart future NPLs, the government can 
look at ‘preventive’ measures such as (1) development of a corporate bond market and (2) empowerment 
of public banks’ management and private banks’ boards,” they said.

Gross NPAs of gross advances which stood at Rs 1.3 lakh crore as on March 2012, have increased 
by a whopping 438.46% to Rs 7 lakh crore as on December 2016. As per the Economic Survey, gross 
NPAs climbed to almost 12% of gross advances for public sector banks at end-September 2016. RBI now 
has more power to intervene in the NPA resolution and the central bank has issued directions regarding 
assets under corrective action plan (CAP) on joint lenders forum (JLF). Moody’s Investors Services in 
its recent report said. “Resolution for NPAs is a long process due to two factors - the operating environ-
ment in key stressed sectors remains quite challenging and the market value of stressed assets is typically 
much lower than what the banks currently reflect on their balance sheets.” As both government and RBI 
trying to do all they can, lets have a look at other countries who tackled with the same so-called NPA 
problems. Some of these methods may help India in their problem as well.
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China

The country being in the list of twin balance sheet has significantly followed four key methods to resolve 
the issue. Firstly, reducing risk by strengthening banks, raising disclosure standards and spearheading 
reforms of the state-owned enterprises (SOEs) by reducing their level of debt. Secondly, many laws were 
passed allowing creation of asset management companies, foreign equity participation in securitization 
and asset backed securitisation. Moving on, government which bore the financial loss of debt were dis-
counted and debt equity swaps were allowed in case growth opportunity existed. To further strengthen 
resolution of NPA agenda, the Chinese government also implemented incentives like tax breaks, exemp-
tion from administration fees and clearcut asset evaluation norms.

Figure 1. Non performing assets - countrywise
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Korea

Just like China, Korea too followed the idea of securitization, debt equity swaps and asset-backed securi-
tization method. Apart from, the Korea government created Korea Asset Management Corp (KAMCO) 
and a NPA fund to fund and finance the purchase of NPAs. Main objective of central bank of Korea 
was solely defined as maintaining price stability, which is why they created the Financial Supervisory 
Commission (FSC) to ensure an effective supervisory system in line with the universal banking practices.

Japan

Japan government made amendment in the foreign exchange control law and the threat of suspension 
of banking business in case of failure to satisfy the capital adequacy ratio was prescribed. On the cor-
porate front, major business group established a private standard settle vehicle for Japanese accounting 
standards (2001) in line with the international standards.

Other Countries

Spain and Ireland both developed large state-backed asset management companies under which they 
bought stressed assets at low valuations from banks and later executed these assets to those specializing 
in stressed asset investing and recovery. Ireland had further set up a National Asset Management Agency 
(NAMA) in 2009 for a period of 10 years. So far, NAMA had taken over almost 74 billion euro in bad 
loans from Irish banks in the aftermath of the crisis. Italy also had followed the securitization move 
just like China and Korea. It would be wrong to say that India has not done much for NPA resolution 
compared to the other countries. In fact, powerful norms have been introduced but they lack in legal 
hindrance, time consuming nature of asset disposal process, postponement of the problem in order to 
repot higher earnings, manipulation by debtors using political issues. One of the major key hurdle that 
RBI faces under NPAs resolution are losses that the banks are willing to take on the value of their bad 
loans. Former Finance Minister Mr. Arun Jaitely said the government is open in providing more funds 
for bank recapitalisation paring its stake once their health improves. So far, recapitalization has been 
low compared to other countries. China had injected $127 billion into the banking system during 2004-
07, while the US Fed injected $2.27 trillion following the 2008 crisis. In contrast, India injected $17 
billion only.

OBJECTIVES

1.  To study the purpose of setting up Bad Bank in Indian Economy to resolve the increasing Non-
Performing Assets in Indian Banking System

2.  To analyse the role of Fintech and emerging technologies like Block chain, Artificial intelligence, 
Machine learning and Robotic Process automation through risk management software to resolve 
non-performing assets through Bad Bank
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To understand the role of Fintech and Emerging technologies, we used secondary online sources. The 
following sections were analysed on the basis of this to identify the Research problem. They are as follows:

• Impact of Bad Bank to reduce and resolve NPA problems through Digital Risk Management 
Software

• Positive and Negative Impact on Fintech stat ups sector and payment category wise.
• Innovative Role of Collaboration between banks and Fintech

The Secondary sources that we used were Online Article, Journals, and Issued Public Interest Booklets.

RESEARCH QUESTION AND NEED OF THE STUDY

Can E Collaboration of Fintech and Bad Bank can avoid the accumulation of NPA`s in the future, is an 
important research question . However, historically bad banks have not been successful for countries 
like Mexico, Greece, South Korea, Argentina and Italy, therefore the need of the study was to examine 
the purpose and success of Introduction of Bad Bank in India with the use of Fintech and emerging 
technologies in managing and reduce NPA.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Deloitte Report (2017) report on Blockchain Risk Management - Risk functions need to play an active 
role in shaping blockchain strategy answer the question – is your organization prepared for the new 
risks posed by the introduction of a blockchain framework? The report explained Blockchain through 
distributed ledge technologies (DLT) support entrepreneurs and corporates minimize the risks and is 
viewed as a foundational technology for the future of risk management.

Thales (2020) Report on Biometrics for Financial Institutions explains the digitalization of financials 
services and the rise for Biometrics from smart phones to new EMV Cards. The paper also attempts to 
answer the question how Biometrics fits into multi-factor authentication strategies and explains the five 
main biometrics used for commercial cases are smartphones. Finger or palm veins, finger prints, facial 
recognition, voice recognition and iris scan .

Sachdev (2021) in her blog “The Fintech way of solving India`s high NPA Situation “explains the 
various initiatives taken by the three Fintech founders to manage the challenges posed by the increase 
volumes of high NPA`s . These three Fintech Founders are – Mr Abhishek Pandit, Executive VP- AISECT, 
Mr Atul Monga, CEO & Co -Founder – Basic Home Loan and Mr. P.T Suresh, Founder and Director, 
Paycraft Solutions . Three FinTech founders talk about how Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence and Bio 
Metrics can provide solution to the high mountain of Bad Loans in Indian banking sector.

Chawla (2020) in his article “ Top Credit Scoring Start Ups in India that use AI “ published in Start 
Ups explain the process adopted by Indian Fintech Start Ups for calculating borrower`s credit history 
by designing alternative credit scoring models based on Artificial Intelligence techniques. The paper 
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focus on various data point generated through digital technologies to assess the customer `s financial 
obligations through advanced AI modelling and data analytics.

Srikanth & Saravanan (2021) . in the article “Bad Bank is a Good Idea “Published in Business Line 
(last updated 15th FEB, 2021) in their opinion said that “ If the bad bank is designed with a good busi-
ness model, it may address the twin balance sheet problem India and capital adequacy concern also.

Yadav & Chavan (2021) in their research paper “ARC in India: A Study of their Business Operations 
and Role in NPA Resolution .” explain the evolution of the Asset Resolution Mechanism with special 
reference to ARCs and comparison of the Indian ARC model with the models in other countries. The 
paper focus on the main features of ARC Industry in India and stage of operations of ARC IN RESO-
LUTION OF ASSETS.

Bhasin, N. K., & Rajesh, A. (2022) in their research paper The Role of Emerging Banking Technolo-
gies for Risk Management and Mitigation to Reduce Non-Performing Assets and Bank Frauds in the 
Indian Banking System focussed on the application of new emerging digital banking tools with improved 
skills of lending managers to mitigate the risks of NPA and frauds. The research design of the study 
was divided into three sections – classification of risks in bank lending, reasons for increasing NPAs in 
Indian banking System and role of E Banking technologies to address the bad loans.

Bhorayal (2021) . Analytics India Magazine AIM research published the report “Indian Ai Start Up 
Funding in 2021” state that the technology driven start ups using various emerging technologies have 
increased heir funding from $ 1,108 million in 2021 from $ 836.3 million in 2020 reflecting 32.5% 
YOY increase.

Renuka, R.S . (2021) in their blog at Datamatics “Minimize NPA with integrated loan prediction for 
NBFCs and Banks.” explains the benefits through a loan default prediction system which can significantly 
help the banks and financial institution to offset the bad loan losses with cost reduction and improved 
efficiencies. Loan default prediction system work om machine learning algorithms data on historical 
loans which captures the underlying characteristics of loans and status of payback.

Bhasin, N. K., & Rajesh, A. (2022) in their research paper “ Impact of E Collaboration Between 
Indian Banks and Fintech Companies for Digital Banking and New Emerging Technologies ” explain 
an overview of Fintech Ecosystem in Indian Banking System and top fintech products and services 
that have influenced Indian banking System. The paper focus on the top fintech trends like peer to peer 
(P2P) Digital lending services, cryptocurrency, artificial intelligence and machine learning, blockchain 
and NextGen Chatbot,

Singh et al.(2021) in their research paper “ Role of Machine learning in changing social and busi-
ness ecosystem – a qualitative study to explore the factors contributing to competitive advantage during 
Covid Pandemic .” explain the impact of AI and ML and improvement in the business operations . The 
paper also focusses on the market and customer insights and social role of machine learning in social 
media context.

Baudino, Orlandi & Zamil (2018) in the FSI Insights on policy Implementation 7 – The Identification 
and measurement of non performing assets: a cross country comparison published by Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements explains the accounting framework related to NPA identification, measurement and 
treatment of problem assets.
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RESEARCH GAP

Various authors and researchers have studied both the topics of Introduction of Bad Bank and Non-
Performing Assets in India and Emerging Technologies separately for resolving the problem of large 
number of bank frauds and non-payment of loans and advances. There was a limited literature review 
available on this theme of the book chapter. This research theme of the Fintech way of resolving NPA is 
a new theme which will help Banks and Fintech to E Collaborate and will lead to success of NPA by use 
of AI, ML and other emerging technologies to achieve its objective to avoid accumulation of bad loans.

RESEARCH DESIGN

To study the objective of the research, answer the research question and to address research gap, the 
Research has been design into two sections – Section 1 - Introduction of Bad Bank for Resolving Non 
Performing Assets (NPA) in Indian Banking Sector and Section 2 - Emerging Technologies to Manage 
the Challenges poised by Increasing NPA in Indian Banking Sector.

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION OF BAD BANK FOR RESOLVING NON 
PERFORMING ASSETS (NPA) IN INDIAN BANKING SECTOR

1.1 Global Experience of Bad Bank

There have been countries who have tried to set up the bad bank in the past and nobody have failed. 
Initially, the bad bank was proposed to set up to resolve the bad loans issues by taking over the and loans 
from public sector banks and focus on their commercial banking operations. Most of the bad banks have 
emerged out of the global financial crisis or domestic crisis which have led to a surge in bad loans. Few 
examples of Bad Bank in other countries are:

Mellon Bank (1988)

The concept of Bad Bank was first used at the Pittsburgh-headquartered Mellon Bank in 1988 to solve 
the problems in the bank’s bad debts in the commercial real-estate portfolios. It holds $ 1.4 billion of 
bad loans and took no public deposits. Federal Reserve agreed and allowed Mellon Bank to take over 
the bad loans of Grant Street National Bank (in liquidation).
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UK Asset Resolution (2010)

UKAR, is a British financial service holding company set up as a bad bank to hold the two run-off ele-
ments, North Rock Asset Management (NRAM plc) and Bradford & Bengley (Mortgage Express brand). 
This bad bank was set up in the wake of the financial crisis of 2007-08 had a total mortgage book of 
£4.7bn (as of 31 March 2020.

AMCON (2010)

The Asset Management Corporation of Nigeria (AMCON) is a Nigeria`s Bad Bank set up on 19th July 
2010 to absorb non-performing assets in exchange for government bonds after the Central Bank injected 
$ 4 billion to protect nine lenders in 2009. AMCON was established to bring stability and revive the 
financial system by taking on the job of resolving the problem of Non-Performing Loans (NLPs). Non-
performing ratio with an upper limit of 5% has been set by The Central Bank of Nigeria whereas this 
ratio stood at double-digits in 2009 before the bailout. AMCON has recovered 57% of bad debts from 
12000 debtors amounting to $ 1.8 trillion in 2015.

SAREB (2012)

In 2012, Spain set up a Bad Bank, known by Spanish language acronym - SAREB (Sociedad de Gestión 
de Activos procedentes de la Reestructuración Bancaria) to resolve payment crisis of over 100 billion 
Euros by taking of over bad loan assets and property from the troubled banks and due to collapse in 
housing markets in Europe. SAREB was set up a non-government and for-profit company to absorb 

Figure 2. Country-wise global bad banks
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soured assets and investments of private Spanish Banks, Public equity, financial institutions in the ratio 
of 55:45. SAREM was set for a span of fifteen years. SAREB took over the high-risk assets of the four 
nationalized Spanish banks BFA-Bankia, Catalunya Banc, NGC Banco-Banco Gallego, and Banco de 
Valencia ) .

National Asset Management Agency (2009)

NAMA – National Asset Management Company was established in Ireland in 2009 as an unusual corpo-
rate entity following the global financial crisis – Bad Bank to address the serious crisis in Irish Banking 
System to which increased to Euro 30 Billion during the period 2008-09. It started with the large balance 
sheet by acquiring loans, costs, expenditure, and advancing working capital to bring down to zero as 
commercially practicable. NAMA achieved its recovery objective in October 2017.

Retriva and Securum

Retriva & Securum was set up as Asset Management Company in the year 1992 as a Bad Bank by 
Swedish Government to take over all the bad loans of two State- owned Nordbanken and Gotabanken 
respectively. These two banks account for 20% of bad assets in the Swedish Banking System. The six 
largest banks in Sweden accounted for 90% of bad loans and huge losses close to 12% of GDP. The 
Government did not save the owners of the banks but saved the banks by recapitalizing and Securum was 
authorized to take over the high-risk loans of these banks. Securum became one of the world`s largest 
Bad Banks and ranked as one of the top Europe’s largest property owners. Securum acted on behalf of 
the Swedish Government with the objective to manage its vast holdings to find investors in the open 
market and recovered 86% of the amount involved. Securum was wound up in 1997.

OHY Arsenal

The collapse of two major banks, the Säästöpankki group/SKOP and STS Bank in the 1990`s caused 
the Finnish Banking Crisis in 1990s. The Finland Government introduced the two Bad Banks – OHY 
Arsenal and Sponda (property management companies). Arsenal started the process of winding down 
by deliberately filing for bankruptcy. 200 million of remaining capital has been collected during the 
bankruptcy. However, Arsenal is still involved in court cases and may not be disestablished until they 
are complete. Sponda was privatized and listed in Helsinki Stock Exchange in 1998, and in 2012, all 
government-held shares were sold by their holder, the government’s asset management company Solidium. 
As of 2016, Sponda operates and remains on the stock market.

The Global experience of the world`s various countries as discussed above reflects that by and large 
Bad Banks are successful for the objective they have been set up however, there could be many approaches 
in different countries to resolve the problems of toxic assets. Four such avenues/approaches model by 
Mckinsey are explained in Table 1.
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1.2 The Necessity of Bad Banks in India

Government of India (GOI) in their Economic Survey 2020-21 focus on the two important issues of the 
Indian Economy – The Twin Balance Sheet (TBS) problem and the highest degree of stress being faced 
by both banking and corporates. India`s NPA ratios are higher than any other major emerging market of 
the world except Russia. Economic Survey reports further explains that Indian Public Sector Banks have 
a negative return of assets (ROA) which is far below the international norms of 1.5 percent and above for 
the banks around the world. With Covid Pandemic the volume of bad loans increased due to moratorium 
and waiver of interest on loans which lead the economy to a technical recession, a contraction for first 
two quarter of the fiscal year, and economy expected to shrink 7.5% in the year 2021. Figure 2 reflects 
the increasing NPA and bad loans from Rs. 323335 crores to 899802 crores in 2020.

Indian Economy was in boom phased from the year 2000 to 2008 when the non-food or commercial 
credit doubled, the huge investment into telecom, roads, power aviation, and steel infrastructure projects 

Table 1. Four avenues / approaches - bank to deal with bad loans

1 Banks ring-fence parts of its portfolios against losses - with second ring-fence that could be offered by the Government

2 Banks can establish a separate internal bad-loan restructuring unit

3 Toxic Loans could be transferred to a special purpose entity, usually sponsored by the Government

4 Bad loans are transferred to a legally separate banking entity

Source: Mckinsey & Company, 2009

Figure 3. Total bad loans of banks 2015-2020
Source: Jargajosh .com
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and was an era of 9% growth. With the global financial crisis in 2008-2009, the Government banned 
many projects and corporates profit decreased resulting in nonpayment of loans. The direct impact of an 
increase in NPA lead to the restrictive lending by the banks and RBI placed many banks under prompt 
correction actions. (PCA). The lenders were required to make excessive provisioning and focus on re-
covering their bad loans. The primary reasons for the high level of NPA were the absence of a robust 
credit appraisal process, willful defaults and lack of sound monitoring standards.

Therefore, it became necessary to launch Bad Bank as a structural solution to transfer the NPA`s of 
PSB`s to one institution having expertise in resolving and restructuring such bad loans. As per the RBI 
Financial Stability Report and FM announcement of a bad bank, it’s the right time for introducing the 
Bad Bank, taking into consideration the worst scenario of bad loans due to the COVID 19 pandemic 
and a severe stress ratio expected to 14.8% of its assets as NPA and PSB`s 17.6% by the first half of 
September, 2021. Table 1 reflects the gross non-performing assets trends during 2019 -2020 0.90% and 
36 lakh crore marginal decrease due to massive write-offs by the banks amounting to Rs.2.38 lakh crore 
in the year 2019-20 and increase in total restructured standard advances to 0.43%. Public Sector banks 
GNPA stood at 6.78 lakh crore and 10.3% as of 31st March,2020.

1.3 ARC`s in India: Business Operations and Role in NPA Resolution

On 19th April,2021 Reserve Bank of India constituted a Committee on the functioning of Asset Re-
construction Companies (ARC`S) for a comprehensive review of regulatory guidelines and working of 
ARC`s in the financial sector ecosystem. The Committee will be headed by Shri Sudarshan Sen, Former 
Executive Director, RBI with other five members from ICICI Bank, SBI, Management Development 
Institute, Ernst and Young, and Chartered Accountant. The terms of the reference of the committee are 
a review of existing legal and regulatory frame work of ARC`s, resolution of stressed assets under Insol-
vency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, review of ARC`S business models, and suggestions for improving 
the liquidity in the trading of security receipts. The Committee has also invited suggestions and feedback 
on the terms of references from the ARC`s market participants and stakeholders.

RBI, Bulletin (April,2021) featured the article “ARC`s in India: A study of their Business Operations 
and Role in NPA Resolution” which explains the features of ARC industry in India, broad contours of 
the NPA Resolution mechanism, Indian ARC`s models, and future developments.

RDDBFI Act, 1993- Debt Recovery Tribunals

As per Narsimham Committee recommendations, the Recovery of Debts Due to Banks and Financial 
Institutions (RDDBFI) Act was passed for effective assets resolution in 1993. Debts Recovery Tribu-

Table 2. Gross non-performing assets

31st March, 2019 31st March, 2020

Per Cent 9.10% 8.20%

Amount 9.36 lakh Crore 9 lakh Crore

Source: RBI`s Trend and Progress Report 2020
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nals (DRTs) had a promising start with loan recovery of 81% in 2008-09 but in 2019-20 it reduced to 
4% because of considerable delays in settlement, inadequate infrastructure and overstretched capacity.

SARFESI Act, 2002

Another legislative reform The Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement 
of Security Interest (SARFESI Act) was introduced in 2002 to help financial institutions to ensure as-
set quality in multiple ways. This act empowers the financial institution and the banks to auction the 
borrower`s property and collateral without any intervention of the court to recover the secured loans by 
enforcing the security interest. ARC was set up as an alternative institution regulated and supervised by 
RBI for NPA resolution for sale of financial assets. An ARC needs to be set up with net owned funds 
of Rs. 100 crore and 15% Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) of its risk-weighted assets. An ARC can raise 
funds through the issue of bonds, security receipts, and debentures.

IBC Act, 2016

Another important financial sector reform was the launch of the Insolvency and the Bankruptcy (IBC) 
in 2016 to streamline and speed up the insolvency resolution process and recovery of secured assets 
for individuals and corporates. The total amount recovered under IBC was 45.5% whereas 26.7% by 
ARC`s. IBC seeks for making insolvency resolution economically viable process where as ARC`s deal 
with the recovery of NPA`s.

With the above initiatives and financial reforms, ARC continues to play an important role in loan 
recovery of the banks and improve quality of assets management post SARFESI and IBC Act. The im-
portant stages of the operations of ARC`s are:

1.  Acquisition of Assets
2.  Resolution of Assets
3.  Recovery and Redemption of Security Receipts (SR)

Table 3 reflects the distribution of total resolved assets by a method of resolution. As per the regula-
tory guidelines, recovery of SRs is a critical indicator of the performance of ARC`s and ARC`s should 
be transparent in disclosing the NAV of SR`s for investor`s valuation.

Table 3. Distribution of total resolved assets, by method of resolution, in percent

Resolution Method Mar-16 Mar-17 Mar-18 Mar-19 Mar-20

1 Rescheduling of payment of debt 37.0 36.5 36.8 35.7   32.0

2 Enforcement of security interest 32.0 35.1 31.5 28.6   26.6

3 Settlement of dues of a borrower 30.0 24.8 25.2 28.4   26.0

4 Taking possession of assets 2.0 3.9 6.2 7.2    1.5

5 By sale of business 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.1   13.9

Source: RBI Supervisory returns
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Table 4 reflects three Stages of ARC`S Business Models. Stage 1 The ARC`s acquire Non- Performance 
Assets from the banks through auctions and bilateral deals. Various subscriptions were formulated and 
investors subscriptions are invited through Qualified Institutional Buyers. ARC`s are required to invest 
a minimum of 15% of SR till the redemption under each segment,

Stage 2 focuses on the resolution of assets in different forms like sale or management takeover, lease 
of a part or whole business, enforcement of security interest, and rescheduling of payment of debts.

Stage 3 relates to the redemption of SR`s during the recovery of debt and work for a period of five 
years which can be extended up to eight years after the approval of their boards.

SECTION 2: EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES TO MANAGE THE CHALLENGES 
POISED BY INCREASING NPA IN INDIAN BANKING SECTOR

Criteria for using Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence and other emerging technologies to manage the 
challenges of Bad Bank are the success of these applications in other commercial banks in India like

HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank, Axis Bank, SBI, Bank of Baroda and Canara Bank.

2.1 Blockchain for Improving Business Strategy and Transparency

A Blockchain is a distributed database which stores information electronically in a digital format in 
groups, known as blocks. Mr. Abhishek Pandit, Executive VP, AISECT – An e-governance service pro-
vider involved in implementation of Financial Scheme associated with the two regional rural banks and 
three nationalized banks in India said that the Blockchain technology can help in improving transparency 
between market participants. A key advantage of application of Blockchain technology in Banking en-
hances security, improves efficiency, no third party involvement and quick transaction time. Blockchain 
technologies mitigate the exposure to banks and financial institutions to various types of risks in current 
business processes as shown in Table 5.

Table 4. Stages of ARC`s business models

STAGE 1 ARC`s ACQUISITION - NPA FROM BANKS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

STAGE 2 ARC`s PROCESS OF PLANNING FOR RESOLUTION

STAGE 3 RECOVERY OF DEBT AND REDEMPTION OF SR`s

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021
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2.2 Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning 
(ML) for Streamlined Processes

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning can play an important role in early detection of frauds and 
stress loans in Banks and NBFCs with less dependence on human intervention . AI and ML technology 
will help banks for online dispute resolution and lead to personalization of collection strategy by evaluat-
ing date form the past history of the borrowers regarding repayment and traits of individual borrower . 
(Sachdev,2021). loan default prediction system functionalities are highly useful which can significantly 
help the banks and financial institution to offset the bad loan losses with cost reduction and improved 
efficiencies. Loan default prediction system work om machine learning algorithms data on historical 
loans which captures the underlying characteristics of loans and status of payback. (Renukdas, 2021) 
. Functional features of lending Web / Mobile Application for Loan Prediction which help lenders to 
leverage requisite insights and minimize risk for an enhanced customer experience are:

1.  Applications and Agent Tracking
2.  Prospect Evaluation
3.  Custom Business Analysis on Smartphone Data
4.  Automated KYC
5.  Debt Recovery Reports
6.  Analysing existing NPAs
7.  Alternative Credit Integration

2.3 Emerging Tech for High Tech Banking

Big Data, AI, ML and Data Sciences are the emerging technologies which are moving traditional method 
of lending to high tech securities in the banking industry . These Financial technologies (Fintech) enable 
the banks for early detection of defaults and frauds and create a robust system to take action for recovery 
and collection in time. Basic Home Loan Start Up and Fintech (2020), CEO Mr. Atul Monga aims to 
make home loan stress free process and faster through the use of emerging technologies like AI and ML 

Table 5.  

Type of Risk Standard Risk Considerations through Blockchain

Strategic Risk Improve business strategy, peer to peer nature of technology and right network

Buisness Continuity Blockchain solutions shorten the duration of many business process and business continuity plans accounts 
for shorter incident response and recovery time

Reputational Risk Blockchain technology is a part of core infrastructure and work with legacy infrastructure

Inforamtion Security 
Risk Provides technology security, prevents corruption of data and cyber security risks

Regulatory Risk Mitigate cross border& Operatioal risks, Provides data protection, transparency and market efficiency

Operational and IT Risks Promote new business processes, updated technology, speed and scalibilty

Contractual Risks Servicel level agreements between particiapting nodes and the administrator of the network

Suplier Riks Third Party Risks as technology sourced from the external vendors
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for efficient strategy in monitoring the home loans for disbursement . monitoring timely repayment and 
collection. Paycraft Solution, Fintech Company set up in 2021 to ease and enable urban mobility and 
Mr P.T .Suresh, Founder & Director said that using the insights for emerging tech, banks can build a 
predictive model for early warning signals of loans .

2.4 Biometrics for Authentication

Biometrics for Financial Institutions, White Paper by Thales (2020) explains the digitization of finan-
cial services through Biometrics to protect against increase attempt of frauds in banks through strong 
authentication. Biometrics fit exactly into the multi factor authentication strategies such as facial rec-
ognition or finger print verification and are widely used by Government agencies for e-passport border 
control, electronic id and DNA used for criminal investigation. Banks have also adopt the Biometrics for 
identification of borrower and tracking in case of bad loans . Aadhar Biometric authentication has made 
datebase more secure and E KYC documents have reduced the burden of physical carrying documents. 
Banks are E collaborating and partnering with Fintech partners to develop risk management software 
for delinquent customers to bring down NPAs and improve customer experience.

2.5 Composite Credit Scoring

Most Fintech companies with the use of Machine Learning have complemented the standard credit rating 
scores with the new models of composite credit scoring on non- traditional markers of credit worthiness, 
consumer behaviour and other indices analysed with complex algorithms. Banks have started looking 
beyond the traditional published indices of credit risk modelling . Examples of Indian Fintech Start ups 
who have design credit score models based on AI and Ml techniques for credit assessment and partnered 
with the bank are – Lendingkart, Capital Float, Credit watch, Perfios and CreditVidya. (Chawla, 2020). 
All these Fintech Start ups make the best use of data science, algorithms, API based systems and AL / 
ML algorithms for dynamic credit assessment to banks and financial services. Capital Float has raised $ 
140 million form the VC Funds like Ribbit Capital, Amazon, Saif Partners and Sequoia where as Credit 
Watch has raised $ 5 million funding and is trusted by RBL Bank, SBI, Karur Vysya Bank and Aditya 
Brila Financial Services.

2.6 Digitising Transaction Data

Digital Lending Process is important for the banks and financial institutions from the disbursement of 
loans to monitoring to collection and to ensure the risk management for loans getting bad. New emerg-
ing technology will help banks for faster disbursement of loans and advance and streamline credit loan 
cycle in small business lending.

Analysis of the Failure of Bad Banks in China

As India gets ready to operationalise a new bad bank, the National Asset Reconstruction Company Ltd. 
(NARCL), China is struggling with one of its biggest bad banks, the China Huarong Asset Management 
Co. Ltd. (Huarong). The Hong Kong-listed company, which counts the Chinese government as a principal 
shareholder, recently stoked financial stability concerns when it skirted a potential bond default. Earlier 
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this year, its former Chairman Lai Xiaomin was executed for soliciting bribes, corruption and bigamy. 
While such harsh punishment will hopefully remain an outlier in global finance, the Chinese experience 
should inform Indian policy thinking on bad banks.

Recent research by Ben Charoenwong at the National University of Singapore and others highlights 
that Chinese bad banks effectively help conceal NPLs. The banks finance over 90 per cent of NPL 
transactions through direct loans to bad banks or indirect financing vehicles. The bad banks resell over 
70 per cent of the NPLs at inflated prices to third parties, who happen to be borrowers of the same 
banks. The researchers conclude that in the presence of binding financial regulations (for example, on 
provisioning) and opaque market structures, the bad bank model could create perverse incentives to hide 
bad loans instead of resolving them

CONCLUSION

The success of Bad Bank depends upon the design aspects like complete segregation of risk from selling 
banks, fair pricing, investment of external credit, minimizing moral hazards and professional manage-
ment of new entity with the E Collaboration with Large Fintech Players with the use of next genera-
tion emerging technologies. The role of digitalization through new technology can lead to secure loan 
origination, follow up, closure and enhanced customer satisfaction and experience . The success of this 
partnership can make Bad Bank Good Bank . The above data analysis reflects that Bad Bank would 
also give an impetus to India`s economic growth, which has been affected by heightened risk aversion 
arising from the unbridled growth in NPAs. And the Bad Bank will unlock trapped capital m which will 
be a net positive for the economy in the long term . Various examples of success of Bad Banks in other 
countries like US, Finland, Sweden and Indonesia where the same has been institutionalised and have 
served the purpose of reducing Non Performing Assets.
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ABSTRACT

Social media-supported academic Apps such as Google Classroom, Zoom, ClassIn can simplify teach-
ing and learning, even after the COVID-19 pandemic. Student engagement is a challenging task for 
educators in internet-enabled technology-enhanced learning platforms. This chapter investigates the 
role of various SNS platform to ensure sustainable learning. Quantitative data were collected (n = 285) 
using an online survey technique with the students from a recognized university in China. All the pro-
posed hypotheses were supported. The findings indicated that constructs such as affective engagement 
(AE) and social engagement (SE) are significant forecasters of social interaction (SI) that may lead to 
achieve authentic learning task (ALTask) post COVID-19. Further, lack of attention (LAN) was found 
to significantly moderate social interaction and authentic learning tasks post COVID-19.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate purpose of student engagement during the post COVID-19 is sustainable academic success. 
Academic success has become a threat and educational organizations expect ubiquitous learning platforms 
to boost the learning through effective engagement of the students. The earlier supremacy of emerging 
technological advancement has contributed to the academic field as being vital learning tool while sup-
porting the students, teachers and learners facilitating the personalized learning process and information 
access as well as engaging students improve the skills and encourage socializing through social media 
platform. As a matter of fact, there has been many researchers who stated the great influence of social 
media and social interaction among learners and e-learning authenticity concerning academic perspec-
tive. Barton et al. (2021) has come up with an assessment of social media impacts on student learning 
and exploration of new sites of education in online platform. The study found that joined students in the 
online courses have been engaged with social interaction, earned better scores in academic performances 
and diverse outcome from learning. Hosen et al. (2021) highlights in the research that influence of so-
cial media in the education has contributed to knowledge formation and social media introduced many 
analytics tool to engage the students for obtaining scores in online courses. Student engagement in the 
online courses demonstrates the participation to fulfil the academic contents and activities by interacting 
within community. Therefore, student engagement requires the e-learning tool and assistance of social 
media for learning and achieving higher education Zheng et al. (2021).

This chapter sheds light on university student engagement and learning on a special focus on Post 
COVID-19 by answering the following research questions:

1.  How does student engagement affect the authentic learning task during the post COVID-19?
2.  Under what conditions this association will fluctuate when students have low or high lack of at-

tention during the post COVID-19?

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Learning through social media and exploring the ideas with different sources have intrinsically been in-
creased amongst students. Although the social media platforms have been introduced a many years back, 
yet after pandemic outbreak of Covid-19, the process of student’s engagement of learning have contributed 
to higher achievement (Lacka et al. 2021). By the studies of researchers, different theories and behaviors 
for understanding the learning process and application of different educational platforms in authentic 
practice are explained through a framework which is theory of planned behavior. The behaviors towards 
social media have been created after being habituated with the program (Rana et al., 2019). Students who 
have been engaged with social media and platform for the purpose of study and collecting materials, it 
demonstrates their perceived behavioral facts and social human practice. Forming any decisions by the 
learners to engage in the study or practice may lead to engaging in that behavior that envisage the social 
behavioral pattern of that individual. In this research study, the theoretical framework on two theories 
has been developed to establish the cause and effect relationship among social engagement, perspective, 
post COVID behavior, learners’ intentions and their adoptions towards social media platform for study. 
The broad framework of TAM by researcher David and TPB by Ajzen have explained the social attitudes 
and forces which implies human behavior (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Rana et al., 2019).
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The modification of broad theory of reasoned action that envisages the perceived behavioral control 
of the human changed to TPB. TPB by Ajzen is applied in the behavioral model for understanding the 
student’s intention and their learning process. The TRA theory differs from TBP in the term of behavioral 
control that determines the intentions. Students after pandemic has switched to online education and been 
using materials to study and practice. The engagement to social media has increased after outbreak in order 
to reduce the time and make the communication more effective (McCarthy, Kneavel, Ernst, 2021). The 
TAM demonstrates the model of technological adoptions which enhances the student’s adaptability in the 
online platform, and finds key aspects of student’s engagement for academic performance (Mutambara, 
Bayaga, 2021). Moreover, from the researchers study, it purports that authenticity in learning derives 
from exploring the new platforms and also, learning process remains continued among students that 
results from acting in the certain situation (Cheng, 2019). TAM and TPB presents the impacts of social 
media that engages students and their learning even after pandemic is being controlled. To understand the 
behavior of students after pandemic, many have been recovered from mental illness and also, the major 
effects of isolation contributed to the change of behavioral control. There are two acts of control includ-
ing direct and indirect as well as intentions are stated as correspondence between the parts of behavioral 
control. The authentic learning process that social media has role in can construct the concepts and new 
ideas in the learners that are relevant to the project or study. After the COVID pandemic, the e-learning 
process creates many opportunities for students to use and engage with the material at a slower pace if 
they feel the necessity (Raza et al. 2020). The indirect behavioral control factor was presented as a way 
to assess one’s feelings about a contextual occurrence that might obstruct a behavior but over which the 
individual has no direct control. The direct behavioral control aspect was introduced to investigate the 
amount to which an individual’s self-efficacy (confidence in one’s own ability) perspectives on com-
pleting an activity are held. According to the first theory of Fred Davis (technology acceptance model), 
the students perceived the enjoyment while learning from social media and perceived ease of using to 
facilitate the programs for learning easily (Al Rahimi, Othman, Musa, 2013).

The social media in student engagement has different impacts that have been utilized after the pan-
demic and empirical evidences have been found that supports the framework in the learning theory. 
The study refers to the framework of TAM that applied to interpret the model where a huge number of 
diversity been shown.

By the theory of planned behavior established by Ajzen, it describes the human social behavior, 
perspectives that are different and diverse, and perceived behavioral control which are envisaged to 
contemplate the behavioral control. This has been emphasized by (De Leeuw et al. 2015) that TPB ex-
emplifies as well felicitous for evaluating the students engagement in higher education, high school and 
also, in inclusive education in different regions and also, the behavior during Covid-19 (Van Uden et al., 
2014). The relationship between student engagement and academic achievement is important because 
engagement behaviors can be managed to improve educational performance by structuring day-to-day 
academic experiences, aggregate learning, long-term achievement, and scholastic success (Kahu, 2013; 
Kahu and Nelson, 2018).

By the further contextual part of the theory, the application of mentioned theories of student engage-
ment and authentic learning to explore and generate new ideas for learning promotes the social media 
after the pandemic that making effective progress for students.
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Social Networking and Authentic Learning during Post Covid-19

Social interaction refers to the relationship between two or more individuals which helps society to build 
block among the members of the society. It could be any kind of relationship between two individuals. 
It is an essential aspect of social relationship (Hoppler, Segerer, & Nikitin, 2022). It also refers to build 
discussion about any subject in the society between two or more person. Long time ago, members in the 
society prefers to use face to face or written interaction which was the simplest way to communication 
with each other. However, Covid-19 situation and the developed technologies have changes the common 
medium of communication and people prefers to use social networking application to interact to each 
other (Calbi, et al., 2021). Nowadays, students prefer to use social networking sites. During Covid-19 
period, students could not go to attend classes physically in the classroom and the classes took place by 
using social networking sites as well. However, the gaps between the students and the teacher takes place 
because of the limitations of social interactions at the time of taking classes through social networking 
sites. Students can learn the authentic learning tasks by attending the classes physically and actual social 
interaction between the teacher and the students creates by attending the classes in the classroom (Jones 
& Kessler, 2020). Schools have developed their framework to build effective social interaction between 
teacher and students where a single style of interaction is followed which refer the knowledge will be 
supplied from teacher to students.

The key note in here is, the task of the teacher is to provide notes, reading materials, lectures and 
other materials to their students to support their students to gain knowledge. However, it is essential to 
measure the capacity of the students and the way students can adopt the knowledge that teachers want 
to provide to their students. Social interaction plays an important role at this section. It is because, stu-
dents feedback is essential to know their capacity and the way they reacts on certain movement of the 
teacher. (Li, Flynn, DeRosier, Weiser, & Austin-King, 2021) agrees that, Social networking sites works 
to minimize gaps between teacher and students but the gaps is still there. Lack of control from teachers 
to students and insufficient materials to run the classroom is the reason behind that. In order to develop 
the authentic learning activities for the students is to help them to become the thinker, good speaker, 
listener, writer and reader in the classroom and directly supervise their activities (Wut & Xu, 2021).

Our main focus is to identify the way social interaction positively affect the authentic learning task. 
During the Covid-19 period, the gaps between teachers and students took place because of the online 
classes (Tackie, 2022). At present, the schools are resuming their activities and the outcomes of the 
students are increasing at the time of measuring their performance on authentic learning tasks (Lockee, 
2021). Therefore, it could be said that, the social interaction between teachers and students increased 
during face to face classes and it affect positively on students’ authentic learning tasks. As a result we 
hypothesize:

H1: Affective engagement will positively affect social interaction (during post COVID-19)
H2: Social engagement will positively affect social interaction (during post COVID-19)
H3: Social interaction will positively affect the authentic learning task(during post COVID-19)
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The Mediating Relationship between Social Interaction, Affective 
Engagement and Authentic Learning Task during Post Covid-19

Social interaction of a student is the process by which the student interact with the teacher, other stu-
dents and people that around that student. Affective engagement and authentic learning tasks are two 
entities and the relationship between these two entities varies because of social interaction during post 
Covid-19 (Ivanec, 2022). Affective engagement assists the teachers to engage the students towards the 
authentic learning tasks as greater the interests of the students towards authentic learning provides better 
result. Students show their keen to know deeply about a subject (Elmer, Mepham, & Stadtfeld, 2020). 
Hence, social interaction and affective engagement may result the students to develop their authentic 
learning tasks as it refers to engage the student towards sharing academic challenges and learning from 
their experiences.

According to (Senior, Bartholomew, Soor, Shepperd, Bartholomew, & Senior, 2018), affective learning 
enable students to understand their capability of learning and provide freedom on their decision-making 
process to determine the curriculum, happiness or sadness, like or dislike and value of learning. By look-
ing at the situation, it is important for the teachers to encourage students to choose positive activities 
at the time of enhance their choice. Affective engagement and authentic learning task practice dropped 
during Covid-19 pandemic period because of lack of social interaction between students and teachers. 
Students’ interest towards authentic learning increases at the time they involve with social interaction 
and they get chance to provide their opinion towards their teacher (Koob, Schröpfer, Coenen, Kus, & 
Schmidt, 2021). As a result, we hypothesize that:

H4: Social interactions mediate the relationship between affective engagement and authentic learning task

The Mediating Relationship between Social Interaction, Social 
Engagement and Authentic Learning Task during Post COVID-19

The COVID-19 pandemic has had an extraordinary and wide-ranging impact on education, affecting 
practically every student on the planet. As social distancing had to be maintained during the COVID-19 
era, social interaction and engagement between students and teachers had become near impossible. 
As a result, educational systems and institutions around the globe had to ensure education of students 
remotely (Zhao & Watterston, 2021).

Social interaction plays a beneficial role on online learning efficacy (Baber, 2021). In a pandemic 
setting, online delivery must actively and explicitly adopt strategies to include social contact in online 
learning (Finnegan, 2021). When strategically integrated into an online education plan, social media 
may help students and teachers stay connected when they are away, increase student engagement, and 
make remote learning less remote (Greenhow & Galvin, 2020). Researchers have found evidence that 
learners who participate in social interaction outperform their peers (Al-Hasan, 2021).

Authentic learning is a teaching strategy that places learning activities in the context of future appli-
cation (Herrington, 2014). Student engagement is a mutually beneficial collaborative approach between 
students and their institutions, where students are involved in administration, instruction, research, and 
community service activities at their institutions (Peters et. al., 2019). In order to effectively utilize au-
thentic learning, the involvement of student engagement is highly essential. According to Chiu (2021), 
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students’ cognitive and emotional involvements were decreased in surroundings that lacked emotional 
attachment. This emotional attachment can be generated mainly through social interaction.

It is true that during the pandemic era, it was rather troublesome to maintain social interaction in 
order to increase student-teacher engagement and contribute to the authentic learning task in the process. 
However, in the post pandemic scenario, as educational institutions are gradually returning to their normal 
selves, this situation is gradually improving. At present, students are comfortable in utilizing both online 
and in-person social communication with their peers. Furthermore, during this post pandemic era, the 
creation of a student partnership culture has been recognized as a technique of working within resource 
constraints and optimizing educational experiences for both students and staff (Whelehan, 2020). This 
means that social engagement between students and their peers are impacting positively on authentic 
learning task through the medium of social interaction. Hence, we hypothesize:

H5: Social interaction mediates the relationship between social engagement and authentic learning task

The Moderating Role of Lack of Attention during Post COVID-19

Laidlaw et. al. (2011) stated that simply having the option to engage with others might influence social 
attention positively. The possibilities of such interaction were limited during the pandemic period due 
to social-distancing protocols. However, in the post COVID era, the opportunity for social interaction 
has gradually been returning to its former glory. Consequently, the likelihood of students engaging in 
authentic learning assignments is increasing.

It is evident from the research of Gurjar (2020) that, social networks can be used to facilitate authentic 
learning in distance education. Although some might argue that social media is harming the attention 
span of students, results suggest otherwise. It has been observed that, there is no difference in attention 
span length between people who frequently use social media and those who do not (Kies, 2018). Gen-
eration Z students, or in other words, students are mainly born within 1995 to 1999, typically possess a 
short attention span during long lectures and a high desire for social interactions (Essop, 2020). It can 
be perceived from this that, social interaction plays a major role in authentic learning task. However, 
for authentic learning to be fruitful, the role of attention cannot be denied even to the slightest extent.

In the present post COVID world, attention disorder is gradually turning out to be a major concern. 
From the research work of Delgado-Alonso et. al. (2022), it was found that COVID-19 patients performed 
poorly on several measures of attention and executive function. One of the five most common chronic 
symptoms in patients recovering from COVID-19 is attention disorder (Garg et. al., 2021). According to 
the studies of Hellmouth et. al. (2021), neurocognitive symptoms related with COVID-19 were detected 
in young and middle-aged persons, even if they were not hospitalized. This scenario is still prevalent at 
present post pandemic period.

According to the findings of some researchers, adding interactivity to video lectures increases atten-
tion span by more than 20% (Geri et. al., 2017). Therefore, it can also be implied that lack of attention 
may somehow affect student engagement in authentic learning tasks. Hence, we hypothesize:

H6: Lack of attention moderate the relationship between social interaction and authentic learning task, 
such that when a lack of attention is higher, the relationship becomes weaker
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Measurements

A study based on methodology was esteemed most suitable to test the proposed hypotheses. All variables 
estimated using a five-point Likert-scale moored 1 “Never” to 5 “Very frequently”.

Sample and Data Collection

From 586 questionnaires, we get 348 questionnaires in return. After removing the data from the partici-
pant that did not use WeChat, we retained 285 completed sets of surveys for the statistical analyses. The 
final sample consisted of 53.3% of males with a majority 73.7% between 19-25 years old, the majority 
(61.8%) of participants studying Business/Management, engineering (18%), others (14%). 73% students 
are undergraduate and 52.3% are in the fourth years of study. Table 1 below represents the differences 
in sample and data collection where 92% responded positively about virtual class.

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
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Table 1. Reliability, validity and standard loading

Latent variables Items Standard 
Loading

Cronbach’s 
Alpha

Composite 
reliability (CR)

Average variance extracted 
(AVE)

Affective engagement

AE1 
AE2 
AE3 
AE4

0.681 
0.835 
0.761 
0.642

0.709 0.822 0.538

Social engagement

SE1 
SE2 
SE3 
SE4

0.812 
0.836 
0.769 
0.606

0.752 0.844 0.579

Social interaction
SI1 
SI2 
SI3

0.871 
0.899 
0.877

0.859 0.913 0.779

Lack of attention
LAN1 
LAN2 
LAN3

0.944 
0.840 
0.686

0.827 0.867 0.689

Authentic learning task ALT1 
ALT2

0.894 
0.904 0.763 0.894 0.809

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and inter-correlations

Constructs Mean STD 1 2 3 4 5

1.Affective 
engagement 3.7693 .60810 0.734

2.Social 
engagement 3.6737 .62771 0.509** 0.761

3.Social 
Interaction 3.7754 .77889 0.385** 0.393** 0.882

4.Lack of attention 2.0725 .94001 -0.164** -0.202** -0.170** 0.830

5.Authentic 
learning task 3.3070 .77570 0.403** 0.392** 0.239** -.094 0.899

Note.N = 285, *<0.05; **<0.01; the diagonal (bold) values represent the square root of the average variance extracted.

Table 3. Discriminant validity

Constructs 1 2 3 4 5

1.Affective engagement ---

2.Social engagement 0.701 ---

3.Social Interaction 0.495 0.489 ---

4.Lack of attention 0.208 0.256 0.201 ---

5.Authentic learning task 0.537 0.521 0.295 0.121 ---
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Hypotheses Testing

Using the structural model, we tested hypotheses H1-H6 by estimating the significance (p value) of the 
structural paths of the constructs. From the Table 4, it showed that affective engagement had a significant 
and positive effect on social interaction (path coefficient= 0.255, p< 0.001); thus, H1 was supported. 
The results also indicated that social engagement positive significantly correlated with social interaction 
(path coefficient= 0.273, p< 0.001); giving support for H2. Furthermore, giving support for H3, the 
results showed that social interaction positively affect authentic learning task (path coefficient= 0.228, 
p< 0.001). H4 and H5, regarding the indirect effect of affective engagement and social engagement on 
authentic learning task through social interaction was also reflected by the results (path coefficient= 
0.058, p< 0.05 for affective engagement, and path coefficient= 0.062, p< 0.05 for social engagement) 
giving support for both hypotheses. Moreover, Table 4 showed the negative significant results of mod-
erating role of lack of attention in the relationship between social interaction and authentic learning task 
(path coefficient= -0.140, p< 0.05).

DISCUSSION

The research is all about the relationship between student engagement and authentic learning during the 
post covid-19 periods from the enhanced perspective of our previous article. Given the factors of promot-
ing students’ engagement in times of post covid-19 periods, the results of quantitative data analysis with 
the help of statistical software Smart PLS 3 indicated that all the 6 hypotheses had been supported. The 
result elucidates that affective engagement has positive impact on social interaction which in turn leads 
to authentic learning with availability of efficient online teaching and learning through SNSs platform. 
A former research article also detected that social networking sites help students to maintain their in-
teraction and communication (Kumari, A., & Verma, J. 2015). Admittedly students have propensity to 
adhere to online class via a specific platform like WeChat. Loss of internet significantly affects students’ 
education (Onyema, E. M., Eucheria, N. C, 2020). In addition, social engagement along with a specific 
platform regarding WeChat encourages students to have more social interaction, resulting in authentic 
learning. On the other hand, lack of attention has a moderating role in between social interaction and 
authentic learning tasks. Considering the popularity, accessibility, and pervasive use of WeChat while 

Table 4. Hypothesized structural model

Hypotheses Coefficients T value BC-CIs Supported

H1: AE ® SI 0.255*** 3.648 0.109 and 0.381 Yes

H2: SE ® SI 0.273*** 3.779 0.133 and 0.412 Yes

H3: SI ® ALT 0.228*** 3.259 0.092 and 0.355 Yes

H4: AE ® SI ® ALT 0.058* 2.446 0.020 and 0.115 Yes

H5: SE ® SI ® ALT 0.062* 1.973 0.017 and 0.132 Yes

H6: SI x LAN ® ALT -0.140* 1.963 -0.291 and -0.001 Yes

N = 285
*<0.05; **<0.01; ***<0.001
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doing online class, there is a possibility to improve the attention of the students. However, there are no 
differences among the respondents in accordance with the findings of the study, though the maximum 
number of respondents (63%) was undergraduate students. The result that we had found out has similar 
effect on students.

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

The research is based on the existing literature of SNSs in educational technology development. In the 
beginning, the authors had carried out a thorough review of wide spread and well noted literature related 
to authentic learning tasks and tried with utmost attention to accomplish the rest of the items. Moreover, 
using TPB as the theoretical background along with imperial analysis, this research measured the ef-
fective engagement, lack of attention, social engagement and social interaction that are considered as 
the antecedents of authentic learning. They disclosed a particular level of variance in authentic learning 
tasks (80%) with approximately less and more impactful constructs as compared to existing literature. 
Undoubtedly, this is an authentic learning task with a higher variance. Finally, the data were collected 
from university students during the post covid-19 periods. It goes without saying that this is the first 
empirical study that highlighted authentic learning tasks after the covid-19 pandemic. Therefore, this 
research is creating impediment to the upcoming studies on the similar phenomenon. In addition, keeping 
the severe consequences of covid-19 and the possibility of upcoming variant in mind, lack of attention 
as a moderating variable is still deemed to be one of the key reasons of achieving sustainable online 
learning during the post covid-19 periods. Admittedly, google classroom and zoom can further dominate 
the authentic learning tasks.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

The positive effect of authentic learning tasks and other variables in these study makes it clear that the 
university teachers must have to prepare the course outline following the post covid-19 situation. The 
teachers and instructors must maintain flexibility and evaluation process for persisting positive attitudes 
toward learning. Technology-based education along with learning friendly environment is crucial for 
ensuring proper education. Therefore, the university authority should set up effective and efficient policy 
for the post pandemic periods so that affecting engagement and social engagement can be expanded 
with more social interaction. However, the instructors may also consider game-based learning and not 
to compel students to stay in the class with usual platforms. Students must have been encouraged to 
have Social Networking Sites (SNSs) such as WeChat as a helpful and efficient tool to spread quality 
teaching and learning in the post covid-19 outbreak.

LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The research has some limitations. The sample size is small, since we were not able to get access to the 
students of other educational institutions because of strict rules and regulations enforced to mitigate the 
further risk of covid-19. So, there is a huge change and vast possibility of other researchers to conduct 
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their study on the same phenomenon with bigger sample size including universities and the rest of the 
educational institutes. Furthermore, future study can be conducted highlighting the most social and 
suitable networking sites for learning in the post covid-19 period. Finally, this research did not evaluate 
academic performance. Therefore, it would be helpful, if academic performance is observed in upcoming 
research that has effective recommendations for coping with any destructive epidemic or even pandemic 
with less stress.

CONCLUSION

The main aim of the research paper is to find out the relationship between student engagement and au-
thentic learning during the post covid-19 periods. For having so, TPB had been used to develop the study. 
The moderating role of lack of attention through WeChat was also conducted to evaluate the authentic 
learning situation during the coid-19 period. The accurate research model indicates some factors that 
affect student engagement and authentic learning during the post covid-19 period. Following the impe-
rial result, we have provided explanation for educators and educational policy makers.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter’s goal is to identify the teacher mental framework oriented to knowledge management (KM) 
and compatible to the ubiquitous Nonaka’s model, regarding the sharing and collaboration practices 
found in the EU platform eTwinning. The pilot-study shows that when information and communication 
technology (ICT) skills become standardized, teachers’ behavioral attitudes related to sharing and 
collaboration should be observed from a more holistic perspective. The first part provides a general 
description of Nonaka’s model in connection with the education sector. The second part offers a bird’s 
eye view of the European context framed by EU Acts and frameworks of reference to identify the roots of 
an emerging teaching profile linked to the awareness of knowledge flow. The third part presents a pilot 
research involving the idea of innovation related to the growing attitudes of digital collaboration and 
sharing. Within the eTwinning practice-context, this chapter proposes to switch the general approach 
from a teacher learning perspective to a teacher “knowledge management” standpoint.
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INTRODUCTION

Conceptual Frame and Focus

The need of redefining teachers as professionals deeply involved in innovation has been a matter of 
widespread and increasing interest over the past decades (Avalos, 2011; Cheng 2012, 2013, 2018; Cheng, 
Wu, & Hu., 2017; Cheng & Chu, 2018; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Fox & Wilson, 2015; Harris 
& Jones, 2018; Lin, F., Lin, S., & Huang, 2008; Periotto & Wessellenns, 2018; Rismark & Sølvberg, 
2011; Vuorikari, Punie, Gomez, & Van den Brande, 2016; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009; Zhao, 
2010), and this topic is expected to receive even more attention in the future because of the covid-19 
pandemic. Nonetheless, previous research literature has not investigated the conditions needed to promote 
a common awareness and self-awareness for innovation amongst teachers. In fact, according to recent 
developments in psychological investigations, the level of self-awareness individuals have directly im-
pacts how those individuals involve themselves in the cause of events leading to either success or failure 
(Silvia & Duval, 2001). Conversely, investigations around the topic of innovation in education constantly 
explores the link between educational innovation and digital technologies, recognizing information and 
communication technology (ICT) as the growing dimension that opens up a new mentality and to new 
strategies that may enable educational communities to discover knowledge and develop cross-domain 
competences (Mioara, 2012). On the other hand, there is a common consensus recognizing sharing and 
collaboration as elements of a cross-sectorial awareness that can lead to innovation, especially when 
they are associated with digital patterns and ICT skills within the lifelong learning frame (Avalos, 2011; 
Boisot & Child, 1999; Bollinger & Smith, 2001; Bucher & Helmond, 2018; Cheng 2012; 2013; 2018; 
Cheng et al., 2017; Cheng & Chu, 2018; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Fox & Wilson, 2015; Harris & 
Jones, 2018; Periotto & Wessellenns, 2018; Rismark & Sølvberg, 2011; Von Krogh, 2012; Vuorikari et 
al., 2016; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009; Zhao, 2010).

Numerous investigations into the social dilemmas of knowledge sharing have found that a sense of 
group identity can positively influence contributions for the public good; especially once a group per-
ceives that they have a common identity (Cabrera & Cabrera; 2002). Communities of practice generate 
transformations at all levels when teachers, acting as change agents, are networked and well established 
(Kools & Stoll, 2016). Many researchers show how the positive interactions of educational social net-
works, and the active participation of all school stakeholders can positively affect the flow of information 
in educational establishments, and how they can improve the work engagement (Cheng, 2012, 2013, 
2018; Cheng, et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2008; Song, Kim, Chai & Bae, 2014; Parlar, Polatcan, & Cansoy, 
2019; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009; Zhao, 2010).

On the other hand, every national school system (which is constantly in transition) should deal with 
the topic of additional workload and paperwork, especially at certain times of the school year, when 
teachers’ schedules are strictly set by administrators. An excessive bureaucratic workload can turn off 
motivation, and “feeling overwhelmed can make teachers less receptive to new information and insights” 
(Collinson and Cook, 2001, p. 8).

There is a growing interest around education environments within the perspective of knowledge 
management (KM) due to the fact that schools and universities are precisely the first places where 
individuals (teachers and students) deal with structured information, data, and knowledge, in their two 
recognized forms: tacit and explicit (Bollinger & Smith, 2001; Cheng, 2018; 2019; Engeström, 1999; 
Farnese, Barbieri, Chirumbolo, & Patriotta, 2019; Garavelli, Gorgoglione, & Scozzi., 2002; Geeraerts, 
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Vanhoof & Van den Bossche, 2016; Hoe, 2006; Ihrig, Canals, Boisot, Nordberg, 2012; F. Lin, S. Lin, 
& Huang, 2008; McAdam & McCreedy, 1999; Pons, Pérez, Stiven, & Quintero, 2014; Ngulube, 2003; 
Nonaka & Konno, 1998; Quintas, Lefrere & Jones, 1997; Song et. al, 2014; Swart & Kinnie, 2003; Zhao 
& Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009; Zhao, 2010).

Explicit knowledge is the most basic form of knowledge, referring to what we are aware of and capable 
of codifying and transferring through formal language. Examples of explicit knowledge in organizations 
are institutional communications (e.g., newsletters), practices based on formal meetings (e.g., conferences, 
training courses), or knowledge products such as websites, databases, manuals, and patents (Farnese et 
al., 2019; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009). It is data that is easy to transfer, is usually documented, re-
corded, stored, available, accessible, and retrievable. Every time data is refined, processed, organized, and 
structured; the final result is explicit knowledge. Conversely, implicit knowledge is unconscious (Farnese 
et al., 2019; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009), related to the inner world of individuals and implies the 
practical application of explicit knowledge. Implicit knowledge emerges in routine, work patterns, and 
professional habits, and does not involve intelligible interactions, explanations, or clarifications. In other 
words, implicit knowledge is explicit knowledge ‘internalized.’

KM in the field of education “does not necessarily imply using knowledge for invention-innovation 
processes that are crucial in the contemporary times in which the innovative business and innovative 
society prevail” (Mulej, 2008, p. 2). Nevertheless, a KM approach in a school environment should develop 
acquisition, accumulation, sharing, diffusion, innovation, and facilitation of teachers’ teaching and learn-
ing (Zhao, 2010). Within the context of any educational environment it is common to recognize practices 
of KM, which are already used intuitively and unsystematically or consciously applied by the school 
managers (Periotto & Wesselleness, 2018). One of the purposes of this paper is to highlight some of these 
hidden dynamics. The tacit/explicit knowledge flow circulates continuously in any educational setting, 
but it is difficult to trace since many passages occur in teachers’ inner worlds and it is not easy to record 
the flow accurately (Lin et al., 2008). As a result of this condition, the shift from one to another mode 
of knowledge creation “is assumed to happen naturally and remain ignored” (Lin et al., 2008, p. 752).

Interpersonal and interactive knowledge sharing is one of the major knowledge strategies emerging 
in this context, and schools are expected to develop human capital for the Knowledge Society (Cheng, 
2012). Consequently, it is possible to recognize an emerging consensus at any latitude prioritizing the 
fact that learning exceeds the traditional notion of individuals acquiring knowledge, because of the con-
sequence of the increasing needs to have high-skilled citizens. Thus, the strategic focus on the diverse 
dimensions related to knowledge includes creation and co-creation as well as assimilation (Avalos, 2011; 
Boisot & Child, 1999; Bollinger & Smith, 2001; Bucher & Helmond, 2018; Cheng 2012; 2013; 2018; 
Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Harris & Jones, 2018; Mansour, Askenas & Ghazawneh, 2013; Rismark 
& Sølvberg, 2011; Von Krogh, 2012; Vuorikari et al., 2016; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009; Zhao, 
2010). The impression is that the current debate and research frame is more weighted towards the ICT 
side and less to the psychological dimension. The current common mindset assumes that ICT profes-
sional patterns inherent in our digital society can reveal, by their own nature, a sufficient evidence of 
group-awareness and self-awareness.

The KM concept mentioned in this paper refers to the Nonaka model, widely accepted as the most 
effective to represent the tacit-explicit knowledge flow and transformation. The relevant literature around 
KM processes in public and private organizations regularly makes reference to this model and to the 
related concepts (Bollinger & Smith, 2001; Cheng, 2019; Engeström, 1999; Farnese et al., 2019; Ga-
ravelli et al., 2002; Hoe, 2006; Lin et al., 2008; McAdam & McCreedy, 1999; Ngulube, 2003; Nonaka 
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& Konno, 1998; Pons et al., 2014; Quintas et al., 1997; Song et. Al., 2014; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 
2009; Zhao, 2010).

Tacit to Tacit (Socialization) is the dimension rooted in social interactions and implies tacit-to-tacit 
knowledge transfer, sharing tacit knowledge in teams, groups, or through socially-based work experi-
ences. Tacit to Explicit (Externalization) happens between tacit and explicit knowledge through exter-
nalization, such as writing, publishing, disseminating outputs, and developing plans, which require the 
notions of the tacit knowledge to enable its communication. Explicit to Explicit (Combination) takes 
place through the combination of multiple elements that integrate knowledge, which combines different 

Figure 1. Nonaka’s model of “knowledge management,” showing the knowledge flow through the tacit-
explicit dimensions
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types of explicit knowledge, for example building up a project-plan. Explicit to Tacit (Internalization) is 
achieved by internalizing norms, generally by an individual applying instructions or learning by doing. 
Thus, once explicit knowledge becomes part of an individual’s inner knowledge, it turns again into tacit.

KM is related to the concept of Knowledge Intensive Organization (KIO), originally born into inter-
national corporations, particularly those with a distinct vocation for research and development. Most of 
all, this perspective marks a passage from a value-culture of tangible assets as facilities, tools, and ma-
chinery, to intangible as skills, knowledge, and expertise (Amaya & Grueso, 2017; Boisot & Child, 1999; 
Bollinger & Smith, 2001; Cabrera & Cabrera, 2002; Mansour et al. 2013; Pons et al., 2014; Von Krogh, 
2012). Thus, we are currently witnessing a rapid transshipment of this focus from the production world 
(secondary sector) to the service segment (tertiary). It was only a matter of time before the KM-oriented 
perspective started to also touch the educational sector, and the authors believe that the next unavoidable 
step is the massive entry of KM-oriented frameworks into the educational public sector worldwide. This 
transition is taking place thanks to the growing awareness that in the Knowledge Society the educational 
environment is a context in cognitive relationship with all the other forms of social capital. Thus, any 
form of digital inequality should be investigated in order to understand the implications of digital skills 
for engaging social capital-enhancing activities online (Hsieh, 2012).

In this paper, schools are treated as homogeneous environments within a general perspective of collec-
tive behavioral environments orientated towards the exchange of good practices, through a more diverse 
ICT repertoire and communication multiplexity (Hsieh, 2012). The range of relevant skills is analyzed 
within the frame of the digital educational networking and educational platforms in the context of the 
EU. Indeed, all the aforementioned research makes reference to digital networking dynamics as one of 
the prominent aspects fostering innovative professional patterns.

Education is a Social Priority

The UNESCO report titled Learning: The treasure within (Delors et al., 1996), established the popular 
four pillars of education: learning to know; learning to do; learning to live together; learning to be. The 
prevailing perspective is a society-centered focus, rather than on individuals. All the efforts to create 
the conditions for smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth are now entering a new critical stage due to 
the unexpected COVID-19 pandemic, and the fact that the programming period of the European 2020 
Strategy has ended (European Commission, 2010). The education sector has undergone a “digital shock,” 
especially in those countries with a less pervasive digitalization. The continuous renewal in education 
revealed its limits and, henceforth, every definition of teachers’ role should exceed the function of pro-
fessionals implementing other’s ideas. The need to redefine teachers as ‘professionals deeply involved 
in innovation’ is becoming a matter of widespread and increasing interest (Avalos, 2011; Cheng 2012; 
2013; 2018; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Collinson & Cook, 2001; Fox & Wilson, 2015; Harris & 
Jones, 2018; Lin et al., 2008; Rismark & Sølvberg, 2011; Song et al., 2014; Vuorikari et al., 2016; Zhao 
& Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009; Zhao, 2010), and this topic is expected to receive further considerable at-
tention. The pervasive expansion of KM approaches is influencing also the educational sector, even at 
lower grades. Although this effect is not yet declared and visible at the same manner in all countries, 
the nature of teaching is, worldwide, increasingly less routine, and more prone to knowledge sharing, 
collaborative re-contextualization, and experimentation (Cheng, 2013; 2018; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 
2009; Zhao, 2010). There is extensive literature spreading the general recognition of the complexity of 
teacher training and how professional development is a continuous process that can benefit co-learning 
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and knowledge sharing (Avalos, 2010; Cheng 2013, 2018; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Rismark 
& Sølvberg, 2011; Vuorikari et al., 2016; Zhao & Ordóñez de Pablos, 2009; Zhao, 2010). There are 
multiple contexts where it is possible to highlight this professional transformation, clearly promoted by 
institutional regulations, national or international policies, or emerging as innovative impulses justified 
by the new skills required for global citizenships. In order to better focus on this collective process, it 
is appropriate to mention some relevant acts, frameworks, and other institutional outputs inside and 
outside the European Union.

Considering the concerns of the EU members stated in the Declaration of Rome (Declaration, 2017), 
the objectives stated in Project Europe 2030 (González, 2010) and in the Memorandum on Lifelong 
Learning (Commission of the European Community, 2000), it is the duty of each educational institution 
in Europe to create an environment that can offer students new ways of learning, more flexible training, 
and education to meet the standards required by the European society, which is mainly mobile, technical, 
and digital. Nonetheless, as the report Project Europe 2030 states, there are social and cultural gaps in 
European society still unresolved, for which schools can provide a vital contribution:

Urgent action is needed to address this situation, including providing teachers with the professional 
recognition they deserve; developing flexible and open curricula capable of nurturing curiosity and 
creativity among children; and strengthening links between public education systems, business, and 
society. (González, 2010, p. 22)

On the other hand, EU has always considered education a lifelong journey. Indeed, at the beginning 
of the new millennium, the EU had already framed the early stages of school education into the vision 
of a Lifelong Learning perspective:

High quality basic education for all, from a child’s youngest days forward, is the essential foundation. 
Basic education followed by initial vocational education and training, should equip all young people with 
the new basic skills required in a knowledge-based economy. It should also ensure that they have ‘learnt 
to learn’ and that they have a positive attitude towards learning. (Commission of the EC, 2000, p. 7)

The WISE survey ‘School in 2030,’ conducted in 2014, showed that education systems are predicted to 
undergo major changes. Schools will become interactive environments where innovations in technology 
and curricula will fundamentally change the role of teachers and reshape the landscape of learning; thus, 
schools will evolve to become learning networks. Online resources and technologies will support peer-to-
peer networking, dialog, and exchange, facilitating a move towards collaborative learning. The most robust 
attempt to enlighten the digital path for the future of school is the promotion of computational thinking, 
using the subject of coding in computer lab activities. In many EU countries, the Ministries of Education 
(and other national authorities) are fostering the STEM projects (Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Math), which allow primary and low-secondary schools to organize courses for students ages five to 14, 
using humanoid robots, mbots, neuron kits, and 3-D printers. The low secondary school grades have 
been increasing the use of gamification through digital tools, such as Kahoot, Quizzlet, Voki, Padlet, 
Class Dojo, and dozens of other popular software. Currently, teachers are committed to gaining new 
skills in the eLearning field, according to the European Framework for Digital Competence-DigComp 
(Vuorikari et al., 2016). There are teachers with coordination responsibility in this area and ‘internal in-
novation teams’ promoting these ubiquitous improvements. These approaches may vary according to the 
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national educational policies of each Member State of the Union, but the sharing and innovation context 
is the indispensable factor that must lead to collaboratively innovating pedagogic practices (Redecker, 
2017). Scholars, authors and researchers, directly or indirectly agree that Sharing leads to Innovation on 
condition that the sharing process follows an established frame or a model (Avalos, 2012; Cheng, 2012; 
2017; 2018; Kools & Stoll, 2016; Rismark & Sølvberg, 2011; Vourikari et al., 2016; Zhao & Ordóñez 
de Pablos, 2009; Zhao, 2010).

But this is not all; indeed, schools should also assume major responsibilities related more specifi-
cally to the labor market. According to the report by the European Commission: Rethinking Education: 
Investing in skills for better socio-economic outcomes (2012), attention should be particularly focused 
on the development of entrepreneurial skills, because they not only contribute to new business creation, 
but also to the employability of young people. To address this complex and vast range of targets, the 
European Commission published policy guidance to support improvements in the quality and prevalence 
of entrepreneurship education across the EU. All of the member states should foster entrepreneurial skills 
through new and creative ways of teaching and learning from primary school onwards, in addition to a 
focus from secondary schools to higher education on the opportunity of business creation as a career 
destination. Real world experience, through problem-based learning and enterprise links, should be 
embedded across all disciplines and tailored to all levels of education. A collective school evolution can 
take advantage of the European networks to benchmark approaches and teaching mindsets against the 
European need for skills and abilities. The Erasmus Plus program, especially the Key Action 21, for the 
exchange of good practices among schools, is one of the most powerful ways to develop such experiences.

All of the educational perspectives and priorities mentioned thus far are interconnected, and their 
main objective is to foster the best Europe-oriented practices in each school and turn them into points 
of contact. School networking currently focuses on investigating how different education systems are 
dealing with curricular methodologies, compulsory subjects, and their integration with Formal, Non-
Formal, and Informal skills, according to European guidelines. This collective change can benefit from 
the education social networking, increasingly widespread through educational social media and educa-
tion platforms. As Mulej (2008) highlights, an educational holistic approach to KM should replace the 
traditional discipline-based curriculum.

Current quantities of available knowledge and sources of knowledge are by far too large for anybody 
to absorb all of them. Thus, a narrow specialization of knowledge is unavoidable, but so is also the 
requisite holism of observation, perception, decision making, and action, requiring the requisite holism 
of knowledge. The latter requires interdisciplinary creative co-operation, because an individual trans-
disciplinary knowledge with a requisite depth is impossible. (Mulej, 2008, p. 10)

Nowadays, in every education space, the concept of sharing should evoke not only a local or national 
exchange, but also an international horizon. The benefits of international networking are already at 
hand in every school environment, thanks to ICT and, in particular, to eTwinning, the huge European 
platform for school networking and educational projects (Nizzolino & Canals, 2021). This would mean 
that schools are not just more organizations adapting themselves only to local complexities (Boisot & 
Child, 1999), but they are going to significantly adapt some internal skills to match the complexity of 
international networking environments.

The report, A New Skills Agenda for Europe (European Commission, 2016), indicates to all the 
stakeholders the most appropriate strategies and actions required to provide a skill set for EU citizens, 
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in particular those transversal competencies that are appropriate to increase occupability, competitivity, 
and growth, in order to better address personal skills towards those challenges that the EU is facing. 
The agenda recommends also that this set of skills should be attainable and reachable for everyone from 
the earliest age. In the context of the Lisbon Convention—ratified through the Bologna process—and 
launched in March 2000, school education is involved in order to match the younger generations’ ex-
pectations, thus school and vocational education, in particular, should cope with the task to provide the 
best opportunities for young learners to acquire those skills useful to face a global market.

PILOT RESEARCH, METHODOLOGY, AND RESULTS: 
TEACHERS AND INNOVATION

The level of implementation of the previously mentioned frameworks is not consistent within the EU. One 
issue the authors would like to draw attention to is related to the level of relevance given to teachers as 
“Intellectual Capital,” since this is not equal everywhere. Indeed, one can note how these two factors are 
interdependent and symbiotic. Countries with a higher awareness of teachers as Intellectual Capital (and 
valuable Social Capital) are beginning to implement models based on KM in schools. Outside EU, it is 
no coincidence that China, which tops the list of the world teachers’ ranking status (Dolton, Marcenaro, 
Vries, & She, 2018), is currently the international pathfinder in the implementation of KM systems in 
the education sector, while in Europe one could note Finland and Norway for the same reasons.

The main issue in many European school systems seems to be the teachers’ lack of perception of 
their potential to generate innovation. Despite the collective endeavor to spread eTwinning popularity 
and implementation, like any other knowledgment-related-tool, it may have reached its saturation point 
unless “some kind of artificial intervention, such as the use of organizational development programs, is 
required” (Rismark and Sølvberg, 2011). Despite the struggle to make eTwinning a tool used on daily 
basis, the authors can represent the current self-awareness of teachers as agents of innovation through 
the following pilot survey completed by 142 teachers from 7 EU countries, where all respondents were 
reached through a partnership-network of public schools involved in an Erasmus Plus project2.

The eTwinning platform is an online community of schools in Europe. It is a digital space offering 
a great range of activities, exchange opportunities, and professional development. According to the 
real-time detection of the platform, the current number of members exceeds 800,000 individual users 
and more than 200,000 schools involved in more than 100,000 active projects3. The platform contents 
are available in 28 languages, and it periodically disseminates newsletters and reports. It is possible to 
access as a registered member on the condition that personal details are associated with a public school 
(or recognized as equivalent) in the European Union. Therefore, users are all teachers, head teachers, 
and librarians, and through their projects more than four million students experienced digital exchange 
and online activities, both on the national and international level. The eTwinning platform was created to 
detect and manage the relational complexity of a very specific segment: School Education in the European 
Union. Despite the great amount of reports available, the usual focus highlights the accomplishments or 
the experiences related to specific projects, the sharing of contents, and teachers’ professional develop-
ment. Instead, in this paper, the authors aim to explore the presence of a mental framework oriented 
to KM within this web-space. The 142 pilot study respondents were all full-time, established teachers 
from different grades, with teaching experiences ranging from 2 to 34 years. All of the participants were 
active eTwinning users who were involved in various projects and networks through the platform. The 
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survey excluded temporary and supply teachers as well as administrative staff. The selection of the seven 
countries included: Greece, Finland, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, and Spain, in order to have a 
cluster of school systems according to determined indicators.

Romania joined the EU in 2007, and Lithuania in 2004, so later than the others. There was a high 
interest to understand how their National Education Systems have been internalizing the European priori-
ties during the last decades, and how they matched the 2020 European Benchmark related to Reading, 
Math, and the Sciences, according to the charts available in the European statistics platform4. Foreign 
Language Learning in secondary education is another factor that drove the selection of partners. Ro-
mania, Poland, and Lithuania reached far better results than Italy, according to the official EU charts5. 
Finland reached one of the highest positions in official performances; thus, it was desirable to explore 
their mindset and methodology. Overall, the cluster of partners offers a representative sample of wide 
differences among EU member states, and also variegated geopolitical peculiarities.

All partners had various grades of distance from the 2020 EU Benchmarks at the moment of the 
survey, so the authors wanted to review the different factors that might be the cause of these differences 
and to also verify those educational environments that were obtaining better results. Partners were found 
through the eTwinning platform in the Erasmus Plus Forum. Every participant school had experience 
in previous European projects and collaborations so their teams knew how to deal with related organi-
zational aspects linked to the networking features offered by eTwinning.

The first objective of the survey was to check the association between the teaching profession and the 
idea of innovation, as teachers themselves may convey it. The second objective was to detect similarities 
between the perception teachers have of the knowledge flow (during their daily routine) and Nonaka’s 
model. The third objective was to have the participating teachers define eTwinning from their point of 
view, and see if the individual definitions could be linked to the previous findings.

Table 1. Countries of the 142 surveyed teachers

1) What country do you work in?

Country % of Participants

Spain 34.8

Italy 34.8

Lithuania 8.7

Greece 8.7

Finland 4.3

Poland 4,3

Romania 4,3
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Only 8.7% declared to perfectly know the concept of Knowledge Society, while 34.8% affirmed that 
they did not know the topic at all (actually the third and fourth options may be seen as similar periphrasis 
to avoid the impact of “I do not know.”).

Table 2. School levels of the 142 surveyed teachers

2) According to your National School System what grade level do you teach?

Grade %

Early Childhood Education and Care 0

Primary Education 47.8

Lower Secondary Education 39.1

Upper Secondary General Education 8.7

Upper Secondary VET 4.4

Table 3. Perception of the Knowledge Society concept by the 142 surveyed teachers

3) When I think of the concept of Knowledge Society…

%

I perfectly know what this expression means and I can explain it to other people. 8.7

I know the concept in general terms. 34.8

I have met this concept several times and I am willing to know more about it. 17.4

I need to look more deeply into the topic. 34.8

I have never heard of it. 4.3

Table 4. Link between teachers’ role and knowledge dimensions. Only one response was allowed

4) Which definition better associate teachers’ role to knowledge

Num. (%)

Teachers retrieve/recover knowledge 5 (3,52)

Teachers promote knowledge 21 (14,79)

Teachers transfer knowledge 14 (9,86)

Teachers share knowledge 19 (13,38)

Teachers process/elaborate knowledge 10 (7,04)

Teachers simplify knowledge 11 (7,75)

Teachers codify knowledge 6 (4,23)

Teachers evaluate knowledge 10 (7,04)

Teachers build up new knowledge 13 (9,15)

Teachers innovate knowledge 10 (7,04)

Teachers may contribute to k. innovation 9 (6,34)

Teachers may create opportunity to research/develop new knowledge 14 (9,86)
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The authors decided to process these specific results collecting the definitions which received from a 
minimum of 11 feedbacks, to the maximum (21+14+19+11+13+14) for a total of 92 respondents. This 
sample represents the 64.7% of the total users, and gives back a ‘logic sequence,’ which can potentially 
match the Nonaka’s KM model based on the four knowledge modes (Figure 1).

This exploratory survey made it possible to discover that a low number of teachers perceive their 
role linked to the innovation paradigm; but conversely it reveals some hidden patterns that offer an op-
portunity to go beyond what is perceived as daily routine. What is remarkable here is the fact that this 
survey neither mentions anything about KM models nor did respondents know this topic, which does 
not belong to ordinary school environments. The highest number of responses concentrated on the 
definitions linked to promotion and sharing of knowledge, while the lowest ranking was given to the 
ideas of codification and innovation. The evaluation paradigm seems to be in the group of low raking 
responses, but it is not a surprise if one considers that many school systems are moving away from the 
XX century concept of performance assessment. In short, those who responded to the survey despite 
neglecting the link between teachers and innovation, revealed hidden patterns suitable to the notorious 
Nonaka’s model (Figure 1). Indeed, eTwinning itself can be seen as a space where teachers are driven to 
manage knowledge through the sharing of experiences, information, and best practices, with the result 
of improving both individual and collective values. There is clearly a co-relation here when one high-
lights that the majority of respondents were, indeed, eTwinning active users. One should not forget that 
the situated learning framework (Lave & Wenger, 2006) emerges today as a digital space, and teachers’ 
communities of practices cannot be studied outside the infosphere where they take shape.

The fifth answer of this pilot survey required a short description as feedback after asking the question, 
“Can you briefly describe the role of eTwinning in your teaching activity?” The authors extracted the 142 
feedback comments from the questions, which asked participants to define, with a short comment, the 
role of eTwinning in teachers’ jobs. The 142 commentaries ranged from the shortest of only three words, 
“a useful tool,” to the largest of 27 words, “It is a platform that helps me to exchange experiences with 
foreign teachers and change my teaching habits. Students can improve both their digital and language 
skills.” The authors adopted the software T-LAB, which analyzes texts and extracts co-occurrences and 
word associations. The 142 comments were listed as a whole segmented text and processed as a T-LAB 
file project. The first seven co-occurrences that were both verbs and nouns were selected (Adverbs and 
prepositions were excluded.).

Table 5. Equivalence relation between teachers’ associations to knowledge and Nonaka’s Knowledge 
Management cycle (see figure 1)

Higher % of Responses Four Modes of Nonaka’s Knowledge Conversion

Promote 14.79% 
Share 13.38% SOCIALIZATION

Transfer 9.86% EXTERNALIZATION

Create opportunities to develop/research 9.86% 
Build up 9.15% COMBINATION

Simplify 7.75% INTERNALIZATION
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A psycholinguist approach can identify concepts strongly related to personal motivation and a change 
of paradigm; teachers’ perspectives describe converged steps to trigger developments.

Figure 2. T-LAB co-occurrences chart
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The two main areas reflect the teachers’ perception of eTwinning simply as a digital tool capable of 
bringing change through a creative process that entails the learning dimension. None of the 142 surveyed 
teachers mentioned the word ‘innovation’ or any direct reference to this concept.

REMARKS ON ICT AND TEACHER NETWORKING

In the last report about eTwinning, impact on teachers’ practice, the authors discovered that the respondents 
(belonging in variable percentage to all member countries) were also asked if they were participating in 
any other online or onsite training apart from eTwinning. The vast majority (74%) responded positively 
(Pateraki, 2018). This data showed that eTwinning active users (as those who agreed to fully engage 
the proposed surveys) are individuals motivated to continuously improve their skills and knowledge. 
The Pateraki report proposed a methodology named the MeTP 2.0 Framework (MENTEP-Mentoring 
Technology-Enhanced Pedagogy). The self-evaluation path included a pre-questionnaire with some 
demographic questions, an assessment results’ page, a feedback page, and a post-questionnaire. This 
process was particularly useful to detect the improvement of collaborative competences.

(…) this is the competence in which the biggest increase/improvement was noted. Twenty-one percent of 
the respondents who initially obtained a medium score, obtained a high score in the post-questionnaire, 
meaning that the initial 45% of high scoring teachers became 66%. Exceeding this threshold (from 
medium to high scores) shows that the collaborative competence had the biggest potential in terms of 
improvement (starting from quite low) and the fact that this is where teachers had the highest increase 

Figure 3. T-LAB co-occurrences hierarchically related to the objective (change) and the practice (tool)
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probably demonstrates that most teachers felt more confident after having taken part in eTwinning ac-
tivities, most of which deal with collaboration. (Pateraki, 2018, p. 25)

The interaction among eTwinning, the Erasmus Plus Program, and the National Education Agencies 
in every European country can guarantee a network of tailored self-education opportunities to develop 
teachers’ competencies. One of the most relevant aspects of this open source ecosystem is the fact that 
everything falls within the scope of Non-Formal Training, and most commonly these training events are 
picked up as voluntary initiatives. The aspect of collaborative skills also represents one of the upgrades 
from the first version of the DigComp framework to the DigComp 2.0 (Vourikari, 2016). In the version 
1.0, Communication was a stand-alone skill, while in the version 2.0, it became Communication and 
collaboration.

Not all EU member states have been adopting EU frameworks at the same level. Concerning Dig-
Comp 2.0 (Vuorikari et al., 2016), only few countries adopted it explicitly to support teachers’ profes-
sional development: Lithuania, Norway, and Spain (which are included in the pilot survey), Portugal and 
Croatia; while other countries are applying the framework more specifically for students’ assessments, 
employability, or policy support. Through the systematic observation of all the efforts performed by the 
national school systems of the Union members, it is not temerarious to affirm that only a few countries 
have been reaching the expected results in their public education systems. The worldwide reference 
report, TALIS (OECD, 2020), reveals the most salient features linked to teaching and learning from 48 
countries. A specific section of this report relates the 48 countries ranked according to the percentage 
of head teachers complaining about ICT inadequacies in their schools. In the eTwinning frame, a good 
deployment of ICTs is essential to allow teachers and students to use the platform on a regular basis. 
Table 5 summarizes the 22 countries out of 48, which are part of the eTwinning community. Five of the 
seven countries involved in the previous surveys also took part in the TALIS data collection. Surpris-
ingly, Finland (among the top performers of 2020 EU Benchmark6) seems to struggle with ICT issues 
similar to those of other EU countries. This simple data suggests that high education performances are 
not linked only to high ICT efficiency; digital tools are a medium and not an end. Similarly, the previ-
ously mentioned five countries applying DigComp 2.0 to develop teachers’ skills belong to very different 
stages of digital deployment in schools.
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The next comparisons in this paper may suggest that there is no direct link between the national level 
of digital implementation in schools and innovating educational patterns. Conversely, the strategy focused 
on teachers’ professional development also derives from a combination of other elements.

Usually, some domestic policies tend to relate the scarce ICT performances to a need to upskill and 
reskill a professional category. Indeed, if we compare the previous table to some public data offered by 
the EU educational platform eTwinning, we discover that it is not always possible to find a direct cor-
relation between ICT issues and a low attitude to educational networking.

Table 6. Countries selected in the TALIS analysis for being part of the eTwinning network (Personal 
elaboration from TALIS data)

N° Country % of Headteachers complaining about ICT inadequacies

1 Slovenia 4

2 Malta 6

3 Sweden 10

4 Norway 11

5 Estonia 12

6 Denmark 13

7 UK 15

8 Belgium (Flanders) 16

9 Netherlands 16

10 Finland 20

11 Spain 21

12 Turkey 22

13 Chec. Republic 24

14 Bulgaria 26

15 Georgia 29

16 France 30

17 Lithuania 30

18 Italy 31

19 Hungary 36

20 Latvia 41

21 Romania 50

22 Portugal 55
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This simple conversion-rate-view provides the relationship between the number of online projects 
created on the platform and their ratio to the total number of teachers who subscribed the platform. 
Lithuania (nr. 17 in Table 6) reaches the highest performances despite the very small number of schools 
present on the platform, thanks to the highest project/teacher ratio. It is not far from the one-project-
per-teacher-ratio. The values refer only to those teachers ‘who started a new project’; the platform 
statistics do not include teachers who joined the project afterwards. Romania, where the authors found 
the highest percentage of head teachers complaining due to ICT inadequacies (position 21 in Table 6) 
presents a project to teacher ratio, which doubles that of Italy. As stated, not all EU member states have 
been adopting EU frameworks in the same way, and concerning DigComp 2.0 (Vuorikari et al., 2016), 
Lithuania is the only country (among the seven in this pilot-research) that adopted it to support teachers’ 
continuous development. What these data suggest is that specific frameworks based on ‘sharing and 
collaboration through ICT’ can establish a continuous motivation for teachers, which is quite different 
from just having the most advanced ICT technology available in the classroom to improve the teacher-
student experience. Of course, hi-tech tools help and foster the willingness to experiment, but there is 
much more behind a Digital Whiteboard or an ICT lab. There are profound dimensions, such as human 
motivation, group identity, and the awareness of social roles.

CONCLUSION

Educational networking provides teachers with opportunities to experience KM modes, even unknow-
ingly. This is why the focus should move from the teacher-learning perspective to the teacher-knowledge-
management perspective. Indeed, when reading reports issued by the European eTwinning Unit, one can 
still recognize a strong focus on surveys and data intended to offer a review on the relationship between 
the platform and teachers’ continuous learning. On the other hand, collaborations may arise naturally, as 
an inner attitude of a teacher’s personality, out of the problems and circumstances that teachers experi-
ence in common. Notwithstanding the overall positive spirit, it should be remembered that, frequently, 
schools can be stressful environments, so teachers may also appear “contrived, inauthentic, grafted on, 
perched precariously (and often temporarily) on the margins of real work” (Little, 1990, p. 510).

Table 7. Countries selected in the TALIS analysis for being part of the eTwinning network and eTwinning 
real data per analyzed country (Available online data on 01/06/2020)

Country Project created Schools Teachers Conversion rate 
projects: schools

Conversion rate 
projects: teachers

FINLAND 4071 2422 8089 1,680 0,503

GREECE 16893 8652 28322 1,952 0,596

ITALY 29630 11093 84826 2,668 0,349

LITHUANIA 7877 1795 9326 4,388 0,844

POLAND 32761 18382 70972 1,782 0,461

ROMANIA 20385 9438 30786 2,159 0,662

SPAIN 26610 15427 68005 1,754 0,391
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Despite the shared EU frameworks, national policies may vary widely concerning the way to deal with 
the psychological wellness of teachers, hence, this topic deserves a different focus. The EU frameworks 
generally focus on causal conditions and do not suggest or develop individual strategies or group strate-
gies to promote an innovation paradigm. These are sets of variables, which should be managed locally, 
in every specific education establishment.

The main areas that require further investigations, not frequently mentioned in the examined litera-
ture, are summarized as:

1  School establishments in the EU are environments implicitly conducive to the Nonaka’s Knowl-
edge Management model. The pilot-survey reveals a favorable teachers’ mindset in relation to the 
knowledge flow in their working routines.

2  ICT deployment and teachers’ digital skills are generally considered essentials, but they can obfus-
cate other complementary dimensions, such as behavioral attitudes and psychological conditions. 
Especially those skills required to create and develop professional networks that embody a set of 
articulated social and interpersonal abilities, which adopt ICT tools merely to express themselves. 
This focus involves a more holistic perspective when teachers’ continuous development is at stake.

3  Innovation in education, at the present stage, is a matter of advanced social competencies in the 
frame of digital skills. Thus, every national education policy should start considering establishing a 
more integrated behavioristic approach (or even a psychological framework) besides the notorious 
and recognized digital policies for education.

4  Concepts such as ‘Innovation’ and ‘Knowledge Society’ are not yet part of most teachers’ vision 
and perceptions, thus, the role of the digital cognitive interaction between educators and the other 
Social Capitals is not yet rooted in the awareness of the school sector.
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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected countries economically due to lack of documented guidance; it 
has also resulted in increased spread and mortality rate. This motivated the authors to design a disaster 
preparedness system to enable countries to plan strategically and strengthen their efforts in future events. 
Web-scraping technique is used for crowdsourcing both past and current information such as government 
policies, associated cost, the spreading and mortality rate, and the medicines used; the results are stored 
in a database. The framework aims to enable the government bodies and other stakeholders to detect, 
prevent, and respond to future novel pandemics. Thus, the proposed model aids as a reference tool and 
can be used for predictive analysis. This information collectively helps countries to acknowledge their 
strength, weakness, opportunity, and threat (SWOT) ranking and allows them in their national capacities 
to improve their strategies, infrastructure, and to draft plans in line with the most updated guidance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of COVID-19 has impacted nations throughout, notably the nationwide lockdowns that have 
brought social and economic life to a standstill as per studied (Nicola, M., et al, 2020). Ever since the 
spread of COVID-19 virus, economic activities in both manufacturing and services sectors have delayed; 
hospitality, tours and travels, healthcare, retail, banks, hotels, property, education, health, Information 
Technology, recreation as discussed (Kumar, S. U et al, 2020). The economic stress has started to grow 
rapidly, analysts and consultants worldwide have projected larger and greater economic troubles for the 
world economy. A joint report from the World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) have projected the economic slowdown to range between 2.2% 
to 4.8%. The Primary Sectors of Republic of India, which encompasses industries related to extraction 
and production of raw materials alone provides employment to 43.21% of the total population and also 
contributes to 16.1% of the Indian gross domestic productions, has affected badly. This also has affected 
the secondary industries which gets their raw materials from primary sector. The impact of COVID-19 
in primary and secondary sector has affected the basic requirements of human life.

This is believed to be outcome of non-documented pre-historic detailed data, to assist governments 
and other stake holders in handling such situations. The outbreak of COVID-19 has urged the scientific 
community to take measures to find methods to deal with such situations in current and future. It is 
stated that one is to design a disaster preparedness system, which includes an early prediction feature 
as demonstrated (Chamberlian, S.D (2020)). An Artificial Intelligence (AI) based prediction feature 
requires abundance of data to train itself. A COVID-19 database, which can collect past and future data 
through crowd sourcing, is the need of the hour.

Web-scraping seems to be a promising technology to collect necessary present and past data for the 
development of database. Through web-scraping information like age, gender, climatic condition, medi-
cal severity, mortality rate and survival rate etc. can be collected. The vaccines used, the implementa-
tion cost, method of public distribution, after effects of vaccination etc. can also be collected. To make 
web-scraping more effective, different e-mediums like social media, blog post, e-journals, e-magazines 
and e-NEWS-papers are highly concentrated.

Thus, the target of this work is to develop a self-updating database that collects COVID-19 related 
information and stores them. The template of the database is designed in such a way to help Deep Learn-
ing Algorithms (DLA) to uses this information to train themselves. Through this an early indication of 
a future pandemic possibility can be understood and this can lend an idea for stack-holders to handle 
the situation. The database is designed in such a way, redundancy of information is handled using data-
normalization techniques. It can process text, image and META-Data.

II. IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON INDIAN ECONOMY

COVID-19 has become a world-changing event and isn’t solely a humanitarian crisis however conjointly 
economic and social crisis as stated (Nicola, M., et al, 2020). It is stated that the continuous, dramatic and 
ubiquitous corona virus epidemic has deformed the India’s blooming economy in a fickle and obscure 
manner as discussed (Chaudhary, M et al (2020)).COVID-19, set foot on Republic of India in 2020 and 
is heading for a second wave as on March-2021. Its impact on the business atmosphere is worldwide 
and the worsening situation as it appears is completely different from the slowdowns of the past that has 
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affected the economic order. During first wave the severity of the same was less compared to the second 
wave, but still the government and other stakeholders are struggling to plan a proper execution plan to 
eradicate the same and recover the economy. Because of the speedy unfold of COVID-19 virus, many 
industries that drives growth are guaranteed to limit their business operations resulting in disruption of 
economic activities as discussed (Nicola, M., et al, 2020). The happening that’s being encountered by 
the various sectors of the economy square is highlighted below.

III. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

The Indian economy being upto 70-percentage agriculture based, this sector was one of the few sec-
tors not to suffer a lot. The schemes announced by central government to allow transportation of Agri 
and Agri related products inter-state made the impact to be less. Individual state level local monitoring 
bodies also allowed the district-wise transportation which actually boomed the sector. Sales through 
online platforms rose to a newer height; peoples involved directly (IT infrastructure) and in-directly 
(sales executives, delivery executives and banking sector) saw a stable economic growth. But still due 
to local and micro-containment zones the Agri-related logistics sector suffered a small impact. Road 
side vendors and daily whole-sale mandis also suffered a small loss. A clear over-view of this sector was 
missing in place to plan and implement schemes to boost this sector in particular; covering bottom level 
farmers and mandi-dealers, small cargo transporters. Shielding the countryside food production areas 
future, will hold the answer for macro-level impact in Indian food sector due to COVID-19 virus spread.

IV. AVIATION AND TOURISM

India being a diversified cultural and natural resource country attracts a huge crowd each year as tourist. 
This was the first sector to feel the heat of COVID-19 virus. According to Federation of Indian Chambers 
of Commerce & Industry (FICCI), the industry jointly contributes about 2.4% and 9.2% of the total Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) of the country. In the 2018-2019 financial year alone, the industry served ap-
proximately 43 million people and generated USD 247.3 billion. Indian tourism is mainly dominated by 
domestic travelers than international people. Due to the announcement of union government’s travel and 
tourism ban, the industry has suffered from cash flow and maintenance has become a great problem. The 
industries expect an all-time high lay-off of 38 million peoples in near future, to manage the expected 
losses of about 85 billion Rupees according to Indian Association of Tour Operators (IATO). Apart from 
this, the industry has also innovated different ways to proceed with contact less boarding and travelling, 
which shows a positive sign and can expect to result in a better growth strategy for the industry.

IV.1 Telecom

Pre-dated to COVID-19 spread in India, the telecom sector saw a major break-through in terms of 
technology. The Voice over IP (VoIP) and data tariff made many Indians to subscribe new connec-
tions (“NRF | Coronavirus leads to more use of contactless credit cards and mobile payments despite 
cost and security concerns,” n.d.) Post COVID-19 spread, Work from Home (WFH) became the new 
normal of corporate culture. India, being the country of hosting most of the worldwide IT and its allied 
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companies saw a surge in data users. 2019 saw more than one billion active connections, contributing 
to 6.5-percent of total GDP of the country and made sure India’s four million people’s employability 
was not affected. The WFH demanded an increased broadband usage of almost 10-percentage hikes, 
which directly imparted pressure on the network. This affected the service providers; they braced a sharp 
dropping in adding new customers.

IV.2 Pharmaceuticals

India boasts, holding the world top Pharmaceuticals. Ever since the out-break of COVID-19, the phar-
maceutical sector has been on the rise. With a market size of $55 billion during the beginning of 2020, it 
has been surging in India. The prices of raw material sky-rocketed due to Import and Export restrictions. 
India being specialized in Generic drugs, was the most impacted country because of her heavy reliance 
on imports, in addition the disrupted supply-chain, and labor unavailability also stressed the industry. 
The union government’s restriction on exporting drugs and kits to other countries to ensure sufficient 
quantities for internal use also has put the industries under pressure.

IV.3 Oil and Gas

The world’s third largest consumer of Oil and Gas, Indian publics are the worst hit by the COVID-19 
in this category. India contributes to 5.2 percentage of the global oil demand, but its demand fell down 
2/3rd due to complete lockdown and curfew. This resulted in very less demand for transport fuels and 
to make up the loss occurred the union government increased the excise and special taxes on the crude 
oil import. Even though the crude oil market priced dipped the public’s were not in a position to enjoy 
the benefits due to increased taxes.

IV.4 Small and Medium Enterprises

It is suggested that an important phase of the Indian economy, Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 
(MSME) sectors have arisen, creating a serious contribution to the creativity, export, production and 
especially economic development of the country as stated (Card Flight Small Business Report, 2020). 
The COVID-19 crisis is considered as a resilience test for start-ups in Republic of India. These MSMEs 
have created over 70% of the job-roles in Republic of India, employing over 114 million individuals 
and contributing 30% of the GDP. Several of these MSMEs have loan obligations and Equated Monthly 
Installment (EMIs) to pay. In addition to that, movement of decayable product is hindered due to trans-
port restrictions in state levels; so these businesses stare at vast losses. Social distancing and migration 
of skilled workers are another important factor that affects theses industries.

IV.5 Education Sector

The Government of India has taken selection of preventive measures to prevent outbreak of COVID-19 
virus; declared lock-down of all academic establishments on March 21, 2020. CBSE delayed all examina-
tions of secondary and higher secondary faculties on March 18, 2020 throughout India. CBSE planned 
to conduct examinations by maintaining a distance of a minimum of one meter between the students, 
taking the exam with a constraint of not having more than 24 students in a room. If the examination 
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center is small, then the students should be divided into different rooms consequently. Indian government 
has established the nationwide curfew on March 22. Government of India has been extending curfew 
periods from time to time, adopting different methods to fight with the pandemic. However instructional 
establishments stayed closed incessantly and On-line learning became the simplest answer throughout 
COVID-19 pandemic situation. This forced the faculty community to shift teaching using traditional 
board and chalk to online mode. Initially many felt difficult, later got adapted with increased user-friendly 
platforms like Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Google meet, WhatsApp, Telegram, YouTube live, Facebook live 
etc. This has provided an opportunity for faculties to develop new and competent instructional content, 
which has resulted in new economical and productive methodologies. Ministry of Human Resource De-
velopment (MHRD), Government of India on its part has also created arrangements along with on-line 
portals and academic channels to prompt Direct to Home, TV and Radios channels to continue learning.

IV.6 Migrant Labor

The International Labor Organization in its report defines the corona virus pandemic as the worst world 
crisis since world-war II. Four hundred million people, working within the Republic of India are at a risk 
of falling deeper into economic crisis, as half of them are low-paid, low-skilled jobs; it’s a loss of 195 
million regular jobs. Republic of India is a diversified country with abundant opportunities. Skilled labors 
transit from rural areas to urban, semi urban areas in search of jobs. The major relocation corridors in 
Republic of India are Uttar-Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Gujarat towards states like 
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka and Delhi. These migrant employees are utilized within the 
construction sector, domestic work, textile, brick work, transportation, mining and agriculture. Through-
out the curfew, 93% of these laborers have lost one to four weeks of labor. A survey of 3196 migrant 
employees across northern and central Republic of India, between 27 March and 29 March, reveals that 
80% of migrant employees feared that they’re going to run out of food before curfew ends. The survey 
disclosed that 55% of employees get a daily wage between 200 and 400, and 39% of the employees are 
paid between 400 and 600. Only 3-5 percentage of the employees get 600 and above. In general, these 
employees are debt ridden and have very little savings of their own. About 49.2% of the surveyed em-
ployees didn’t had rations and 39.4% of them had ration which might last up to two weeks only.

V. WEB SCRAPING AND DEEP LEARNING TECHNIQUES

Web-scraping is a technique used by individuals and companies alike to access information from web 
pages. Using web scrapping one can fetch e-contents of interest from web. A subset of AI is deep-learning 
which requires a greater number of samples to train itself. In the following section a clear understanding 
of both the technologies are discoursed and its adaptability to the proposed method is also conversed.

V.1 Web Scraping

Web scraping at, its core, is collecting publicly available information from the internet for a specific 
purpose as discussed (Mufid, M. R., et al, 2020). It is a technique; using computer scripted languages to 
create a code to access web pages and crawl data of interest. The data of interest is crawled and stored 
in a separate file which can be later modified in accordance with what is desired by the model. Web 
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scraping applications (also called intelligent agents, automatic agents, or autonomous agents) only focus 
on obtaining data through data retrieval and extraction with varying data sets and sizes. The two parts of 
web scraping are the scraper and the crawler. The crawler is an artificial intelligence function that surfs 
the web to search the particular data required by following the links across the internet. The scraper is 
an explicit tool created to extract the data from the website. The design of the scraper helps quickly and 
accurately to extract the data. They, are called by different name like,

• Spiders
• Crawlers
• Bots

Data scientists often need hundreds of thousands of data points in order to build, train, and test machine 
learning models. In some cases, this data is already pre-packaged and ready for consumption. Most of 
the time, the scientist would need to venture out on their own and build a custom dataset. This is often 
done by building a web scraper to collect raw data from various sources of interest, and refining it so 
it can be processed later on. These web scrapers also need to periodically collect fresh data to update 
their predictive models with the most relevant information. Web Scraping is a spontaneous method to 
acquire huge repository of data from websites as discussed (Mufid, M. R., et al, 2020). Most of this data 
is amorphous data in an HTML format which is then converted into structured data in a spreadsheet or 
a database so that it can be used in various applications. The various methods to do web scraping to get 
data from websites which includes online services, API’s or even creating your code for web scraping 
from scratch. Many big websites like Yahoo, Bing, Twitter, Facebook, StackOverflow, Google, etc. 
have API’s which give access to their data in structured form as discussed (Das, A et al, 2016). Web 
scraping is a best method that will allow to scrape the websites that do allow to access large amount of 
data in structured form.

Figure 1. Web scraping technology overview
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V.2 Deep Learning

Deep learning (DL) is a technique that imitates the functioning of the human brain as to how the brain 
processes the given data and creates patterns which is used in decision making. It is a subset of Machine 
Learning (ML) in AI. They have networks capable of unsupervised learning from the unstructured or 
unlabeled information. These networks are also called Deep Neural Networks (DNN) or Deep Neural 
Learning. DL has grown over time along with the digital revolution and this has brought about an ex-
plosion of data of all forms, from different parts of the globe. This data is termed as big data and is col-
lected from different sources like Internet, Social medias like Facebook, Twitter, E-commerce platforms, 
Internet Search Engines and online movies among others.

Traditional ML-Flat Algorithms like Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Decision Trees (DTs), Logistic 
Regression (LR) and Naive Bayes classifiers cannot be directly applied on raw data such as text, image, 
numeric data, csv file, etc. These algorithms need an extra extraction step, which is a pre-processing 
step. The classic ML algorithms use the result of this extraction process to represent the given raw data 
to perform a task like classification or categorization. The process of extraction requires a thorough 
knowledge of the domain and is quite complicated for humans. For getting optimal results this prepro-
cessing layer must be adapted, tested and refined over many iterations. Normally unstructured data is 
very vast that it could take long time for humans to grasp it and extract knowledge from the data, thus 
the use of DL could come in handy. Deep learning does not require this extraction step. The DL learns 
on their own from raw data; directly by DNN and produces more compressed and abstract representa-
tion of raw data over several layers. This representation of compressed and abstract raw data is used to 
produce the desired result. Deep learning model requires little or no human intervention to optimize and 
perform the feature extraction step, because during the neural network training process itself the network 
is optimized to produce possibly the best abstract representation of the input raw data.

Let us take an example of the problem of object classification, for example we take an image and want 
to check if it has a car or not. If we want to use machine learning then we need to feed the features that 
are specific to car like shape, color, size, presence of wheels etc. as input to the ML algorithm, then the 
algorithm will identify whether the car is present in the image or not. The ML algorithm would perform 
image classification by this method. The programmer must intervene with the algorithm directly for the 
ML algorithm to decide on the classification. The DL algorithm does not need preprocessing step of 
feature extraction. The model itself would identify the distinct characteristics of a car and can-do perfect 
prediction. Thus, the main advantage of deep learning is that the preprocessing step of feature extraction 
is not necessary for classification. We input the raw data to the DNN model and the rest is taken care 
by the deep learning algorithm.
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VI. DISASTER PREPAREDNESS SYSTEM

In general disaster preparedness are the activities implanted with risk lessening measures that can prevent 
disaster situations. If a disaster did occur, the measures to be taken to mitigate, resulting in saving maxi-
mum lives and livelihoods is also considered as disaster preparedness. Disaster preparedness provides 
a platform to design effective and realistic planning in reduction of efforts and to increases overall ef-
fectiveness. The economic seriousness of COVID-19 could be understood from the chapter two; thus, a 
disaster preparedness system is the need of the hour to help in future happenings. A database to support 
and train DL algorithms is proposed. As DL algorithms can vary, but the data set to train is of importance.

Infodemics, as an information set of information with true, false, rumors, conspiracy theories and 
stigma; is one of the key factors to be considered while creating an automated database updating tool, 
specially when its designed using web-scraping. (M, N., et al, 2020) Suggests that Infodemics, are common 
during the COVID-19 pandemics. Because of this, there is a tendency of COVID-19 related conspiracy 
theories, stigma, rumors and other false information currently on online media, together with fact finding 
agencies and websites the data crawling tool has to be incorporated to avoid storing false information.

(M, N., et al, 2020) is stated that the primary cross-sectional knowledge on actual level of psychological 
impact among Indian community; and the way psychological state of individuals is affected throughout a 
virulent disease of this nature. On-line surveys (or self-administered questionnaires) are found as a good 
approach of assessing issues associated with psychological state and this becomes a prudent technique 
of conducting analysis within the amount of imprisonment. Since these findings pertain to the initial 
amount of pandemic in Republic of India, a bigger longitudinal study ought to be conducted within the 
current time to guide policy manufacturers in understanding the psychological impact.

COVID-19 related information, includes parameters like age group, Climate condition, gender, sur-
vival rate, vaccine after effects, economy rate, unemployment and so on are extracted using web scrap-

Figure 2. Difference between ML and DL algorithms
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ing technique, and are updated into a database. Meanwhile the collected information is to be checked 
for redundancy to fine grain the data. Thus, the database consists of fine-grained past and present data, 
which can be used to train the DL algorithms.

VII. COVID-19 RELATED DATA COLLECTION

In this section, the design of disaster preparedness system proposes discussed. The Figure 3 shows the 
block diagram of our automated database updating system. The system design consists of the following 
modules namely, web scraping module, crowd sourcing module and other connected devices. The data 
collected is stored in a database in a format; that can be later used for training DL algorithms to detect 
a possible outbreak in future or to handle the outbreak in a sensible manner. This database is constantly 
updated by the intelligent algorithm designed, which can sense the changes related to COVID-19 infor-
mation in E-space and updates database accordingly. While creating a database it is very important that 
redundant data is not stored in the database. This is taken care by data normalization script written to 
avoid duplication of data in the covid database.

Figure 3. Block diagram of proposed model
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VII.1 Web Scraping Module

The web scraping module of proposed model is designed using computer programming scripting language 
Python. The tool uses python library packages like beautiful soup, pandas, scrappy etc., which helps to 
gather data from the internet and web sites. The data collected by this technique is stored in a temporary 
database-table to be fine-grained. Figure 2 explains the steps involved in a web scraping process.

VII.2 Crowd Sourcing and Citizen Science

It is stated that Crowd sourcing is the method of collecting information directly from the field; data col-
lected from citizens and people got affected as demonstrated (Das, A et al, 2016; Poblet, M et al, 2013; 
Riccardi, M. T., 2016). Crowd sourcing is a way of data gathering in which the people or individual of 
a particular region provide data about occurrences of certain events for example like spread of corona 
virus, or number of deaths due to covid etc. This information is collected and stored in a database. A 
lot of information can be gathered by this method, also the information will be from a diverse set of 
people. This method need not necessarily be online and existed before the evolution of the internet era. 
Crowd sourcing has the following advantages namely, speed of data collection will be more, quality is 
better, and it is also more flexible and scalable. Out sourcing is different from crowd sourcing in that 
the crowd sourcing is more public, less specific, when compared to out sourcing which is more specific.

Citizen science makes public involve and collaborate in scientific and technical research, this helps 
improve the technical knowledge of both public and scientific community, using this, the people share 

Figure 4. Steps involved in web scraping
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and contribute to data collection and monitoring programs. Citizen science is a new concept which helps 
involve public to participate in scientific research activities, so this uses the strength of both scientific 
community and the members of the non-technical group to determine the research topics, collect data 
related to research and also analyze data and interpret it and make further findings and help develop 
new applications and techniques that helps solve other scientific questions as discussed (Chinese startup 
Rokid pitches COVID-19 detection glasses, 2021).

Citizen science projects are the best way for people of nonscientific community to get involved in the 
scientific process. This project recruit volunteers to collect information and answer real world questions 
for example effect of covid 19 on world economy or effect of deforestation on climate etc. Statistics re-
veal that when public participate in scientific research, they become more literate in that particular field 
which they participate. This helps for better understanding of overall scientific process and improves the 
knowledge in the research domain. The Covid -19 citizen science project by University of California, 
San Francisco is a new initiative which allows any individual around the globe, above the age of 18 to 
become citizen.

VII.3 Connected Devices

The internet has reduced the distance between all, in recent years the Internet of Things (IoT) has revo-
lutionized especially healthcare as discussed (M, N., et al, 2020). Using the connected device, more 
personalized patient’s diagnosed data can be collected. Connected device can give inputs like diagnostic 
data, pre-defined protocols, after patient recovery rate etc. Some examples of the connected device like 
smart thermometersis is demonstrated (Can thermal imaging take the heat out of the coronavirus crisis, 
2021; Chinese startup Rokid pitches COVID-19 detection glasses, 2021; VentureBeat, 2021) can be 
used to record temperature, and location data. This can be used to predict the regional transmission.

VII.4 Health Data

The data gathered from connected devices can offer predictive diagnoses and useful public health insights. 
A real time example of the same is, the announcement of Fitbit about building an algorithm to analyze 
data from their connected health trackers to detect COVID-19 before symptoms as stated (Fitbit Blog, 
2021). Documenting these data could help in future prediction similar disease.

VII.5 The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT)

The IoMT is a common term used to describe connected medical devices such as electronic intensive 
care units (eICUs). The data collected from eICUs can give a more specific insight into patient critical 
information as studied (M, N., et al, 2020).

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The practicability of implementing the proposed model has been proto typed, the results show a promising 
feasibility status. The Figure 5, shows the Python code snippet used to collect data through web-scraping. 
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First the importing of beautiful soup; a Python package is used and followed by the content of interest 
and the source of the data is notified. The script is compiled and run to collect the data of interest.

The Figure 6a, shows the original web site which host the content of interest and the figure 6b, shows 
the output of above code snippet. This output can be further formatted to a comma separated value file, 
for easy integration into database.

Figure 5. Python code snippet used for web-scraping

Figure 6. Comparison of original data and scraped data
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IX. CONCLUSION

The scale of disruption caused by COVID-19 pandemic has evident that the current economic down-
turn fundamentally different from recessions. But the nation understands the extent of the pandemic 
and beyond any doubt feels that the need of the hour is to organize for future. The sudden cash crunch 
and employability loss are results non documented guidance. Adopting new principles web-scraping 
and database maintenance and utilization of DL algorithms can save human kind from future mishaps. 
Disaster preparedness system can be used as an early warning tool, as well as help in decision making 
process; being a knowledge base. DL algorithm can provide useful information to governments and other 
stake holders in policies making. Also, it can be a useful tool on the disaster mitigation; to reduce the 
effect on the different sectors which would get affected.
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ABSTRACT

The variety of opportunities offered by the internet makes it attractive for publishing, especially for 
developing nations previously unable to distribute publications on a global scale. However, Nigerian 
publishers striving to seize the moment are grossly under-reported in literature, notwithstanding that 
their innovations could create opportunities globally. This study, therefore, describes the progression of 
e-publishing in Nigeria with emphasis on e-publishing capacity building, collaboration, and outsourc-
ing. Data were collected from publishers and their websites by means of in-depth interviews, website 
observation, and survey, and findings indicate that publishers are building e-publishing capacity by 
launching websites, e-book clubs, online bookshops, and e-libraries in schools and by collaborating with 
foreign e-book distribution firms. This study, therefore, provides updated information on an emerging 
market with huge investment and collaboration potential.

INTRODUCTION

Digital capability refers to the skills and practices that publishers and their organisations need to acquire 
in order to thrive in today’s world. And though some of the skills and practices have been long acquired 
by Nigerian publishers, digital publishing was almost non-existent in Nigeria by 2002 despite the fact 
that local publishers were aware of its potentials and seemed to be interested in the benefits it offers. 
Thus, the few publishers who spearheaded digital innovation adoption saw the need to mobilise the 
local publishing industry to brace up to the realities of digital publishing (Mohammed, 2011; Okojie, 
2014; Tiamiyu, 2005; Echebiri, 2005; Nwankwo, 2005). However, by 2020, the situation had changed 
significantly, and studies indicate that a fairly reasonable measure of digital publishing is currently tak-
ing place ((Worldinternetstatistics.com, 2020; Ifeduba, 2020; Okojie, 2014).
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Notwithstanding, sections of the local publishing community seem to be stuck with inhibiting percep-
tions such as perceived inadequacy of infrastructure, high cost of content creation and poor demand for 
digital contents. To clear these perceptions and situate e-publishing in its rightful historical perspective, 
a clear description of the progression of digital publishing and e-collaboration in the country is hereby 
undertaken with a view to clarifying the strides made in digital innovations, types of businesses trend-
ing online, the role of local innovation champions and global online distributors as well as emerging 
business models.

In digital capacity building, some capabilities are fundamental. These are information, media and 
data literacy capabilities, digital creation capabilities, problem solving and innovation capabilities, col-
laboration capabilities, communication and participation capabilities, digital learning and development 
capabilities and digital identity and wellbeing (Jisc, 2021).

BACKGROUND: E-PUBLISHING AND COLLABORATION TRENDS

E-collaboration among firms, individuals or groups engaged in a common publishing task, or related 
tasks using electronic technologies, is evolving. And publishers engage in e-collaboration in several ways, 
including the use of blogs, wikis, portals, groupware, calendar sharing, discussion boards, document 
synchronization, cloud storage, video conferencing, white boards and instant messaging. These online 
collaboration tools help publishers to collectively author, edit, and review materials in a group work 
space irrespective of distance or location, while supporting easy management of projects and exchange 
of workflows in the haste to meet deadlines (Malik, 2021). Publishers are also increasingly deploying 
easy-to-use solutions such as IBM Workplace, Slack or Box Asana and Atlassian Confluence, thereby 
allowing organizations to maximize employee productivity by offering either a complete or a customized 
collaboration platform (Genius Project.com, 2022).

E-collaboration tools and applications are increasingly becoming important in all walks of life includ-
ing collaborative and distributive publishing research (International Resources Management Association, 
2018; Juan, A.A. et al., 2012) crisis management communication (Zhao, 2022) and to gain competitive 
advantage in challenging times such as the world has seen since 2019 (Zhao, 2021). E-publishers, there-
fore, have numerous reasons (including content creation, content supplies and new product development) 
to seek e-collaboration solutions for (Hall, 2020). Studies suggest that publishers and their intermediar-
ies collaboratively aggregate supply and demand in ways that streamline the market for providers and 
consumers (O’Leary, 2014) implying that the scope of e-collaboration is gradually getting wider with 
respect to publishing. E-collaboration has also been deployed for entrepreneurship training and capacity 
building as well as in adapting, implementing and pilot-testing of co-innovation platforms, and for the 
facilitating of venture capital for start-ups (Osmani et al, 2020).

There is a relationship between internet access and e-collaboration, and global internet access records 
indicate that over 50% of the world’s population had access to the internet by 2018, and that people are 
increasing the amount of time they spend online consuming digital media. For instance, a study indi-
cates that by 2017 Americans spent about 5.9 hours a day, and there is a growth from 20 minutes to 3.3 
hours a day in their use of mobile devices alone (Monojoy, 2018). Other factors driving publishers to 
e-collaboration include online learning whose demand skyrocketed following the challenges arising from 
the COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns (Monojoy, 2018; WIPO, 2020). Similarly, consumers in African 
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countries are increasing their demand for digital products even though readers are generally only willing 
to spend less on digital products (Watson, 2018).

Lack of collaboration could affect innovation adoption and capacity building, and the Internet facilitates 
both, having evolved as a tool for cross–cultural collaboration. Thus, it has been argued that adoption of 
collaborative practices often appear to be fashionable as soon as industry peers identify such practices as 
being modern, central to improved performance or relevant to mainstream social evolution (Silva, 2012; 
Moreno and Suriñach, 2014). Hence the world of digital publishing largely depends on collaboration, 
which often takes the form of industry forums on the Internet, seminars, conferences and exchange of 
hyperlinks. This is on the understanding that an organization has greater chances of accessing new ideas 
and information when it is in a collaborative relationship with another. But Ifeduba (2021) observed that 
the local publishing industry was badly inhibited by excessive inter-company jealousies and competition 
that had prevented them from taking advantage of collaborative opportunities that abound in all areas 
of publishing, including Internet co-publishing (Jewell, 2013).

Collaborative platforms available to local publishers include the African Publishers Network (APNET) 
the African Books Collective (ABC) the Nigerian Publishers Association (NPA) and the International 
Publishers’ Association (IPA). Curiously, local publishers collaborate with these bodies slack in align-
ing with some other local organisations. For instance, it has been claimed that the National Information 
Technology Development Agency, NITDA, has a virtual library at its Information Resource Centre 
with 14 million books and periodicals including audio books but had challenges securing collaborators 
from local university presses (Kemabonta, 2011). In contrast, Whithey et al (2011) found that university 
presses in some other countries were broadening intra-university press and library and inter-university 
as well as inter-press collaborative engagement to accommodate digital editions and titles. Similarly, 
publishers and technology firms in South Africa collaborate on digital innovations (Radinku, 2014).

In the case of Nigeria, the factors driving authors and publishers to e-publishing option are different 
and incidental (Yaya, Achonna and Osisanwo, 2013; Ifeduba, 2018). These include censorship, which 
is often political. Thus Fabre (2014) argues that each system of dictatorship evolves its own method of 
information control, and where the control fosters an unsustainable publishing environment, inhospitable 
to the flourishing of a self-sustaining industry, publishers would naturally look outwards for collaborators 
and partners, and may resort to outsourcing (Akpokodje and Ukwuoma, 2016).

Outsourcing, however, comes with obvious disadvantages including loss of important instructions 
in translation when handing out remote work via email or telephone and denying the staff or a talented 
local agency crucial work or development opportunities. While these disadvantages could cost serious 
time, money and hassles, the outsourcing firm may not grow in all vital directions and may not be con-
tributing to the growth of the immediate community (Riggins, 2017).

From a theoretical point of view, it has been argued that the existence of change agents or innova-
tion champions could be crucial to innovation adoption (Abukhzam, and Lee, 2010; Boston University 
School of Public Health, 2013). In Nigeria, innovation champions, that is, self-appointed advocates of 
emerging e-publishing processes seem to play key roles in e-publishing innovation adoption and dif-
fusion by taking the risk of trying new technologies (Gogan, Conboy and Weiss, 2020). They acquire 
new skillsets in order to benefit from new and emergent technologies designed to align different sets 
of stakeholders in networks of open innovation (Bartlett, 2017) and collaborative convergence (Yang, 
Steensma and Ren, 2021).
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND METHODS EMPLOYED

The purpose of this paper is to draw update information on the creative and innovative ways in which 
Nigerian publishers build capacity, to describe the roles of innovators and leading online distributors in 
the emerging business models. In-depth interviews, website observation and survey methods were em-
ployed in data collection in order to achieve these objectives. Data were collected from 91 purposively 
selected publishing firms, 82 available publishing websites with the aid of a website observation guide. 
Additional data were collected by means of in-depth interviews and analysed using frequency tables, 
text and charts.

CAPACITY BUILDING INNOVATIONS AND STRATEGIES

The findings indicate that local innovation leaders have established about 82 book publishing websites. 
Although five websites were established between 1998 and 2000, according to the responses, website 
observation indicates that the earliest websites were established about 2002. Since then, there has been 
a gradual increase in the number with 2012 and 2017 witnessing the establishment of more websites 
than other years.

Another discernible strategy is the establishment of online book clubs. The findings indicate that 
Rainbow Book Club established in 2005 is the oldest online book club in Nigeria. At the time of this 
study, there were 11 online book clubs established between 2005 and 2019. The book clubs are: Rainbow, 
Aimee’s Kids Book Club, Lagos Book Club, Ònkàwé Book Club, Childpreneur Book Camp, Bookworms 
Arise Book Club, Medina Book Club, Channels Book Club, Booklify and Page Book Connoisseurs. 
Details on year of establishment are presented in Table 1:
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Online Bookshops

Most of the online sellers are offshoots of conventional bookshops that have existed long before the 
launch of the Internet however their online presence was established between 2000 and 2018. Bible 
wonderland limited, Jumia Books and Iwe Bookstore are among the thriving shops; they also sell books 
on their websites. There is also a set of bookshops that are not in business to sell only books online. 
Such bookshops undertake online bookselling as part of bigger businesses as is the case with Amazon. 
Books sold in the online shops range from fiction, religious, educational to motivational and self-help, 
family, lifestyle, business, finance, science and technology titles. Details of the various types of online 
bookshops are presented in Table 2:

Table 1. Online book clubs and establishment dates

Online Book Clubs Date Established

1. Rainbow Book Club 
    www.rainbowbookclub.org 2005

2. Aimee’s Kids Book Club 
    www.aimeeslibrary.com 2011

3. Lagos Book Club 
    www.lagosbookclob.org 2014

4. Ònkàwé Book Club 
    www.onkawebookclubib.wordpress.com 2017

5. Childpreneur Book Camp 
    www.thereadinggymng.com 2017

6. Bookworms Arise Book Clubs 
    www.bookwormsarise.wordpress.com 2017

7. The Lagos October Book Club 
    www.lagosoctoberbookclub.com 2017

8. Medina Book Club 
    www.medinabookclub.com 2017

9. Channels Book Club 
    www.channelstv.com 2018

10. Booklify, www.booklify.ng 2018

11. Page Book Connoisseurs 
    www.pagebookstore.com/ 2018

12. Liam &Noel’s Book Club NA

13. Lagos International Book Club NA

14. Thinkers Pool Book Club 2016

15. Lukandi Book club NA

16. Channels Book club 2014

17. Anambra Book Club NA

18. Oshogbo Book Club,  
https://osogbobookclub.wordpress.com 2014

From Field Data
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Businesses Common on the Websites of Print Publishers

Over 61% of the publishers favour the establishment of websites for the purpose of promoting print titles 
and digital titles, where digital titles have been produced. The second business commonly transacted on 
the websites is customer enquiries/feedback which featured in 38.5% of the sites. It must be noted that 
increased enquiry is usually interpreted as a logical response to successful promotion. It may also lead to 
actual sales; and actual sale of print titles is the third trendy activity on the sites. This trend suggests that 
the publishers set up websites not only to promote and sell print titles but also to take a cautious step into 
the largely unknown digital environment. Other activities on the websites include manuscript transfer, 
sale of digital content, use of site as corporate showroom, socialisation platform and collaboration venue.

The digital devices through which published contents could be accessed by consumers include Ipad, 
kindle, smart phones, dedicated devices, laptop computer and desktop computer. This suggests that there 
is an obvious mismatch and possible disconnect between consumers’ choice of devices and publishers’ 
choice of devices. It is clear that smart phones and tablets are the popular devices, notwithstanding, the 
majority of publishers hardly prioritize digital delivery to mobile devices in a market with about 170 
million mobile subscriptions and about 25 million users of smartphones (O’Dea, 2020).

Table 2. Online bookshops and establishment dates

Online bookshops Date Established

2. Taebiyah book plus 
www.tarbiyahbooksplus.com 2012

3. CSS bookshop limited 
www.cssbookshopslimited.com 2014

4. Sunshine bookshops 
www.sunshinebooks.com.au 2015

5. Laterna Books limited 
www.laternabooks.com 2016

6. The Bookseller limited 
www.thebookseller.com 2017

7. Havilah 
www.avilahBookshop.com 2017

8. Gvribook 
www.vibuk.com 2017

9. Dominion bookstore 
www.domionlinestore.org 2017

10. Schoolstore.Ng 
www.schoolstore.ng 2010

11. Jasper books Nigeria limited 
www.jasperbooks.com 2013

12. Book to my door 
www.bookstomydoor.com 2013

13. Mixsie fun books 
www.mixsie.site 2017

14. www.biblewonderland.com 2012

From Field Data
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Diffusion of e-Books in Schools

Some of the start-up e-publishers, having observed the gap in digital delivery, are resorting to direct 
community delivery to elite schools, sometimes in collaboration with state governments, government 
agencies or Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs). A survey in search of evidence of use of e-books 
in schools indicated that e-books are used in 15 states and Abuja. And secondary schools in Lagos State 
are leading in this collaborative adoption and use of e-books. However, there is no evidence of adoption 
in 21 states. Details are presented in Table 3:

Diffusion of e-Libraries

In 2002, the Nigeria Virtual Library Project was approved by the Federal Executive Council thereby 
authorising Nigerian universities and other institutions to launch e-libraries. In pursuit of that mandate, 
over 115 universities have launched e-libraries, but the website observation indicates that their library 
holding capacities are low and often limited to e-journals, question paper banks, online databases and a 
few other publications. However, there is evidence of e-collaboration with multinational organizations 
and international organizations/agencies.

Table 3. Diffusion of e-books in secondary schools (States and Abuja)

SN States Frequency Percent

1. Abia 2 schools 5.2

2. Akwa Ibom 1 schools 2.6

3. Anambra 3 schools 7.8

4. Benue 1 schools 2.6

5. Edo 2 schools 5.2

6. Enugu 1 schools 2.6

7. Imo 1 schools 2.6

8. Jigawa 1 schools 2.6

9. Kaduna 3 schools 7.8

10. Kogi 1 schools 2.6

11. Lagos 10 schools 26.3

12. Ogun 3 schools 8.8

13. Ondo 1 schools 2.6

14. Osun 1 schools 2.6

15. Oyo 1 schools 2.6

16. Abuja 2 schools 5.2

17. Uncategorised 4 schools 10.5

Total = 38 100

From Field Data
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The online library of the National Open University of Nigeria, named The Information Gateway, 
provides a gateway to a wide range of free information resources for round the clock download. Through 
e-collaboration, it has built a sizable collection of tertiary education textbook holding. Details of the 
Open Educational Resources (OER) textbook holdings are presented in Table 4:

ROLE OF START-UP PUBLISHERS IN CAPACITY BUILDING

To help young and new writers showcase their writing skills and share their works with readers, Naijasto-
ries was launched in March, 2010 by a bibliophilic author/publisher. Positioned as a literary critique and 
social networking site, it connects writers and readers in a literary community of over 10,000 members 
with over 15,000 works authored by 924 writers. Naijastories is credited with pioneering an online-first 
publishing model in which successful digital titles are given long tails by transforming them to print. By 
2018, it had published print versions of over 15 successful titles in several genres, including science fic-
tion, short story, drama, comedy, horror, fantasy fiction, poetry, flash fiction, romance fiction, adventure 
fiction and non-fiction titles. For distribution, they collaborate with Createspace on paperbacks, Amazon 
on Kindle and print, Barnes and Noble on Nook and Smashwords on other e-book formats. It also col-
laborates with Nairaland blog on promotion and delivers PDF formats by email to Nigerian readers only.

Table 4. OER text books accessible through NOUN virtual library

SN OER Texts Available Subject Areas

1
Free 
Technology 
Books

Computer Science, Engineering and Programming

2 OER Commons
Applied Science, Arts and Humanities, Business and Communication, Career and Technical Education, 
Education, English Language Arts, History, Law, Life Science, Mathematics, Physical Science, Social 
Science

3 Gutenberg Multidisciplinary

4 Khan academy Science and Engineering, Arts and Humanities, Economics and Finance, Computing (with Video options)

5 Open Stax 
College Maths, Science, Social Science, Humanities

6 Open Text 
Books Library

Accounting and Finance; Business, Human Resources, Management, Marketing; Computer Science and 
Information Systems; Economics; Education; Engineering; Humanities (Arts, History, Linguistics, Literature, 
Rhetoric and Writing, Philosophy, Journalism, Media Studies and Communications); Law; Mathematics 
(Applied and Pure); Medicine; Natural Sciences (Biology, Chemistry, Physics) Psychology, Sociology

7 College Open 
Text Books

Applied Science (Computer & Information Sc., Engineering & Electronics, Health and Nursing Business 
(Accounting and Finance, General Business)Humanities (Education, English and Composition, Fine Arts, 
History, Languages and Communication, Literature, Philosophy) 
Natural Sciences (Biology and Genetics, Chemistry, General Sciences, Mathematics, Physics, Statistics and 
Probability) Social Science (Anthropology and Archaeology, Economics, Law, Political Science, Psychology, 
Sociology)

8 Open Culture

Art History, Biology, Business and Management, Chemistry, Classics, Computer Science and Information 
Systems, Earth Science, Economics and Finance, Education, Electrical Engineering, Engineering, History, 
Languages, Law, Linguistics, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, 
Sociology, System Theory

Adapted from Open Access Data on NOUN Website
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Okadabooks, as a reading and publishing platform with a vision to improve literacy across the country, 
collaborates with Teach-for-Nigeria, an organization that trains and sends teachers across Nigeria, to 
educate children in low-income communities. It also collaborates with Samsung, Wattpad and Google 
on distribution and promotion. The Okadabooks website runs on a free EPUB reader-friendly applica-
tion and many of its 27,000 titles (print and digital) have been offered free of charge since 2018. Over 
4000 registered participants and other readers have made over 500,000 downloads since 2012. One of its 
major strategies is to allow all genres of literary works to be published on the site without restrictions, 
and this has led to the publishing of over 1009 titles in e-book format. Though it set out with a focus on 
Africa, it has since broadened its business focus to include global favourites such as Oliver Twist and 
other popular novels. In terms of supply, it stocks books from a broad base of conventional publishers 
including Bahati Books, Cassava Republic, Learn Africa plc., Love Africa, Parressia and many more; 
a strategy which makes it a change agent in local collaboration, which had been hitherto reported as a 
major factor inhibiting innovation adoption in Nigeria.

Digital collaboration received a boost in 2013 when an educational publisher produced the first major 
dedicated digital tablet for state-wide adoption in Osun State public schools. First Veritas Publishers, 
which customized the tablet for the state government, departed from the no-collaboration tradition for 
which Nigerian publishing had suffered setback in the past, by collaborating with Evans Publishers and 
several other leading organisations. This collaborative effort led to the distribution of 25, 477 devices 
with free pre-loaded textbooks and curriculum-based contents to final year students and teachers in senior 
secondary schools. Since then, steps have been taken in Lagos, Anambra, Ogun, Edo and a number of 
other states to introduce e-books in both public and private schools.

At the tertiary level, the National Open University of Nigeria launched a growing e-courseware 
repository with nearly 2500 PDF textbooks and hundreds of other digital resources and made all of 
them freely available to its students and the general public. To pursue the ambitious goal of ultimately 
enrolling half a million students, its library e-book collection is expected to grow to 100,000 volumes by 
2025. Employing e-collaboration as a major tool, the university provides students with an information 
gateway linked to the sites of leading providers of educational contents such as the British Library for 
Development Studies (Europe’s largest research collection on economic and social change in developing 
countries), Sage, Law Pavilion, Project Muse journals, AGORA, Bibliomania, Bioline International. The 
National Open University gateway is also linked to Chemistry Central, Bridge Development and Gender 
and Directory of Open Access Journals, which provides access to 2,565 quality controlled scientific and 
scholarly journals. EBSCO collaborates with the institution to distribute full text for more than 2,300 
journals while HINARI, JSTOR and many others provide thousands of titles and documents.

Emergence of Internet-Driven Publishing Models 

Available data indicates that six distinct models of innovative publishing are beginning to emerge in 
the environment under study, and a number of them leverage on collaborative opportunities. They are: 
Prints-only model, sold offline but promoted online; sale of prints offline with a few digital titles online; 
sale of prints offline and sale of digital offline by subscription through dedicated apps; Born-digital 
online-only for either free downloads or subscription supported with site advertisement revenue. Others 
are free digital contents sponsored by government, whether online or offline and born-digital online and 
sold online only until transformed to print, income supported with site advertisement revenue. Details 
are presented in Table 5:
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Outsourcing to International Distributors 

Collaborating with other publishers, as digital publishing often requires, could play a role in technol-
ogy adoption and capacity building. But responses from nearly 50% of conventional publishers indicate 
that there is very little collaboration among the local publishers, suggesting that they hardly engage 
in shared assignments necessary in digital capacity building, while less than 26% indicated that some 
degree of collaboration takes place among local publishers. In the same vein, nearly 47% indicated that 
the publishers hardly use joint publication to drive their businesses. As a result, the majority of them are 
yet to develop online distribution skills and channels due to the novelty and perceived technicalities of 
the digital environment. They rather rely heavily on Amazon, Banes and Noble, Okadabooks, African 
Books Collective and other international platforms for digital distribution. Other collaborators include 
Naija Stories, I-tunes and Worldreader.org.

The tendency to look outward became so strong that by 2019, there were 578 Nigerian titles on 
Amazon platform alone, though this number includes print titles. Leading foreign collaborators include 
CreateSpace, Amazon’s self-publishing platform, LAP LAMBERT academic publishing, Monarch Books 
and African Books Collective (ABC). Findings also indicate that self-publishing is on the rise as over 
50% of the digital titles were self-published through Createspace, wattpad and other platforms. Wattpad 
platform was patronized by 334 authors, especially self-publishing authors; Amazon, 224; Barnes and 
Noble, 148 and ABC, 55.

Publishers’ membership of local professional bodies is an indication that local collaboration may 
not be ruled out in the long run. Thus, the finding that over 76% of the respondents belong to at least 
one professional body, suggests that a change in the current collaboration behaviour may be in sight. 
The professional associations providing platforms for collaboration include Nigerian Publisher Asso-
ciation (NPA) African Publishers Network, ABC, and Association of Nigerian Authors (ANA). Others 
are Christian Booksellers Association of Nigeria (CBAN) Law Publishers Association (LPA) Nigerian 
Bar Association (NBA) Nigerian Book Fair Trust (NBFT) United Bible Societies as well as Nigerian 
Booksellers Association, Afro-Asian Book Council, Chartered Institute of Professional Printers of Ni-
geria (CIPPON).

Table 5. Emerging publishing revenue models

SN Emerging Business Models

1 Producing prints only, selling it offline but promoting online

2 Primarily selling prints offline while marketing a few digital titles online

3 Selling a combination of prints and digital offline.(digital sold by subscription through dedicated apps only).

4 Born-digital titles for free downloads or subscription, supported with site advertisement revenue

5 Born-digital and sold online and later transformed to print

6 Free digital contents sponsored by government, whether online or offline.

From Field Data
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Findings of this study indicate that the publishers, at the initial stage of innovation adoption, only cau-
tiously launched websites to register their presence on the web, promote their print products and attend 
to enquiries. This strategy of approaching e-publishing adoption with cautious optimism accords with 
findings of previous studies indicating that publishers often establish websites as a logical first step to 
e-publishing (Hashim, 2012). And this pattern is also not unconnected with their perception of website 
launch as a cost-effective avenue to promote their print titles. This perspective seems to be common 
among textbook publishers who generally indicated that their textbook customers would rather buy 
recommended texts through schools and bookshops than go online to purchase digital editions.

The findings also show that the e-book market is developing in three directions: the first is in the 
direction of print publishers diversifying cautiously to e-publishing. The second involves technology 
savvy start-ups spearheading the development of local digital capacity mainly with titles born digital. 
These include NaijaStories, Okadabooks, First Veritas and the National Open University of Nigeria 
(NOUN) which thrive on digital formats. The third direction is the direction of dedicated tablets for a 
large community, as in the case of Opon Imo tablets and other school-based devices.

The quest to develop the much-needed digital publishing capacity in an infrastructure-challenged 
environment has made collaboration with global giants compelling. Thus, agreements have been signed 
with Samsung Corporation to upload 7500 of Okadabook titles on Samsung application. Naijastories, 
which publishes and distributes mainly short stories online, stated that collaboration with writers, re-
viewers, readers and publishers is inevitable. Similarly, the NOUN is partnering with over twenty major 
international organisations and institutions to provide digital contents for students. In the same vein, the 
UNESCO has expressed interest in collaborating with the publishers of the Opon Imo community e-book.

In terms of financial sustainability, some sell their prints-only titles offline but promote online 
whereas government institutions generally provide free contents leveraging on public subventions and 
tertiary education fund. In between these two extremes are models championed by start-ups striving to 
carve online niches for themselves. Though Naijastories creates and gives out so much content for free 
online, it depends heavily on online revenue from sales and advertisements, diversifying to print formats 
for only titles that have succeeded online. Similarly, Okadabooks depends heavily on online sales and 
solicits donations for its literacy development campaigns. The First Veritas model seems to pursue a 
balance of digital offline and print.

Outsourcing distribution to international platforms has given a long tail to 805 locally produced titles 
distributed through Amazon, Wattpad and Barnes and Noble. The implication is that pricing may have 
been taken out of the control of local publishers due to author-centric policies pursued by Amazon and 
some others. However, since the majority of the authors collaborating with Wattpad, Naijastories and 
Amazon’s Createspace are authors critically challenged by censorship in the North (Ifeduba, 2018) and 
those spurred by a long spate of manuscript rejection in the south they seem to have little choice. On 
the whole, making reasonable sales online is difficult without seeking collaboration and without taking 
advantage of outsourcing opportunities. For such firms, outsourcing, as a business practice in which 
aspects of the functions or services of an organisation are farmed out to a third party, lower costs due to 
economies of scale or lower labour rates, increases efficiency and provides additional capacity, thereby 
helping to build overall capacity. It offers increased focus on strategy and core competencies, it gives 
access to skills and resources, increases operational flexibility to meet changing business and commercial 
conditions while accelerating time to market (Overby, 2017).
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However, disadvantages of outsourcing could be grave for developing economies. Riggins (2017) 
stated that loss of control, hidden costs, security risks, reduction of quality control, sharing the finan-
cial burdens of another firm, risking public backlash, shifting time frames, loss of focus, translation 
challenges and moral dilemmas are some of the major disadvantages of outsourcing. Furthermore, it 
is argued that when outsourcing to overseas third parties, local firms create jobs for other economies 
rather than their home economies whereas insourcing brings new employees into the local organisation 
(Indeed Editorial Team, 2021).

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This study explored the progression of e-publishing capacity building, e-collaboration and outsourcing 
in Nigeria without investigating the factors facilitating or inhibiting the progression. Therefore, another 
study to investigate the factors inhibiting e-collaboration as well as the determinants of e-collaboration in 
publishing, e-publishing capacity building and outsourcing in the studied setting and in similar environ-
ments would be illuminating. It may also be enlightening to undertake a qualitative research investigation 
into the e-commerce and e-content creation activities of those authors migrating online and collaborating 
online without collaborating offline. Such research has the potential to reveal underlying needs, chal-
lenges and experiences needed to advance not only scholarship but also sustainable publishing.

The findings of this study, on the one hand, show that e-collaboration and outsourcing centre mainly 
on trade books. On the other hand, the publishing industry is dominated by educational print publishers 
as previous studies indicate (Amadi, 2011). The situation, thus, creates a gap regarding ways of deepen-
ing e-publishing adoption and diffusion in the educational publishing sub-sector. Therefore, to increase 
collaboration on the production and distribution of educational books, it might be necessary to adapt 
from the innovative practices introduced by the National Open University of Nigeria and provide a col-
laborative digital highway for the distribution of textbooks since this would be cheaper in the long run 
for all the parties. To accomplish this objective, there is need to design studies focused on the following 
recommendations:

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommended Research Direction1: Exploration of E-collaboration Trends in Textbook Distribution, 
E-Learning and Computer-Based Examinations in Nigeria

There is evidence showing that in 2022 use of e-book was reported in schools across15 states by both 
private and public schools. Whereas it may be difficult to mobilise the private schools for community 
adoption and distribution of e-books, the Osun state model seems to have provided a template which 
could guide other states and Local Government Councils in collectively providing digital distribution 
highways for public schools. An e-publishing collaboration grant from the Federal Government to states 
or the leading innovators identified in this study would be needed to accomplish this goal. Having created 
several reading and literacy programmes, the Federal Government could do so under its various reading 
promotion programmes. The innovative activities of the start-up publishers seem to position them better 
than others publishers in leading the campaign for deepening content creation, global distribution and 
local e-reading capacity.
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Recommended Research Direction 2: The Role of E-collaboration and Government Funding in Read-
ing Promotion and E-content Creation

With the gradual diffusion of e-books to schools across the 36 states of Nigeria, the need to collect 
and analyse data on user experiences, challenges and prospects has become urgent. Therefore, a third 
research direction is recommended thus:

Recommended Research Direction 3: Student and Teacher E-book User Experiences in Nigerian 
Private and Public Schools

Since digital publishing is still evolving, a longitudinal study of this topic is recommended. Such a 
study should include variables to interrogate digital distribution challenges and advantages. The role of 
governments in the digital book adoption process should be examined in yet another study.

CONCLUSION

This study establishes that e-publishing is diffusing steadily into Nigerian publishing industry, schools, 
and that this is made possible with a strategy involving innovative market development, e-collaboration 
and outsourcing on the part of publishers. On the part of line and trade, distributors, retailers and not-
for-profit organisations are actively establishing online bookshops and online book clubs to increase 
digital engagement for the purpose of content consumption. In the forefront are a few start-up organisa-
tions collaborating with local content creators to create over 50,000 titles distributed through their own 
websites, while others collaborated with global leaders such as Wattpad and Amazon’s Createspace. 
Thus, it could be rightly stated that e-publishing awareness is high, business interest on the rise and that 
market size is increasing with bright prospects for investment and more collaboration
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

E-Publishing Capacity Building: Refers to the process of developing and strengthening the skills, 
instincts, abilities, processes, and resources that publishing firms need to survive, adapt, and thrive in 
in the information age.

Open Educational Resources (OER): Refers to all teaching, learning and research materials in the 
public domain, or materials that have been released under an open license, with no restriction or limited 
restrictions, permitting no-cost access, use, adaptation, and redistribution by others.

Publishing E-Collaboration: Is collaboration, conducted without face-to-face interaction among 
individuals or members of a virtual publishing team using information and communication technologies.
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ABSTRACT

The recent decade has been witnessing an increasing number of studies committed to the use of Twitter 
in education. It is necessary to determine the effect of Twitter use on education through a meta-analytical 
review since related meta-analyses are scanty and previous findings are inconsistent. By searching a 
number of databases, the authors selected 23 publications to examine the effect of the use of Twitter 
in education. It is concluded that the use of Twitter exerts a significant and positive effect on general 
education, that the use of Twitter exerts a significant and positive effect on academic achievements in 
education, and that there are no significant gender differences in the effect of Twitter use in education. 
Other social media could also be considered in terms of their use in education.
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INTRODUCTION

Twitter Applied to Education

As a popular social interactive tool, Twitter has become increasingly acceptable since its birth (Hitch-
cock, & Young, 2016). Besides interpersonal communication, Twitter could be applied to the field of 
education due to its multiple functions. Online communicative platforms could promote participation, 
conceptualization, and collaboration through Twitter (Gao et al., 2012). Learners could conveniently and 
easily communicate with each other through tweets or instant messages. Twitter could transmit voice, 
pictures, texts, and videos, through which teachers and learners could obtain and transmit enough in-
formation and deal with knowledge transfer or acquisition (Chapman, & Marich, 2020). Use of Twitter 
could improve academic results in General Surgery Residency Programs (Hill, Dore, Em, McLoughlin, 
et al., 2021). Twitter with learning contents directly in the tweets could improve learning outcomes of 
radiology (Kauffman, Weisberg, Zember, & Fishman, 2021).

Positive reports have been made regarding the use of Twitter in education. Twitter has gained popu-
larity when applied to the field of education (Hitchcock & Battista, 2013; Young, 2014). Twitter applied 
to education could improve engagement, cooperation, critical thinking skills, and learning environ-
ments (Greenhow & Gleason, 2012). Teachers could supervise students’ learning and encourage them 
to participate in academic activities through Twitter (Chamberlin & Lehmann, 2011; Gao et al., 2012).

Twitter-Assisted Academic Achievements

Recent years have witnessed a great deal of research into Twitter-assisted academic achievements in 
education. With the rapid development of social media, the educational system has undergone a radical 
shift toward globalization assisted with social media (Arceneaux, & Dinu, 2018). Facebook has been 
demonstrated able to globalize and facilitate education although other social media have not been included 
(Davis et al., 2014). The use of Twitter platform could improve learners’ performance in the classroom, 
leading to better academic achievements in numerous ways (Feezell, 2019). Teachers and students could 
raise and answer questions by using Twitter conveniently and anonymously, which promotes the effect 
of learning and improve academic achievements (Young, 2009). Outside the classroom, students could 
discuss and solve difficult problems through the Twitter platform, share different opinions, increase 
their interactions, and improve academic achievements (Manzo, 2009). Through tweets out of class, they 
could conceptualize and memorize psychological issues better than they had done in class (Blessing, 
Blessing, & Fleck, 2012).

Although there have been a great number of studies committed to the effect of social media on edu-
cation, very few of them have conducted a meta-analytical review on the effect of Twitter on education. 
Therefore, the first research objective in this study is to address the effect of Twitter on education in 
general.

Gender Differences in Twitter-Assisted Learning

A number of researchers have studied the effect of Twitter on gender differences in education. Results 
of the effect of Twitter on gender differences are inconsistent and diverse. In Twitter-assisted learning 
of principles of economics courses, male students outperformed females in several specifications such 
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as the final course grade and gap-closing measure (Al-Bahrani, Patel, & Sheridan, 2017). With social 
media, males uttered more than females and the latter could disregard disadvantages and catch a new 
opportunity to join the conversation (McConnell, 1997). Females contributed much more than males in 
online discussions (Davidson-Shivers, Muilenburg, & Tanner, 2001).

There are also significant gender differences in the preferences for the variety of posts in teacher 
Twitter spaces. Male students tend to upload online resources, advise peers, broaden their popularity 
on the Twitter platform, and sometimes criticize others they dislike. But, female students tend to post 
positive comments to encourage chat partners on the platform (Kerr, & Schmeichel, 2018). These dif-
ferent styles may have cultivated different learning strategies. Male students tend to keep open in online 
learning assisted with social media, while females closed. The open-minded learners may be able to 
absorb more knowledge but they are subject to distractions. The closed learners may be more absorbed 
in what they are learning and thus understand the contents more comprehensively.

In the social media-associated cyberspace, the interactions are free of gender but males and females 
interact in different ways. Males prefer progressive languages while females like defensive ones (Her-
ring, & Stoerger, 2014). The progressive learners may focus more on information outside the learning 
contents, while the defensive learners tend to concentrate on their own discipline. It is thus not surprising 
that males are more easily influenced by distractions than females and that males tend to post more on 
the platform than females.

The new decade has been witnessing an increasing number of both male and female users of social 
media. US adult women (72%) who use social media such as Twitter have outnumbered adult men (66%) 
based on a 2017 Pew report (Pew Research Center, 2017). However, Pew Research Center reported that 
male Twitter users outnumbered females and users of other social media such as Reddit failed to strike 
a balance between males (71%) and females (29%). Recent research interest has shifted to gender dif-
ferences in interactions (e.g., Meeks, 2016) on social media platforms especially in education. Gender 
differences in interactions of Twitter use may lead to different performances and cause gender differences 
in academic achievements, motivation, satisfaction, and cognition levels. While many studies have been 
committed to the effect of Twitter on gender differences in education (e.g., Al-Bahrani et al., 2017; Feliz 
et al., 2013; Kerr & Schmeichel, 2018), very few of them have systematically reviewed the effect. It is 
thus meaningful to conduct a meta-analysis of the effect of gender differences on education to provide 
constructive suggestions for learners, teachers, and software developers. In summary, the main research 
problems and research gaps in previous literature are the generalized effect of Twitter use in education, 
the summarized effect of Twitter use on academic achievements, and the summarized gender differences 
in use of Twitter in education.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES

Based on the literature, there have been many studies focusing on the use of Twitter in education, and 
the findings are inconsistent and even sometimes contradictory. It is thus meaningful to conduct a meta-
analysis to determine the effect of Twitter use in education. We aim to address three research questions 
in this study, i.e. (1) What is the effect of Twitter use in education? (2) What is the effect of Twitter use 
on academic achievements in education? (3) What is the effect of Twitter use on gender differences in 
education? We propose three research hypotheses: (1) Twitter use is significantly more effective than 
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non-twitter use in education; (2) Twitter use can lead to significantly higher academic achievements than 
non-twitter use in education. (3) There are significant gender differences in Twitter use in education.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The use of social media could realize connected and seamless learning. Connected learning addresses 
the gap between pre-class, in-class, after-class, on-campus, and out-of-campus learning activities (Ito, 
Gutiérrez, Livingstone, Penuel, Rhodes, Salen, & Watkins, 2013). Similar to seamless learning, connected 
learning associates various sorts of learning approaches such as social media-assisted learning, flipped 
class-based learning, and mobile learning. It provides learning opportunities whenever and wherever the 
learners feel convenient, encouraging students to participate in learning activities and improving their 
academic achievements. Interactions in the formal learning context could share opinions, and resources 
through social media such as Twitter, Skype, and micro-blogs, while the friendship-based context could 
strengthen social associations through social media (Nissinen, Vartiainen, Vanninen, & Pollanen, 2019). 
In this way, social media could strengthen the style of connected learning and thus enhance learning 
interest and improve learning outcomes.

Social media brings about both benefits and challenges to education. Learners who have weak self-
regulation may be indulged in the digital gaming world rather than the learning atmosphere. However, we 
cannot deny that social media-assisted education can lead to positive learning outcomes of many kinds. 
Knowledge acquisition is a connected process (Piaget, 1971), which needs to be socially constructed 
(Vygotsky, 1978). Knowledge becomes hard to be absorbed without social connections. When learn-
ing a language, learners are trying to construct meaning by interpreting symbols and signs (Vygotsky, 
1978). Social media can realize this connection and interpretation in association with social units. By 
improving collaboration, social media can enhance learning awareness and facilitate the transfer of 
knowledge. In the connected collaboration, individual learners tend to be influenced by group efforts 
and experiences, which can improve their learning effectiveness (Freire, 1998). Twitter can help learners 
to exchange ideas, symbols, signs, experiences, contents, and efforts, which forms a connected world, 
benefits learners, and enhances educational effectiveness. In this information technology-driven world, 
it is essential for learners to be familiar with the use of social media, blogs, videos, and mobile apps, 
which has become either a big challenge or a fair opportunity for both teachers and students (Leu, Kinzer, 
Coiro, & Cammack, 2004).

RESEARCH METHODS

Literature Search

We obtained 217 results in EBSCOhost by searching Academic Search Premier via Boolean phrases, 
i.e. TI Twitter AND TI education ranging from January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2020. By including 
merely those with full texts, we obtained 101 results. We reduced the results to 62 by limiting them to 
peer-reviewed journal articles.

We searched Taylor & Francis Online for [[Publication Title: Twitter] OR [Publication Title: tweet*]] 
AND [[[All: “control group”] AND [All: “experimental group”]] OR [All: “treatment group”]], which 
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led to 8 results. We obtained 7 results by deleting an irrelevant article titled “Populist Twitter Posts 
in News Stories: Statement Recognition and the Polarizing Effects on Candidate Evaluation and Anti-
Immigrant Attitudes” authored by Raffael Heiss and Christian von Sikorski & Jörg Matthes published 
in Journalism Practice, Volume 13, 2019 - Issue 6.

We obtained 64 results for “Twitter OR tweet” in Title and “education OR learn” anywhere and “mean 
AND SD OR S.D. OR standard deviation” anywhere in the database Wiley Online Library.

By entering [Abstract education OR learn] And [Title Twitter OR tweet OR hashtag*] And [All 
control group] into the database Sage, 22 results returned. We finally included 3 of them after perusing 
the full-texts. The literature search flowchart is shown in Figure 1.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

We established both inclusion and exclusion criteria to obtain high-quality literature. A total of 6 inclu-
sion criteria were established, i.e. (1) The literature should be peer-reviewed journal articles; (2) The 
literature should be written in English; (3) The literature should be of high quality; (4) The literature 

Figure 1. A flowchart of literature inclusion
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should be related to the effect of Twitter on gender differences or academic achievements in education; 
(5) The included literature should explore the effect of Twitter through both a control and a treatment 
groups; (6) The literature should report the mean, standard deviation and the total number of participants 
for each group. If they were not reported, we would try to obtain the information through corresponding 
with the author.

To refine the results, we set up 4 exclusion criteria, i.e. (1) The study is in itself a review of literature; 
(2) The literature does not focus on the effect of Twitter use on academic achievements or gender dif-
ferences in education; (3) The literature does not provide enough information for the meta-analysis and 
we failed to obtain enough information even though we corresponded with the author; (4) The literature 
was not written in English. We merely selected the publications written in English due to the limitation 
of library sources.

Quality Assessment of Obtained Literature

We applied The STARLITE tool (Booth, 2006) to the quality assessment of obtained literature and ex-
cluded those of lower quality. We adopted sampling techniques to comprehensively select the studies. 
We prefer the peer-reviewed journal articles to other types of studies such as conference proceedings, 
unpublished articles, and dissertations. We searched the literature keying in the terms applicable to dif-
ferent syntactic requirements of online databases. We also tried to expand the limitation of time in order 
to obtain reliable and comprehensive studies.

After evaluating the quality and excluding those lower-quality literature, we finally included 23 peer-
reviewed journal articles. The sample (N=23) is enough for a meta-analysis since previous studies have 
adopt similar numbers of samples to conduct meta-analyses. For example, 23 studies were included for 
a meta-analysis of virtual reality training programs for social skill development (Howard & Gutworth, 
2020). Tsai & Tsai. (2018) included 26 published studies to meta-analytically explore digital game-based 
second-language vocabulary learning and conditions of research designs. Fewer studies were included 
for a meta-analysis. For example, 10 studies were included to examine the effectiveness of entertainment 
education narratives via a meta-analysis.

Coding of Selected Literature

It is an important step to encode various items in meta-analysis. The study coding includes the following 
elements: (1) Literature information: author, year of publication, journal title; (2) Research methods: 
information of participants, sample size, source of data, measurement of reliability coefficient; (3) Mea-
surement indicators: mean, standard deviation and the number of participants; (4) research hypotheses, 
research questions, or highlights.

RESULTS

The data obtained from the selected literature were entered into Stata/MP 14.0 for meta-analysis.
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Calculation of Effect Sizes

Via the Stata/MP 14.0, the standardized mean difference (SMD) or Cohen d is used to measure the effect 
size. The effect size will be considered very small if d ≈ 0.1, small if d ≈ 0.2, medium if d ≈ 0.5, large 
if d ≈ 0.8, very large if d ≈ 1.2 and huge if d ≈ 2.0 (Sawilowsky, 2009). the calculation formula of ef-
fect size is: d = mean difference between the treatment (with Twitter) and the control (without Twitter) 
groups/the standard deviation of pooled results (Table 1).

As shown in Table 1, the three subgroups obtained medium (d = 0.63), medium (d = 0.54) and small 
(d = 0.40) effect sizes respectively through a random-effect model. We also report the research results 
via forest plots according to the sequence of research questions proposed.

Table 1. Effect sizes (d)

Studies d

The effect of twitter on academic achievements in education 0.63

Al-Bahrani et al., 2017 0.03

Arceneaux & Dinu, 2018 0.00

Attai et al., 2015 3.07

Blessing et al., 2012 0.00

Fouz-González, 2017 0.00

Fouz-González, 2017 -0.47

Hitchcock & Young, 2016 2.27

Hitchcock & Young, 2016 2.53

Hitchcock & Young, 2016 2.68

Hitchcock & Young, 2016 -2.35

Junco et al., 2010 0.50

Junco, 2012 0.28

Katrimpouza et al., 2019 0.42

Kuznekoff et al., 2015 -0.53

Loutou et al., 2018 1.15

Loutou et al., 2018 1.77

Luo & Xie, 2019 -0.02

Luo & Xie, 2019 -0.17

Luo & Xie, 2019 -0.57

Luo & Xie, 2019 -0.20

Webb et al., 2015 2.32

The effect of twitter on gender differences in education 0.54

Al-Bahrani et al., 2017 0.46

Feliz et al., 2013 0.54

Kerr & Schmeichel, 2018 0.02

Kerr & Schmeichel, 2018 0.06

Continued on following page
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What is the Effect of Twitter use in Education?

This research question aims to determine the effect of Twitter use on the generic educational field. As 
shown in Figure 2, the standard mean differences between the experimental (Twitter use) and control 
(Non-Twitter use) groups source from the analysis results via Stata/MP 14.0. In the forest plot, the 
horizontal lines indicate the confidence interval. The width of the diamond at the bottom is negatively 

Studies d

Kerr & Schmeichel, 2018 0.04

Kerr & Schmeichel, 2018 0.02

Kerr & Schmeichel, 2018 -0.06

Kerr & Schmeichel, 2018 0.05

The effect of twitter in education 0.40

Al-Bahrani et al., 2017 -0.02

Arceneaux & Dinu, 2018 -0.20

Attai et al., 2015 1.11

Blank, 2016 0.72

Blessing et al., 2012 0.45

Colliander et al., 2015 0.38

Cozma & Hallaq, 2019 -0.61

DeGroot et al., 2015 0.63

Dissanayeke et al., 2016 1.01

Evans, 2014 0.08

Feezell, 2019 0.31

Feliz et al., 2013 0.54

Fouz-González, 2017 -0.27

Hitchcock & Young, 2016 1.60

Junco et al., 2010 0.40

Junco, 2012 0.39

Katrimpouza et al., 2019 0.42

Kerr & Schmeichel, 2018 0.02

Kuznekoff et al., 2015 -0.53

Loutou et al., 2018 1.41

Luo & Xie, 2019 -0.20

Luo & Xie, 2019 -0.57

Luo & Xie, 2019 -0.17

Luo & Xie, 2019 -0.02

Smith & Tirumala, 2012 1.17

Webb et al., 2015 2.32

Table 1. Continued
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correlated with the confidence interval. The narrower the diamond is, the stronger reliability of the study 
will have. The vertical line in the forest plot is referred to as a no-effect line, indicating that if the line or 
the diamond touches the vertical line or goes through the zero value, the result of the mean differences 
in both groups will not be statistically significant (p > .05), and vice versa.

The value of I2 indicates the extent of percentage of variability effect sizes caused by heterogeneity, 
ranging from 0% to 100%. On condition that the value is less than 50%, then the between-studies varia-
tion will be considered not heterogeneous, and a fixed-effect model can be used in the meta-analytical 
review. On the other hand, if the value of I2 is more than 50%, the between-studies variation of selected 
studies will be deemed heterogeneous, and the data can be meta-analytically investigated via a random-
effect model. The value of I2 in this study is 99% (p < .00001), which is significantly higher than 50%, 
so we shift to a random-effect model to conduct the meta-analysis.

The weight indicates the influencing power of an individual study against the pooled result as shown 
in the form of a diamond. The amount of weight is positively related to the influencing power. This means 
that the larger the value of weight is, the more influencing power the individual study will have against 
the pooled result and vice versa. The study conducted by Dissanayeke et al. (2016) has the lowest weight 
(0.12%), and thus it has the weakest influencing power against the pooled result. On the contrary, the 
studies with the highest weight (3.1%) are authored by Cozma & Hallaq (2019) (54.55%) and Feliz et al. 
(2013) (29.97%). Both results thus have higher influencing power against the pooled result. Similarly, 

Figure 2. A forest plot of the effect of twitter in education
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the horizontal line of the studies conducted by Dissanayeke et al. (2016) is the longest, hence the lowest 
reliability, while the lines of the studies conducted by Cozma & Hallaq (2019) and Feliz et al. (2013) 
are among the shortest, hence the highest reliability.

Some limitations may exist in the study authored by Dissanayeke et al. (2016). The sample size (N = 
13 for either group) may be not large enough to represent the population. Based on constructivism and 
connected learning theory, knowledge should be systematically constructed through connected learning 
rather than born in the human brain. The mobile Twitter platform, however, may fail to provide connected 
learning due to the instability of the platform especially when learners keep in a moving state. They may 
merely connect a few peers and have access to limited resources of knowledge. The effective number 
of students who kept connected to the platform was only 7, which greatly influenced the quality of the 
study result. It is also hard for them to construct an organic system in this fragile connection. It is thus 
reasonable to find that the study is of lower effect and weight.

Some limitations still exist in the studies whether they are of higher or lower reliability. In the study 
conducted by Feliz, Ricoy, & Feliz (2013), some participants could have access to a number of tweets 
created by peers and teachers. Different mobile devices provided different interfaces and functions, 
which negatively influenced the study’s reliability. The sample size was not representative enough and 
the demographic information of two instructors was not clarified. This might cause a lower weight or 
reliability.

The study (Cozma, & Hallaq, 2019) merely selected student-run TV stations that won awards from 
the Broadcast Education Association (BEA). The stations that did not win the award are excluded. This 
may cause TV station bias. Merely selecting exemplary rather than typical student organizations could 
also cause sample bias. Data sourcing from typical student organizations may be worthier to be included 
in the study. Typical student TV stations may apply various learning strategies to social media-based 
activities. The lower weight of the study may generally come out of the biases of sampling.

To examine the effect of Twitter use in education, we included 23 studies and 26 effect sizes. The 
pooled result neither touched the no-effect line nor went through the zero value (SMD = -0.13, 95% CI 
= -0.15, -0.10) (Figure 2). Therefore, the pooled mean of the experimental group is significantly lower 
than the control group at the .05 significance level, indicating that Non-Twitter use exerts a significantly 
(p < 0.01) more positive effect than Twitter use in the educational field. We therefore reject the research 
hypothesis that Twitter use is significantly more effective than non-twitter use in education with a very 
small effect size (d = -0.13). As shown in Figure 3, there is an absence of publication bias (Egger’s test 
coefficient = 3.57, t = 1.85, p = 0.07).

We carried out the sensitivity analysis to calculate the pooled effect size by excluding individual 
studies. It is shown in Figure 4 that no individual study influenced the overall pooled effect size given 
a named study is omitted, indicating that the results of this meta-analysis are stable.
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Figure 3. A funnel plot of the effect of twitter in education

Figure 4. A plot of the random-effect influence analysis in the effect of twitter in education
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What is the Effect of Twitter use on Academic Achievements in Education?

“The effect of Twitter use on academic achievements” is an important subgroup included in this study. 
“Academic achievement” is an important dimension to measure the effect of Twitter on educational 
outcomes. To address the effect of Twitter use on academic achievements in education, we included 13 
studies and 26 effect sizes (Figure 5). I2 is 99%, significantly larger than 50% (p < .00001). Thus, the 
between-studies variation are considered heterogeneous, and a fixed-effect model is not appropriate. 
We, therefore, adopted a random-effect model for the analysis. The pooled result does not cross the 
no-effect line and the confidence interval does not (SMD = 0.36, 95% CI = 0.27, 0.45) go through the 
zero value. Thus the result is statistically significant and the mean in the treatment group is significantly 
larger than that in the control group. The use of Twitter exerts a significant (p < 0.01) and positive effect 
on academic achievements in education. We therefore accept the research hypothesis that Twitter use 
can lead to significantly higher academic achievements than non-twitter use in education with a small 
effect size (d = 0.36). No publication bias was revealed through a funnel plot (Figure 6) (Egger’s test 
coefficient = 2.55, t = 1.04, p = 0.311) since the studies are symmetrically distributed along both sides 
of the middle line.

The sensitivity analysis was also conducted to calculate the pooled effect size by excluding individual 
studies (Figure 7). No individual study influenced the overall pooled effect size since all the meta-analysis 
estimates were included between the upper and lower CI limits given a named study was omitted. This 
indicates that the results of this meta-analysis are reliable and powerful.

Figure 5. A forest plot of the effect of twitter on academic achievements in education
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Figure 6. A funnel plot of the effect of twitter on academic achievements in education

Figure 7. A plot of the random-effect influence analysis in the effect of twitter on academic achievements 
in education
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What is the Effect of Twitter use on Gender Differences in Education?

“The effect of Twitter use on gender differences in education” is another important subgroup in this 
study. Gender differences are an important dimension exerting an influence on the effect of Twitter use 
in the educational field. There have been several studies committed to gender differences in Twitter use 
in education. We included three studies and eight effect sizes to summarize the pooled effect (Figure 
8). I2 is 98%, significantly larger than 50% (p < .00001). Thus, the between-studies variation is not 
homogeneous, and a fixed-effect model is not appropriate. Consequently, we adopted a random-effect 
model to conduct the meta-analysis. As shown in Figure 8, the pooled result for the mean differences 
of gender differences does not cross the no-effect line and the confidence interval (SMD = 0.90, 95% 
CI = 0.86, 0.94) does not go through the zero value. Thus the result is statistically significant and the 
mean in the treatment group (male) is significantly larger than that in the control group (female). There 
are significant gender differences (p < 0.01) at the 0.05 significance level in the effect of Twitter use on 
education. We therefore accept the research hypothesis that there are significant gender differences in 
Twitter use in education with a huge effect size (d = 0.90).

We also tested the publication bias by drawing a funnel plot (Figure 9). As shown in Figure 9, stud-
ies are symmetrically distributed along the middle line (Egger’s test coefficient = 28.31, t = 1.70, p = 
0.14). We, therefore, conclude that there is no publication bias. A plot of the random-effect influence 
analysis (Figure 10) indicates that the results of this meta-analysis are stable since all the meta-analysis 
estimates are positioned between the upper and lower CI limits given the named study was omitted.

Figure 8. A forest plot of the effect of Twitter on gender differences in education
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Figure 9. A funnel plot of the effect of Twitter on gender differences in education

Figure 10. A plot of the random-effect influence analysis in the effect of Twitter on gender differences 
in education
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DISCUSSION

The application of Twitter to education could cultivate an interactive and seamless learning environment 
(Kim et al., 2015). With Twitter on their mobile devices, students could have easy access to learning 
resources wherever and whenever they feel comfortable and convenient. They could also discuss dif-
ficult issues, solve problems, and share opinions with teachers and peers. They could collaborate with 
peers and teachers and form harmonious learning environments. Students could upload or download a 
sea of learning resources that they feel beneficial to their learning. Prior to class, teachers could inform 
students via Twitter of the teaching contents in order for them to preview the contents that they could 
learn. Students could internalize the contents by learning them according to teachers’ guidance. In this 
way, they could benefit and get ready for the class with the nearly acquired knowledge in their brain. 
This may greatly promote their learning effectiveness and efficiency. Students could also resort to teach-
ers or peers if they came across any difficult questions through Twitter. Teachers could provide timely 
feedback to students through the platform of Twitter easily and conveniently. A seamless, connective, 
and interactive learning environment would be formed and established in the way assisted with Twitter.

The application of Twitter to the field of education could improve the collaborative learning. Col-
laborative learning could improve knowledge acquisition through the interactions and discussions on 
the platform of Twitter. Students could find the peers or teachers they felt comfortable with, which 
could improve their learning effectiveness. A group leader could also lead or push students to engage 
in learning activities, improving their learning efficiency and effectiveness (Yu, 2019). Twitter could 
also promote students to complete their assignment under the influence of peers through the platform of 
Twitter (van Uden-Kraan et al., 2008; Han et al., 2012). With Twitter, teachers could also conveniently 
know the learning progress and adjust their teaching pace accordingly.

The frequent use of Twitter could improve academic achievements. With Twitter, students could 
complete their assignment, share their opinions, communicate with peers, or ask for help from teachers. 
Teachers could transmit knowledge, upload learning resources, and evaluate students’ assignment con-
veniently through the platform of Twitter. Students could spot their shortcomings or incorrect options 
in their assignment and acquire precious learning experiences with these interactive processes, coupled 
with improved academic achievements. Teachers could also remind students of the deadline for assign-
ment or homework and raise the completion rates of learning tasks. Students, pushed ahead by teacher, 
would increase their engagement and completion rates, improving their academic achievements (Yu, & 
Yi, 2020).

Teachers could also allot assignment or homework to students through the platform of Twitter and 
keep trace of students’ learning behaviors (Paulsen et al., 2015). Students’ learning behaviors could be 
recorded and played through Twitter, through which teachers could reward those who did a good job 
and punish those who failed to complete learning tasks. Teachers could form a video conference if they 
felt necessary. Students might be invited to join the conference and answer questions raised by teachers. 
They could also ask questions and share their own opinions for teachers’ feedback. This collaborative 
learning and teaching process could improve academic achievements.

There were significant gender differences in Twitter-assisted learning outcomes. Although it was 
argued that Twitter could improve academic achievements and facilitate online learning without bias 
of genders (Eisenchlas, 2012), male students still outnumbered females significantly in online learning 
participation, online discussions, and online posts (Herring, 2004). Male students dominated the online 
learning activities and were significantly more active than females because they tended to hold more 
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intense interest in the use of Twitter than females (Selfe & Meyer, 1991). The Twitter-assisted interactions, 
similar to face-to-face interactions, could facilitate learning process and decrease the gender differences 
in Twitter-assisted learning outcomes (Coates, 1993).

CONCLUSION

Future research could focus on how to narrow down or minimize the gender differences in twitter-assisted 
learning outcomes. Interest is an important teacher for both males and females. Designers could make 
every effort to arouse students’ learning interest in order to reduce gender differences. Designers could 
attempt to design individual courses to cater to various need of both genders. Developers could care-
fully take into consideration the convenience and conciseness of the interface of Twitter because it could 
increase students’ engagement in Twitter-assisted learning. They could also be ready to ask question 
with the concise and easy operations. Future research could also explore the effectiveness of the use of 
other social media, e.g. What’s App, WeChat, Telegram, and Linked-in. Versatility of learning needs 
and styles might be in need of various learning tools.
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ABSTRACT

The most important cause to the difficulties many freshmen feel to learn programming is their lack of 
generic problem solving skills and programming debugging skills on their own. On this basis, this chap-
ter introduces a new learner’s self-assessment environment as CEHL. The proposed system helps the 
learner to take full responsibility for learning and completing his work by relying on him to correct his 
mistakes. CEHL developed so-called S_Onto_ALPPWA in its current second version allowing compar-
ing learners’ productions with those elaborated by the teacher. The authors conducted to analyze the 
effectiveness of two developed versions of an automated assessment scoring tool. Version 1 and Version 
2 of this tool are detailed in authors previously published articles by comparing them with the expert 
scoring. So to achieve this objective, the researchers use a correlational research design to examine the 
correlations between S_Onto_ALPPWA and expert raters’ performances.

INTRODUCTION

Programming is not an easy subject to be studied for learner or to be tough for teacher. There are many 
reasons behind the difficulty of this particular discipline, including them programming requires cor-
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rect understanding of abstract concepts. Many students have learning problems due to the nature of the 
subject. In addition, there are often not enough of resources and students suffer from a lack of personal 
instruction. Also the student groups are large and heterogeneous and thus it is difficult to design the in-
struction so that it would be beneficial for everyone., the unavailability of the assistants, the obstruction 
of learners, and the material is expensive and cannot be duplicated. This often leads to high drop-out 
rates on programming courses. As a result of the lack of adequate devices and the previously mentioned 
problems, the practical work in general and especially the practical work of programming languages in 
computer science in the introductory courses in the first university cycle in the university years is usu-
ally accomplished by a group of learners and this learning method negatively influences the objectivity 
of the learners’ assessment operation because when the assessment is given, it is one mark for all the 
group members and this makes the assessment subjective and does not reflect the true level of each 
learner belonging to the group, because there are elements of the group that do not work and relies on 
the active elements. In addition to this problem, practical works in programming languages suffer from 
a severe and widespread problem, which is the phenomenon of learners’ dropout. Knowing that the 
studies confirm that the rate of failure or abandonment of the programming in the introductory courses 
in the first university cycle varies from 25 to 80% of the share in the world (Aiouni et al., 2018). This 
problem of programming failures does not only concern our institution. Several studies on algorithmic 
/ programming learning conducted by different institutions in other countries have converged towards 
the same conclusion (Boussaha et al.,2015a).

The researchers tried to conduct a periodic follow-up of the students in order to know the reasons 
behind this failure in studying programming languages practical works activities. This study was cov-
ered in detail by the researchers in paragraph 4 of this research chapter, and perhaps the most important 
reasons the authors have come up with are the classic way in which this type of activity is studied and 
taught. in addition due to the intrinsic characteristics of the discipline

To resolve these problems, several problem-based learning systems are developed (Tadjer et al., 
2018) these systems did solve the hardware problem, but the assessment problem was still not resolved.

The researchers think that the self-assessment, in its formative function, is in the middle of the train-
ing considering its regulating function, which is paramount. The construct of self-assessment refers to 
the degree to which students can regulate aspects of their thinking, motivation, and behavior during 
learning (Tadjer et al.,2018)(Tadjer, et al.2020).

In the past decades, Self-assessment in the CEHL environment is not addressed enough. Currently, 
this topic has been addressed by some researchers in several disciplines, but many of them neglected to 
deal with the self-assessment topic in the programming language practical works activities.

The present work concerns more particularly, the learners’ self-assessment in the CEHL (Computing 
Environment for Human Learning) environments of remote practical works in programming. Our goal 
is to suggest a self-assessment CEHL environment for thinking about measures of cognitive knowledge, 
a self-assessment CEHL that will help generate feedbacks, guide future research, and develop learners’ 
efforts.

In speaking to this issue, in this book chapter, the authors aim to prototype the second version of 
the learner’s self-assessment environment as a CEHL system. After they had a first prototype version 
published in [Boussaha et al .,2015a]. The self-assessment environment developed in its second version 
so-called S_Onto_ALPPWA(System Based Ontology for Assessing Learner’s Programming Practical 
Works Activities) addressed all the weaknesses of the first version[Boussaha et al.,2015a] and allowed 
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an individual assessment for each learner by comparing learners’ productions with those elaborated by 
the teacher.

As mentioned previously, it is reported that the studies confirm that the rate of failure or abandon-
ment of the programming in the introductory courses in the first university cycle varies from 25 to 80% 
of the share in the world. So the main research questions the authors can ask are:

• What are the main reasons behind the learners’ dropout in the learning programming language 
practical works activities?

• Does the self-assessment CHEL for learning practical works activities based on a hybrid matching-
agent algorithm and ontologies reduce the rate of dropout or abandonment of the programming in 
the introductory courses in the first university cycle and help learners to improve their learning.

• Does the self-assessment CHEL for learning practical works activities based on a hybrid match-
ing-agent algorithm and ontologies in its second version is better than the first version based on 
graph matching algorithm published in [Boussaha et al.,2015a?

This book chapter is organized as follows. In the second section, the authors review the various related 
works about self-assessment that will guide the discussion in subsequent, for each of these works, the 
researchers try to illustrate its strengths and limitations in section three. In the third section, the authors 
deal with the reasons behind learners’ dropout in programming practical works activities. In the fourth 
section, the researchers describe the methodology of the self-assessment proposed approach. Five, the 
researchers discuss in some detail several components of the general architecture of the self-assessment 
proposed approach, also the proposed hybrid matching-agent algorithm, and the modeling of the practi-
cal work with the ontology. In section six the researchers illustrate the developed environment using a 
concrete case study with some screenshots from the two developed versions. Section seven details the 
comparison between the two prototype versions of the developed system with an experimental study. 
In the eighth section, the researchers draw some conclusions about the self-assessment proposed ap-
proach, suggest some directions for future research, and raise some issues that merit consideration in 
the development and evaluation of the self-assessment CEHL.

RELATED WORKS

The construct of self-assessment refers to the degree to which students can regulate aspects of their 
thinking, motivation, and behavior during learning(Pintrich, and Zusho,2002;Tadjer et al.,2018; Tad-
jer, et al.2020). According to Sadler (1989), he refers to ‘’assessment that is specifically intended to 
generate feedback on performance to improve and accelerate learning’’. Such feedback helps students 
to restructure their understanding/skills and build more powerful ideas and capabilities (Nicoland and 
Macfarlane,2006; Zimmerman,2008; Pintrich, and Zusho,2002). This kind of self-assessment has been a 
constant demand in higher education for graduating students to be equipped with the capacity for lifelong 
learning that helps learners to continually upgrade their skills and knowledge through their self-motivation 
and learning(Wigfield et al,2011; Zimmerman,2004; Tadjer et al.,2020; Hadadi&Boaarab-dahmani et 
al.,2018). Its principal goal is to help students take greater responsibility when it comes to managing 
their learning; this is done by helping them become more strategic learners through self-assessment 
learning(De Corte et al.,2011). Being equipped with skills such as self-assessment is important because 
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a major function of education is the development of lifelong learning skills(Zimmerman,2004; Tadjer 
et al.,2020; Deep et al.,2019).

So several works focused on the self-assessment in the broad sense, the authors can cite among others 
Black and Wiliam(1998), Sadler(2005), Zimmerman(2008,2004), Pintrich(2002), Boud and Falchikov 
(2007), Tadjer et al.,(2018,2020), Pang et al.,(2019),Indira et al.(2019), Seman et al.(2018)and others.

In what follows, the authors give the literature about the self-assessment in a specific activity, it is 
the learners’ self-assessment in practical works.

The teaching of practical works is fundamental in scientific and technical learning disciplines, in 
in-class as well as in distance, and meets the learners’ needs. Unfortunately, learners are often deprived 
of this essential instructional teaching opportunity. This is, in fact, due to several problems. The authors 
cite, among others, the unavailability of the assistants, the obstruction of learners, and the material is 
expensive and cannot be duplicated. To minimize these problems thus teaching must answer to these 
needs(Guillaume,2006).

Although learner’s self-assessment in practical works represents an important activity during learn-
ers’ training, it has not been addressed enough. In this context, the authors find some works which 
focus on practical works that are presented in Bennouna et al. (2008), and Choquet et al. (2011). Other 
works that deal with learners’ assessment in the modeling process(Alonso et al.,2008) and (Mitrovic 
&Suraweera,2004) have also been proposed.

The authors in Bennouna et al. (2008), proposed a formative assessment method of learners’ skills 
using algorithms of supervised classification. Of course, this work has considerably forwarded the domain 
by proposing novel strategies for learners’ assessment in practical works. However, it does not deal with 
learning programming languages.

The authors in Choquet et al. (2011), describe a way to identify and model indicators that can be cal-
culated and provided in real-time to teachers when they are involved in synchronous tutoring of practical 
work. The author based on his work on the collection and the storage of tracks of the learning session 
participants (learners and teachers).

Alonso(2008), developed a CEHL called Diagram dedicated to the training of OOM (Object-Oriented 
Modelling) concepts starting from a textual specification. It proposes an automatic method for analyz-
ing learners’ diagrams by comparing and matching class diagram components. The proposed method 
is implemented as an integrated component of the diagram called ACDC (Automatic Class Diagram 
Comparator). Furthermore, the author only uses matching methods, which are based on simple matchers 
(i.e., matchers that use only one kind of data). This work treated the problem of learners’ assessment 
in online courses and classrooms, but it does not treat the learners’ assessment in the practical works.

The authors in Mitrovic and Suraweera(2004), presented a problem-solving environment for the uni-
versity level students in which they can practice conceptual database design using the entity-relationship 
data model. This work presents an intelligent tutor called KERMIT (Knowledge-based Entity-Relationship 
Modeling IntelligentTutor). It uses CBM(Constraint-Based-Modeling) to model the domain knowledge 
and generate student models. This work treated the problem of learners’ assessment in online courses 
and classrooms, but it does not treat the learners’ assessment in the practical works.

The authors in Hadadi et al.(2019), proposed learner modeling and automated assessment in 
MOOCs,based on the ODALA approach.

The proposed learner model includes different dimensions: general information, Cognitive state, 
learning style, preference, and behavior dimensions. The authors in this paper deal with the cognitive 
state dimension that is updated based on the results of the proposed activities. Inparticular, they proposed 
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an assessment planner where the acquisition of knowledge and skills takes different levels. This planner 
follows the learner’s progress with the transition from a level to another in the pyramid of pedagogical 
activities. Of course, this work has considerably forwarded the domain by proposing novel strategies for 
learners’ assessment. However, it does not deal with practical works activities.

The authors in Tadjer et al. (2020) proposed a method that aims to improve the soft skills as well as 
the students’ cognitive skills in a problem-based learning environment by taking into account the traces 
of the students who contribute to the development of a software project. So, the authors in this research 
paper proposed a method that is based on traces in order to help students to improve their skills. This 
work treated the problem of learners’ soft skills assessment in online courses and classrooms, but it does 
not treat the learners’ assessment in the practical works.

The authors present, in this book chapter, a new environment for learner’s self-assessment which 
extends our published works introduced in previous papers (Author et al.,2015a; Author et al.,2012). 
In the previous works, the researchers have used graphs as a modeling tool. So, the researchers could 
only detect syntactic errors in the learner’s programs. In the present work, the authors have managed to 
detect syntactic and semantic errors in the learner’s programs by using ontologies as modeling tools.

The main objective of the developed environment is to evaluate learners’ practical works about the 
development of Java object-oriented programs. Among the approaches quoted above, the approach 
proposed in Alonso(2008), Mitrovic, and Suraweera(2004) consider only the structural aspect of the ap-
plication (i.e. the dynamic aspect is omitted). Furthermore, only the approach proposed in Alonso(2008) 
is based on matching techniques. It uses simple matchers during the comparison process between class 
diagrams. Our approach considers both structural and dynamic aspects of object-oriented programs. It 
uses a new hybridization strategy between two kinds of ontology matching (static and dynamic match-
ing) and agents to compare, learners’ programs, and teacher’s one.

THE REASONS BEHIND LEARNERS’ DROPOUT IN 
PROGRAMMING PRACTICAL WORKS ACTIVITIES

Studies confirm that the rate of failure or abandonment of the programming in the introductory courses 
in the first university cycle varies from 25 to 80% of the share in the world(Guibert,2005; Guittet et 
al.,2006). To confirm these results A follow-up of the results of the students of the second year in computer 
science of our university(Larbi Ben Mh’idi university, Oum Elbouaghi, Algeria) is realized after the end 
of the third semester during 02 successive years (2015-2016; 2016-2017). This monitoring consists of 
comparing the success rate of students in object-oriented programming with other modules taught dur-
ing the same years. The result obtained shows a success rate of 09.16% over the two consecutive years 
concerned by the follow-up. In this study, the evolution of the student level was monitored through their 
results in object-oriented programming. Then, the scores obtained in the comparators were validated with 
those obtained in the other units of value for the same semester. Tables 1 and 2 show the obtained results.
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The Method Used to Calculate the Success Rate for Learners

To calculate the success rate for learners the authors applied a follow-up of the results of the students 
of the second year in computer science of our university (Larbi Ben Mh’idi university, Oum Elbouaghi, 
Algeria). This follow-up is realized after the end of the third semester during 02 successive years (2015-
2016; 2016-2017). This monitoring consists of calculating the number of students who obtained marks 
greater than or equal to ten 10 among the total of students of the second year in the computer science of 
our university. By the same method, the researchers calculate the failure rate, so the authors calculate 
the number of students who obtained marks smaller than ten among the total of students in the module 
of object-oriented programming language. These results are calculated twice by a scientific program 
used in our computer science department.

This problem of programming failures does not only concern our institution. Several studies on al-
gorithmic / programming learning conducted by different institutions in other countries have converged 
towards the same conclusion(Guibert,2005; Guittet et al.,2006). Learning algorithmic / programming 
was always a source of difficulty not only for students but also for teachers too. This is due to the in-
trinsic characteristics of the discipline and the classic methods of teaching(classic practical works in 
the classes rooms).

Table 1. The learners’ success rate in the object-oriented programming language module

Learner’s mark
2015-2016 2016-2017

January January

<10 91,21% 90,48%

>= 10 08,79/ 09.52%

Table 2. Comparisons between the object-oriented programming module success rate and the other modules

year Learner’s 
mark LT ADS NM IS MS ML OOP

2015- 
2016

<10 67, 03% 42,86% 78,03% 61,54% 71,43% 91, 21% 91,21%

>=10 32,97% 57,14% 21,97% 38, 46% 28,57% 08,79% 08,79%

2016- 
2017

<10 87,48% 45,24% 90, 48% 30,95% 50% 76,19% 90,48%

>=10 12,52% 54,76% 09,52% 69,05% 50% 23,81% 09,52%

LT: Language Theory; ADS: Algorithmic and Data Structures; NM: Numerical Methods; IS: Information System; MS: Machine 
Structure; ML: Mathematical Logic; OOP: Object-Oriented Programming.
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METHODOLOGY OF THE SELF-ASSESSMENT PROPOSED APPROACH

The process of learners’ self-assessment the authors proposed consists of two main phases (Figure 1). 
During the two phases 1 and 2, the teacher’s program and the learners’ program are treated after they 
are transformed into two ontologies. The researchers detail what follows the two phases.

Phase One: During this phase, the learner and the teacher have to develop two Java object-oriented 
programs that undergo an analysis process for generating two ontologies. The first one is generated 
from the teacher program, it is named reference ontology(RO)and the second one is generated from 
the learner program it is named learner ontology(LO).

Phase Two: This phase consists of applying the matching technique(Euzenat and Shvaiko,2008; Euzenat 
et al,2010; Giuseppe and Talia,2010; Zghal,2010), which the authors adopted. It offers two kinds 

Figure 1. The methodology of the assessment proposed approach
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of matching: static matching and dynamic matching. The second step of the assessment process 
consists of recognizing the reference solution in the solution’s base: to compare the proposed solu-
tion with the solutions’ base, the authors must measure the degree of similarity and retain the solu-
tion closest to the solution proposed by the learner. Here the researchers propose an agent named 
decision agent this agent gives us two possible decisions according to a decision threshold (DT):

 ◦ reference ontology found: a found ontology can be presented in two forms: identical or 
similar.
 ▪ identical ontologies: (LO = RO) here the similarity (Sim) calculated by the decision 

agent is equal to 1.
 ▪ Similar ontologies: (LO ≈ RO) here the similarity (Sim) calculated by the decision 

agent is less than 1 and greater than the decision threshold (DT). (DT<Sim <1).

In this case(reference ontology found), the authors apply the static matching between the two ontolo-
gies to make the comparison between the learner’s program and the teacher’s one.

• reference ontology not found: here the similarity (Sim) calculated by the decision agent is less 
than the decision threshold. (Sim <DT) in which case the intervention of a human expert is neces-
sary. The human expert will begin to assess the learner’s solution:

 ◦ if he decides that it is interesting: in this case, it is proposed to generate a dynamic matching 
between the learner ontology and the ontologies that exist in the solution’s base. This match-
ing has for goal to find the correspondences (the semantic relations) between the learner’s 
ontology and the ontologies in the solution’s base to diminish the addition of a new ontology 
in the base.

 ◦ if he decides that it is not interesting: in this case, the solution is rejected.

Let us note that to calculate the similarity between the two ontologies the authors re-use the match-
ing algorithm of Wu-Palmer and Dice(1994), This algorithm is based on ontologies and the similarity 
calculation between ontology concepts.

Wu-Palmer: SimwPalmer (C1, C2) = 2

1 2 2

*

*

D
D D D+ +

(wu-palmer and Dice,1994)

Dice: Simc (x, y) = 2

2

2

2

2
xy

x y+
(Palmer&Wu,1994)

The Wu-Palmer measurement: Sim wPalmer (C1, C2) =
2

1 2 2

*D

D D *D+ +
(Wu-Palmer and Dice,1994)

The principle for calculating the Wu-Palmer similarity is based on the distances D1 and D2 which 
separate the concepts C1 and C2 from the concept (the most specific father) (MSF) and the distance D 
that separates MSF from the root concept.

Distance_WPalmer Calculated
Distance_WPalmer (concept1, concept2)
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D¬0; D1¬0; D2¬0 ;
MSF¬seek for father (concept1, concept2) ;
D ¬distance (root,MSF) ;
D1 ¬distance (concept1, MSF) ;
D2 ¬distance (concept2, MSF)

In table 3 below the authors present the results of the similarity calculated:

Explanation
The syntax error value is 0.9.
The semantic error value is 0.8.

Example

The similarity between C1 (Void verif () {hotelbooking.exist ();}) and C2 (void verif () {}) is given by:

D: the distance from the root concept.
D1: the distance of the concept of the learner’s program.
D2: the distance from the concept of the teacher’s program.
SimwPalmer (C1, C2) = (2 * 1) / (0.8 + 1 + 2 * 1) = 0.52

ARCHITECTURE OF THE SELF-ASSESSMENT PROPOSED APPROACH

The architecture of the proposed approach has four levels:

• The resource level: contains resources to be evaluated (learners’ programs).
• The ontology level presents the modeling of resources in the form of concepts linked by hierarchi-

cal relationships. Each resource is associated with several concepts.
• The interface level: where we find the learner and the three agents (decision agent, ontology agent, 

and matching agent).

Table 3. Examples of the obtained results during the assessment of learner’s program in the system

Concept 1 (teacher) Concept 2 (learner) Results of the calculated similarity 
between concept 1 and concept 2

Public class person Public private class person 0.8

Public int end_date ; Public int end date ; 0.72

public int id_card; Id_card (without type) 0.64

Void veif(){hotelbooking.exist();} void verif(){} 0.52
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• The expert level helps the matching and ontology agents. After his intervention for assessing the 
proposed solution: if he decides that it is interesting he sends a positive message to the matching 
agent and the ontology agent, if he decides that it is not interesting he sends an ignorant message 
of the solution to the matching and ontology agent.

The Role of Each Agent in the Self-assessment Proposed Architecture

Decision Agent (DA)

it is responsible for looking for the reference solution of the solution proposed by the learner if it is found, 
it sends a message to the matching agent (MA) to launch the static matching. In this case, the ontology 
agent does not work. In the case where the decision agent does not find the reference solution. It sends 
a message to the matching agent to launch a dynamic matching, the matching agent itself sends a mes-
sage to the ontology agent to create relations (correspondences) between the concepts of the proposed 
solution ontology and the concepts of the ontologies in the solution’s base.

Matching(Alignment) Agent (MA)

it is responsible for launching the two kinds of matching: static and dynamic matching according to the 
message sent either by the decision agent or by the expert.

Ontology Agent (OA)

it is responsible for creating relations (correspondences) between the concepts of the proposed solution 
ontology and the concepts of the ontologies in the solution’s base in the case where the proposed solu-
tion does not find in the solution’s base and the human expert he decides that the proposed solution is 
interesting after his assessment intervention.

Let us note that, this paper is a part of a global project. For this reason, the authors are focusing in 
this research paper on the design and the development of the ontologies.

The Modeling of the Practical Work with the Ontology

• According to Boaarab-Dahmani et al.(2017), ontology has been defined as a formal representa-
tion of knowledge. An ontology is made up of four main elements: concept, instance, relation, and 
axiom.

• Concepts: are the fundamental elements of an ontology. They represent generic classes or a group 
of objects, in a domain, which share common properties. The concepts are organized hierarchical-
ly or each of them can have several sub-concepts and have one or more parent concepts(Hadadi& 
Bouaarab-Dahmani,2019)

• An instance: is an occurrence object of concept.
• A relation: used to express the non-taxonomic semantic relation between two concepts in a giv-

en domain. Indeed, the so-called “semantic” relations are above all defined between instances. 
The authors derive from its relations between concepts, with more or less well-defined semantics 
(Hadadi& Bouaarab-Dahmani,2019).
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• The role of an axiom in an ontology is to impose constraints on concepts, their instances, and their 
relationships.

• The researchers explain the interest of using ontologies in the field of distance learning of practi-
cal work, particularly in the learners’ assessment in this type of activity.

The Benefits of Using Ontologies in Interactive Environments for Learning Practical Work Activities

• The formal representation of knowledge: ontology provides the basis for a formal encoding of 
entities, attributes, their relationships.

• Reuse and sharing of educational objects is relevant in the case of systems using educational re-
sources that are already built because building them again can waste time. This is through reusable 
ontology libraries.

• Identification of educational objects: an ontology can be used as a meta-descriptor to describe the 
semantic content of educational objects;

• Knowledge acquisition: The use of ontologies increases the speed and reliability of the knowledge 
acquisition process when building practical work.

• it provides annotation markers that might facilitate the interoperability and exchange of learning 
resources,

The General Structure of the Practical Work Ontology

In this work, the authors need an ontology to fully understand the structure of practical work, as well as 
to ensure the correct assessment of learners. To build an ontology, there are several effective and correct 
methodologies. The designer will carefully choose the most suitable methodology with his objectives so 
that he does not find a major divergence that sometimes leads to a contradiction. For the construction of 
our ontology, the researchers relied on the use of the Stanford methodology: it is suitable with the work 
on E-Learning. The authors used this method because Stanford University itself, which is developing 
the latter(ontology), is developing an editor called “protégé 2000” to properly show the practical side of 
ontology. This method goes through the following steps to build an ontology (Konys, 2018).

Step 1: Determine the domain and scope of the ontology

The field of use designed in our ontology is E-Learning. The purpose of using our ontology is to 
properly structure the practical work offered by the teacher, as well as implicitly ensure an automated 
task which is the self-assessment task which is the key point in distance training. The authors’ ontology 
will be used by two actors: the learner and the teacher.

Step 2: Reuse of existing ontologies

The authors don’t need to reuse an existing ontology, the authors have to build their ontology because 
the domain is restricted.

Step 3: List the important terms of the ontology
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The important terms in our work are practical work, assessment, resource, editor, correction type, 
learner answer...etc.

Step 4, 5, and 6: Description of the ontology classes, their properties, and the class hierarchy

The authors have summarized these steps as follows: table 4 details each class with its attributes and 
its designation.

Table 4. The set of classes, attributes of the Practical work ontology

Class Data Properties Designation

PW(practical work) This is the main class of our ontology.

date Start-date 
End-date Every PW has a start date and an end date.

Language None-language This class shows the language used by the learner to write 
his code.

Notion Content-notion Each PW has a notion that shows the main goal to be 
achieved and the work to be done in that practical work.

Example Content –exple Each PW presents examples to help learner to understand.

Observation Observation
This class represents well the observation assigned to a 
learner after he has passed his assessment (the result of the 
test).

Question

Num-qst 
Ennonce-qst 

Type-qst 
Num-open-qst- 

Content-open -qst 
Num-closed-qst 

Content-closed-qst

As the precise class for assessing learners, it is presented as 
an open or closed question. 
Open question: represents questions for which the answer is 
open, a learner constructs his practical work freely. 
Closed question: represents questions whose answer is true 
or false or by a choice between propositions well defined in 
advance.

the standard answer Ennonc-qst 
Content-Stdans

It represents the answer key to an open question, but it is not 
a final version as the learner will respond in their style.

Answer Content -Answ It shows the answer proposed by the learner concerning the 
practical work.

Eror
Content-err 

Num-er 
Type-er

This is the class that defines the set of errors that the learner 
makes when responding to an open-ended question. And it 
contains subclasses: Syntax and lexicon errors. The semantic 
error represents all the errors of meaning.

Goal Goal The objective of the PW was proposed by the teacher.

Author
First name 
Last name 

Grade

This class represents the author who writes the resource 
(reference) provided to the learner.

Editor First name 
Last name This class represents the publisher name of the resource.

Format Type-format This class represents the format of the resource.

Language Language This class represents the language of the resource.

Type Type It shows whether the resource is of type site web, article,….

Title Title The title of each PW suggested by the teacher.
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To create our ontology the authors used the “protégé 2000” editor. “Protégé 2000” is an authoring 
system for creating ontologies. It was created at Stanford University and is very popular in the field of 
the Semantic Web and computer science research. ‘’Protégé 2000’’ is developed in Java. “Protégé 2000” 
can read and save ontologies in most ontology formats: RDF, RDFS, OWL, etc.

In figure 2, the authors present an OntoGraf generated from the “Protégé 2000” editor to clearly 
understand the hierarchy of the practical work ontology. Consequently figure 3 shows the creation of 
the practical work ontology with the “protégé2000” editor.

Figure 2. The OntoGraf of the practical work ontology
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In table 5, the researchers represent the different links between some classes of practical work ontol-
ogy, in our ontology: there are different types of links which are:

• Generalization/specialization type links: this is “is a” type links: this is known in inheritance 
links, they are defined in the strict hierarchy of the model.

• The links “is connected of”: this type of link defines the semantics between two classes. In our 
ontology, the authors used generalization/specification type links as well as a set of semantic links 
between classes.

Figure 3. The hierarchy of concepts in the practical work ontology
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The Proposed Hybrid Matching-Agent (Alignment) Algorithm 
Applied in the Self-Assessment Proposed Architecture

Below is the algorithm that describes the general assessment method

[1]:Input : S: solution ; RS: reference solution ; recognized: boolean ;
[2]:Output: assessment solution S, Sim, a set of syntactic and semantic errors, observations ;
[3]: Begin
[4]:S¬modeling the solution S; // with ontology: two ontologies are generated: learner’s ontology from 

the leaner’s program and teacher’s ontology from the teacher’s program
[5]:Recognized¬recognized(S, RS) ;
[6]: if recognized then // the decision is offered by the decision Agent(DA)
[7]: Generated static Matching(S, RS); applying the matching algorithm of Wu-Palmer and Dice(1994).
[8]:Return(résults: feedback(syntactic and semantic errors), observation) ;
[9]:else
[10]: Solution S assessed by a human expert
[11]:if S is interesting then//the decision is offered by a human expert
[12]:Generated dynamic Matching;// To remove the problem of the scalable base’s solution
[13]:Return(results: feedback(syntactic and semantic errors), observation) ;
[14]else
[15]:S is rejected
[16]:end
[17]:end
[18]:end

Algorithm Explanation

line [1]: represents the inputs of the algorithm:

Table 5. The description of the links between the classes of the practical work ontology

Object Properties Domains Ranges Inverse Of Comment

attribute Answer Observation is attributed to Each completed PW has an 
observation.

Compare with Answer Standard _answer Is compared to
The standard_answer is compared 
by the learner’s answer to getting an 
assessment.

Contain Notion Question Is Expressed A Each notion of PW contains questions.

Is a Error Syntactic_eror 
Semantique_eror / Each PW has errors and these can be 

syntactic or semantic.

May be Question Close_question 
Open_question / Each PW has closed or opens questions.

Publish in PW Start-date Is Date In a PW has a publication date.

Must have Question Standar_answer Contains Each question in the PW has a typical 
standard_anwser.
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S: represents the proposed learner’s solution
RS: represents the reference solution proposed by the teacher
Recognized: this function has two values: true or false.
line [2]: represents the outputs of the algorithm
Sim: represents the calculated similarity between the learner’s proposed solution and the teacher’s 

solution.
a set of syntactic and semantic errors found in the learner’s solution.
Observation: this function has five possibilities (Excellent; Very good, Average Below, Average, Fail-

ing) according to the value of the similarity calculated, the system give the observation for the learner:

• if the sim ϵ [0.8; 1] the observation will be “Excellent”.
• if the sim ϵ [0.6; 0.8] the observation will be “Very good”.
• if the sim ϵ [0.5; 0.6] the observation will be “Average”.
• if the sim ϵ [0.3; 0.5] the observation will be “Below Average”.
• if the sim ϵ [0; 0.3] the observation will be “Failing”.

line [4]: the function modeling this function consists in modeling the solution proposed by the learner 
and the solution proposed by the teacher with an ontology. So two ontologies are generated: learner’s 
ontology from the learner’s program and teacher’s ontology from the teacher’s program.

line [5]: the function recognized consists in checking in the base solution for the ontologies the ontol-
ogy similar to the ontology proposed by the learner: if the ontology is founded in the base solution the 
function recognized will be true, but if the ontology is not founded, the function recognized will be false.

line [6]: if the function recognized will be true, the decision is offered by the decision Agent(DA)
like explain in the paragraph of the decision agent (AD)previously.

line [7]: the function generate consists of generating a static Matching between the learner’s solu-
tion and the teacher’s one (S, RS) by applying the matching algorithm of Wu-Palmer and Dice(1994).

line [8]: the function Return consists of showing the results for the learner, these results are feedbacks 
with syntactic and semantic error and observation. The observation has one of the five values possibles 
(Excellent; Very good, Average, Below Average, Failing).

line [9][10]: if the learner’s proposed ontology is not founded in the base solution the function rec-
ognized will be false, in this case, the Solution “S” assessed by a human expert. If the human expert 
decides that the proposed solution is interesting, the system will be generating a dynamic Matching 
line [12]. This dynamic matching is to find the nearest solution in the base solution for the solution 
proposed by the learner. The authors propose this type of matching to remove the problem of the scalable 
base’s solution. In this case, the system will give the results line[13](with feedback and observation) as 
it explained previously(line [8]).

line [14]: when the human expert decides that the learner’s proposed solution is not interesting the 
system will reject it (line[15]).
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ENVIRONMENT PRESENTATION

General Architecture of the Assessment Tool

This work introduces a new learner self-assessment environment called S_Onto_ALPPWA: (System-based 
Ontology for Assessing Learners’ Programming Practical Works Activities), for allowing comparing 
learners’ productions (Java object-oriented programs) with those elaborated by the teacher. The subja-
cent idea is to proceed to an indirect comparison of two object-oriented programs through their graphic 
representations described by two ontologies using the matching algorithms as a comparison strategy. 
S_Onto_ALPPWA is composed of three main components: the Editor Tool, the Generator Tool, and the 
Errors Tool. The most important component is the Errors tool, which is implemented using the matching 
developed algorithm that evaluates the learner’s solution in terms of similarity values and observations. 
Its architecture is presented in Figure 4.

• Editor Tool: allows learners and teachers to edit codes and programs.
• Generator Tool: allows learners and teachers to generate different ontologies from their codes.
• Errors Tool: is The most important component. It is implemented using the developed matching 

algorithm that evaluates learner’s solution in terms of similarity values to compare between learn-
ers’ programs and the teacher’s one and gives an observation to the learner according to the value 
of similarity calculated like flowing:
 ◦ [0.8; 1] ⇒ the observation will be “Excellent”.
 ◦ [0.6; 0.8] ⇒ the observation will be “Very good”.
 ◦ [0.5; 0.6] ⇒ the observation will be “Average”.

Figure 4. The general architecture of the assessment tool
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 ◦ [0.3; 0.5] ⇒ the observation will be “Below Average”.
 ◦ [0; 0.3] ⇒ the observation will be “Failing”.

It offers also to the learners a set of syntactic and semantic errors detected in their programs. Figure 5 
presents the screenshot of the three different components of the assessment tool developed(S_Onto_ALP-
PWA).

Case Study

The Practical Work Statements

The authors present in what follows the environment using a concrete case study. It is about a simple 
hotel booking process. When a client arrives at the hotel, he presents his ID card. The hotel reception-
ist checks the availability of rooms. He proposes to the client the types and the price list of rooms. The 
client chooses a room and informs the date of departure to hotel receptionist. The latter gives him the 
number of the reserved room. In this book chapter, the authors don’t write Teacher’s Program Practical 
Work (Reference Solution) and Program Fragment of Learner’s Solution with Some Errors for the sake 
of brevity. For more details consult the previously published article[Boussaha et al., 2021].

Figure 5. S_Onto_ALPPWA’s different components
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Some Screenshots from S_Onto_ALPPWA Second Version

Using the developed environment, teachers and learners can write or choose their java object-oriented 
programs for implementing the hotel booking process. The comparison of the two edited programs is 
accomplished by comparing their ontological representations. Firstly, the teacher uses the generator 
tool to generate the ontology from his Java program. This ontology should be stored for later use. After 
that, the learner must generate the ontology from his Java program. The main objective of the devel-
oped environment is to allow learners to auto-evaluate their skills in java object-oriented programming. 
Figure 7 illustrates the different errors detected and the observations. During the comparison process 
the authors proposed, the researchers use the teacher’s ontologies as references (i.e., they are supposed 
correct because they are generated from the teacher’s correct programs). So, the list of detected errors 
is essentially different concepts that are not found in the learners’ program. Also, several kinds of errors 
may be detected in learners’ programs (see Figures 6.7).In this section from this book chapter, the authors 
display only the screenshots from the errors tool which is the main component. if like more details for 
the screenshots from the two rest tools (Editor, generator) you can see the original article published in 
[Boussaha et al., 2021].

Our tool displays to learners the list of the detected errors in their programs. Figure 7 illustrates the 
errors detected in learners’ programs.

Figure 6. List of detected errors in the case of learner’s correct programming practical work
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Some Screenshots From S_Onto_ALPPWA First Version

S_Onto_ALPPWA Overview (the First Version Developed) [Boussaha et al.,2015a]

The researchers have proposed the first version of a new learner’s self-assessment environment for al-
lowing learners to evaluate and test their skills in Object-Oriented Programming using C++ language. It 
implements our approach that considers both structural and dynamic aspects of object-oriented programs. 
The developed environment allows comparing indirectly the learners’ programs with the teacher’s one 
through the comparison (syntactic comparison) of their UML graphical descriptions (class and com-
munication diagrams) using two kinds of matchers (hybrid and composite matchers).

The environment provides several tools for both teachers and learners. Initially, it allows the teacher 
to write his C++ program and generate from it the UML diagrams which are used as reference descrip-
tions during the assessment process. Secondly, it also permits learners to develop their C++ programs, 
generate from it the UML diagrams, and launch the assessment process. The latter is accomplished by 
applying the matching techniques (hybrid and composite) the authors proposed and provides scores of 
similarity and dissimilarity between the learner’s program and the teacher’s one. like it is shown in figure 8.

Figure 7. List of detected errors in the case of learner’s incorrect programming practical work
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Let us remember that the authors use the same case study it is about a simple hotel booking process 
(see section practical work statement previously) but in this first version, the learner and the teacher de-
velop C++-oriented object programs. Figure 9 shows the set of detected errors in the learner’s program.

The major limitation of this first version, it takes into account only the syntactic comparison[Boussaha 
et al.,2015a]. The semantics aspects of C++ programs (semantic comparison) were taken in the second 
version, which the researchers explained at length in our previously published article[Boussaha et al.,2021].

In the next paragraph, the authors describe an experiment that finally allows us to decide which of 
the two S_Onto_ALPPWA’s versions is better, the first or the second one.

Figure 8. Global similarity measure between teacher’s and learner’s diagrams[Boussaha et al.,2015a]

Figure 9. List of detected errors in the case of learner’s incorrect programming practical work [Bous-
saha et al.,2015a]
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COMPARAISON BETWEEN THE TWO DEVELOPED S_
ONTO_ALPPWA VERSIONS: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Experimental Procedure

The participants of this study, selected through random sampling, consisted of 12 teachers of computer 
science from different Algerian universities (see Table 6). They were invited on the purpose of this 
experiment and were asked to score students’ solutions carefully.

The data used in this study represent 68 programs retrieved from the computer science department 
of the University of Oum el Bouaghi Algeria. These programs have been the answers to two exercises 
of second-year computer science students. The first exercise (n=33) is a simple exercise about writing 
an object-oriented program C++ that orders three integer numbers. The purpose of the given exercise 
is the ability to use conditional structure. The second exercise (n=35) is an exercise about writing a 
program that seeks the existence of a value in an array. The purpose of this exercise is the ability to 
manipulate the data structure.

The collected programs (n=68) were printed and scored by the twelve teachers and after that submit-
ted to the two versions of the S_Onto_ALPPWA for automatic scoring.

Results

The Null hypothesis reformulated from the research question following is:
Null hypothesis H0:’’ witch the version of the two versions of S_Onto_ALPPWA, based on a hybrid 

matching algorithm or ontologies-agent algorithm can give near scores to teachers’ scores. Spearman’s 
rho statistic can be used to see how well the two versions of S_Onto_ALPPWA rank the students com-
pared to teachers.

Results in table 6 for the Spearman coefficient rho show, a strong positive correlation between the 
two versions of S_Onto_ALPPWA and the teachers’ overall average scores in the two exercises. Also, 
the authors observe an excellent correspondence between the two versions of S_Onto_ALPPWA and 
teachers. except for three teachers in the first exercise (Teach 7, Teach 10, Teach 12) and one teacher in 
the second exercise (Teach 10) where Spearman’s rho correlation was not significant.
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Let us note that the Spearman’s rho values in the second version are all lower than the values in the 
first version of S_Onto_ALPPWA because the second version detects syntactic and semantic errors, so 
the scores automatically decrease. On the other hand, the first version can detect only syntactic errors 
that make the scores are high so the researchers can confirm that the second version of S_Onto_ALP-
PWA is more precise than the first one as demonstrated in table 7.

Table 7. Teachers and the second version of S_Onto_ALPPWA correlations

Teacher Gender Exercise 1 Exercise 2

Teach 1 Male 0.60*** 0.42**

Teach 2 Male 0.49** 0.41**

Teach 3 Male 0.50** 0.39*

Teach 4 Male 0.61*** 0.47**

Teach 5 Female 0.59*** 0.55***

Teach 6 Female 0.60*** 0.37*

Teach 7 Male 0.21 n.s 0.47**

Teach 8 Female 0.52** 0.25 n.s

Teach 9 Male 0.69*** 0.35*

Teach 10 Male 0.27 n.s 0.40*

Teach 11 Female 0.67*** 0.52**

Teach 12 Female 0.24n.s 0.50**

Average 0.64*** 0.59***

Table 6. Teachers and the first version of S_Onto_ALPPWA correlations

Teacher Gender Exercise 1 Exercise 2

Teach 1 Male 0.63*** 0.43**

Teach 2 Male 0.51** 0.42**

Teach 3 Male 0.52** 0.40**

Teach 4 Male 0.62*** 0.49**

Teach 5 Female 0.61*** 0.56***

Teach 6 Female 0.62*** 0.39*

Teach 7 Male 0.24 n.s 0.48**

Teach 8 Female 0.53** 0.27 n.s

Teach 9 Male 0.70*** 0.36*

Teach 10 Male 0.29 n.s 0.41*

Teach 11 Female 0.69*** 0.55**

Teach 12 Female 0.27n.s 0.52**

Average 0.67*** 0.62***
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As the distribution of both S_Onto_ALPPWA and the overall average scores of teachers meet the 
normality assumption, the Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated and the authors noticed that 
S_Onto_ALPPWA scores had a significant correlation with teachers’ overall average scores not only in 
the first exercise (rs = 0.67, p <0 .05 table 1) (rs = 0.64, p <0 .05 table 7) but also in the second exercise 
(rs = 0.62, p <0.05 table1) (rs = 0.59, p <0 .05 table 7).

Let us remember, the researchers have already confirmed that the second version of S_Onto_ALP-
PWA is more precise than the first one.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Due to the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic and the total confinement imposed on all countries to 
prevent the spread of the virus, there are different kinds of online systems that have been widely used 
in recent years and have attracted more attention in educational institutions. The researchers propose a 
CEHL (Computing Environment for Human Learning) self-assessment environment. This type of self-
assessment has been a constant demand in higher education for graduate students to be endowed with 
the capacity for lifelong learning that helps learners to continuously improve their skills and knowledge 
through their self-assessment and their learning. The proposed system helps the learner to take full re-
sponsibility for learning and completing his work by relying on himself to correct his mistakes because 
the proposed system is based on the technique of self-assessment and learning by the problem based 
on feedback provided by the system for each solution proposed by the learner. The developed environ-
ment allows comparing indirectly the learners’ programs with the teacher’s one through the comparison 
(syntactic and semantic comparison) of their ontologies descriptions using two kinds of matching (static 
and dynamic matching). The authors deduct that using ontologies plays an important role in instructional 
design and the development of course content. It helps learners access content in a knowledge-guided way.

The experiment study that the authors carried out intending to compare the first and second S_Onto_
ALPPWA versions allowed us to confirm that the second version S_Onto_ALPPWA had the same 
behavior of teachers’ scoring. So the researchers can say that the second version S_Onto_ALPPWA is a 
promising and ambitious tool for helping in the assessment of students’ computer programming practical 
works activities and it can free teachers from all the disadvantages of traditional students’ assessment by 
shortening time, reducing effort, and granting accurate and objective assessment. The authors believe that 
the efficiency of the second version S_Onto_ALPPWA can help teachers in scoring large classes with 
the same precision. This study opened new areas of research, to provide new suggestions and additions 
in the current work to improve the services provided in the future. For future work, the researchers still 
need to assess how much this second version S_Onto_ALPPWA can improve students’ achievement in 
programming but in the Moocs context.
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ABSTRACT

This research study aimed at developing a distributed system of web-based collaboration that would 
create a research and innovation ecosystem for university-industry partnership. Based on in-depth 
literature review, the focus-group approach to qualitative research was conducted with key stakehold-
ers in university-industry partnership coming together to understand the research problem and system 
requirements. The requirements gathered at the project initiation stage guided the system design and 
implementation of a distributed collaborative research and innovation system that runs on three sepa-
rately located servers: two for two different universities and one for all industry players. The system 
developed was modeled to describe how it works and to demonstrate how it would meet the identified 
functional requirements. Recommendations were given to guide further research and development that 
would improve the impact of this research study.

INTRODUCTION

University-Industry Partnership (UIP) has been considered to be very essential to creating innovation 
that meets business objectives in developing and commercializing universities (Burbridge and Morrison, 
2021). This is largely due to the strategic role of the academia in leading technology creation and transfer, 
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which has led to the increase in collaborations between Universities and Industries (Giones, 2019). These 
collaborations between Universities and Industries have resulted in an Innovation Ecosystem defined as 
a community of people and institutions in constant collaboration with policies and resources to promote 
the translation of new ideas into products, processes and services (Cantu-Ortiz, 2015). Reciprocal com-
munication between the Universities and Industry has been identified as very effective in establishing 
positive expectations among partners (Bstieler et al., 2017). Building a research and innovation ecosys-
tem becomes very essential as it provides an environment for Universities and Industries to collaborate 
with the goal of producing mutually desired outcomes. In this vein, national and international research 
conventions have accepted the fact that multidimensional innovations for the future should significantly 
rely on distributed research collaborations that consist of sharing and integration of data, resources and 
knowledge, remote collaborative access to scientific instruments, and pooled human expertise (Hey et 
al., 2009). Therefore, an improvement in the capacity for research in Universities to drive innovation 
will enable researchers to compete with other countries in today’s global village (Nwakpa, 2015). Un-
fortunately, knowledge transfer through UIPs has faced significant challenges due to weaknesses in the 
area of collaboration and communication between universities and industries and therefore promoting 
effective communication should be emphasized (Marinho et al., 2020; Yusuf, 2012). The “European 
paradox”, which refers to having a strong capacity for research and yet lacking the capacity to translate 
it into innovative products, perfectly describes this challenge (Ranga et al., 2013).

Research has shown that deploying web-based platforms for collaborative research can significantly 
support technology creation and transfer activities in academia (Brody, 2017; Eteng and Oladimeji, 2019). 
This implies that a web-based research and innovation ecosystem will enhance multidisciplinary interac-
tion between lecturers and students, which will translate to increased productivity in research collabora-
tion processes. Distributed computing has transformed the University landscape making collaborative 
research possible and creating more opportunities for universities to implement systems comprising of 
new sets of structures that can be accessed through the Internet (Boronenko & Alexandrov, 2009). A 
distributed computer system has been defined as an assembly of autonomous computing components 
(van Steen & Tanenbaum, 2016). This chapter is aimed at developing a web-based tool that supports 
collaborative research involving researchers and industry players to promote innovation using distributed 
computing. This was done by embarking on requirement gathering from the research arms of selected 
Universities for appropriate system modelling through an interview; developing a distributed database 
for University-Industry partnership using MySQL; developing a web-based groupware that supports 
seamless Academia-Industry partnership and implementing a system testing procedure to validate the 
collaborative system developed while ensuring that it can be adopted by Universities and Industries to 
promote research and innovation.

BACKGROUND

The Distributed Web-Based Ecosystem

Qualities of a Web-Based Distributed System

The initial purpose of the Web was to provide geographically dispersed researchers access to shared 
documents essential for research projects. To make this possible, relevant documents were made to link 
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each other (Berners-Lee et al., 1994). Hence, users were able to view documents with no difference 
whether the document was stored locally or anywhere else around the world. This provided a foundation 
for transparency in web-based distributed systems. The Web has transformed the content of documents 
from being purely static to being dynamically generated (van Steen & Tanenbaum, 2017). A web-based 
application is usually known to serve as the client-side software that consists of a browser that acts as 
the user interface. In effect, the Web browser, as a client, enables a user to fetch web pages from the Web 
server and displays them on the user’s screen either for a desktop computer or a smartphone. Another 
very prominent aspect of web-based systems is the Web server. The Apache server has remained the 
most popular since 1996. In 2009, it became the first web server software to serve more than 100 mil-
lion websites (Canepa, 2016)

Web Server Clustering: The demand for internet-based information and services is skyrocketing 
due to the expansion and pervasive nature of web-based applications (Jader et al., 2019). This rise in 
the use of web-based applications has significantly increased the need for web servers to process huge 
amounts of clients’ requests and deliver responses within limited periods. This places a lot of pressure 
on web servers, especially as the demand for effectiveness and efficiency keeps rising. Hence, the load 
on these web servers keep rising (Kunda et al., 2017). To manage this load on web servers, clustering of 
servers has been introduced to web-based systems, which leads to distributed web-based systems. This 
helps to ensure that the systems are more responsive and more efficient (Cruz, and Goyzueta, 2017). 
Web server clustering provides load balancing techniques that improve the management of traffic, 
reduces response time and increases the throughput while minimizing the load on servers in the web 
servers (Handoko et al., 2018). Each web server acts as a node and each node collaborates with the rest 
such that they perform as one server using the same resources for storage, internet protocols (IP), and 
other applications. Even when one server is down, the other servers continue to operate in its absence, 
to ensure that clients continue to enjoy services from the web-based system (Handoko et al., 2018). This 
is done by replicating a server in a cluster of servers such that the front end of the replicas is based on 
a pre-arranged mechanism of distribution. This is what web-based distributed systems are known for. 
Figure 1 demonstrates this.

Figure 1. How a cluster of web servers works in combination with a front end
(Source: van Steen & Tanenbaum, 2017)
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Related Works

Collaborative Innovation Applied in Process Mining

A research study was conducted to leverage the interdependence of enhancing data science skills 
through joint university courses and collaborative research projects while involving students trained 
with a collaborative teaching approach (Zandkarimi et al., 2020). The case study of process mining in a 
successful university-industry partnership for research and teaching was adopted. The study described 
how the partnership evolved with a focus on the selection of industry and academic partners. Sustain-
able collaboration was sustainably fostered among partners into maturity. Lessons were identified to 
project key success factors. A key outcome of the study was the creation of a framework that presented 
the collaboration dynamics of the partnership to establish new initiatives while serving as a guide for 
university-industry partnerships in the field of data science. This framework is presented in Figure 2. 
The research study, however, did not demonstrate how a collaboration platform can be introduced to 
enhance the collaborative research and innovation processed described.

Linking Academic Research with Economic Development

A research study was conducted to examine the major issues concerning the links between academic re-
search and economic development in Ethiopia by considering Addis Ababa University as a case (Kahsay, 
2017). The study was conducted on two (2) major premises. First premise is that Universities play vital 
roles in boosting the economic development and competitiveness of a country through their missions of 
academic research and the formation of skilled human capital. Second premise is that strong UIP is crucial 
in enhancing scientific and technological innovation processes and the commercialization of academic 
research through technology transfer that is necessary for economic development. In this study, Kahsay 
(2017) admits that a collaborative link connecting Universities and the Industry is necessary to promote 
technology transfer and the commercialization of academic research. Results of the study showed that 

Figure 2. The agile University-Industry collaboration framework
(Zandkarimi et al., 2020)
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the vision of the country is the key driving force for investing in human capital and research-intensive 
activities for enhancing the knowledge production capabilities of the country. It was also observed that 
the UIP in the country was generally at its beginning phase. It was concluded that despite the vital role 
of University research in economic development the UIP regarding research, innovation and technology 
transfer is very weak in the Ethiopian context.

Grid Computing: A Form of Distributed Computing for Collaborative Research

Murumba and Micheni (2017) conducted a research study to demonstrate how grid computing, a form of 
distributed computing, could enhance collaborative research in Kenyan Universities as well as Universities 
in other developing countries. In the study, a collection of computational resources on-demand to match 
computational needs of research through generic service matchmaking on the Web was referred to as 
a collaborative research grid. The study further sought to identify the Information Technologies being 
used for collaborative research systems in Kenyan Universities and to establish the opportunities and 
benefits grid technologies present for collaborative research systems as well as the challenges of adopting 
grid technologies in collaborative systems. A literature review served as the methodology employed for 
this study to explore and understand grid technologies and their potential use in collaborative research 
systems. At the end of the study, it was concluded that collaborative research systems will be enhanced 
if Universities in the country are willing to integrate their research systems with grid technologies. It 
was also concluded that Universities can collaborate in implementing grid infrastructure as a way of 
saving the initial investment costs that would be incurred during the implementation of the grid-enabled 
system (Murumba & Micheni, 2017). While this literature reviewed highlighted the need for Universi-
ties to collaborate, it did not demonstrate how distributed computing can enable Universities-Industry 
collaborative research.

Collaborative Web-Based Learning Forum

Eteng and Okoro (2013) conducted a research study that aimed at discovering how an online forum can 
be used to create a learning environment where enthusiasts are enabled to share knowledge and expe-
riences among themselves. An online platform was developed to make this possible using a database 
structure that supported a multi-threaded discussion environment. Design artefacts that could serve as 
reuse components were developed for similar future developments. The study focused on introducing into 
the application developed user authentication, a moderator to vet messages before posting, a visualization 
platform for discussion threads, and the relationships among articles. In conclusion, it was observed that 
the application developed enhanced the learning process in classrooms rather than take the place of the 
classroom. The collaboration platform presented by this literature only supported the academic learning 
process and not research processes that include separate autonomous databases.

Interlaced Collaborative Writing (ICW)

Robinson, Dusenberry, & Lawrence (2016) conducted a research study that discussed the case history 
of how virtual collaborative research could be conducted regularly by a successful, high-productive 
team. The aim of the study was major to discuss the importance of psychological safety as a key foun-
dation and its benefits if this foundation is established and maintained. In this study, the case presented 
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strategies for teams that produce collaborative work from the early stages of brainstorming and idea 
generation to the co-production of research projects and paper writing. Interlaced collaborative writing 
(ICW) was described as an approach to collaborative writing enabled by synchronous virtual tools that 
reinforces and maintains the psychological safety required for co-constructions of knowledge. The case 
history discussed is comprised of a multidisciplinary work of four humanities scholars who collaborate 
virtually as a peer-based research team. This research team through its ICW approach has produced so 
many forms of deliverables with various accolades. A major challenge this study considered was how 
distributed collaborative research can be shaped by technology-based tools also known as virtual tools.

Distributed Collaboration for Secure Cloud Computing

Malar and Prabhu (2020) conducted a research study that proposed a distributed collaborative trust service 
recommender (DTSR) system to address a model for solving the issue of security of cloud computing. 
This study highlighted how security-related issues have arisen with the increasing popularity of cloud 
computing as an essential platform for software applications and infrastructural resources (Li et al., 2016). 
In addressing these issues trust management systems have been researched widely under several domains 
such as peer-to-peer networks, pervasive computing and grid computing. Having considered the fact that 
trust service recommender systems employed to deal with cloud computing security issues operate in a 
distributed and collaborative manner, this study was conducted to address a model that solves these is-
sues. A trust computation model with three modules was proposed. The three modules were called trust 
engine, finding recommenders, and risk engine respectively. The trust engine decides whether a trans-
action with an entity in the cloud can take place or not using a particular cloud service provider (CSP). 
The finding recommenders module predicts the risk of the entities present in the system, while the risk 
engine computes the weighted average of the trust level so that the observed results are reported to the 
trust engine. The interaction that takes place in the cloud environment is evaluated and provides updates 
of the trust levels of entities according to user experience ratings scored by cloud service users (CSUs). 
The evaluation is computed by the trust engine based on Pearson correlation coefficient (Herlocker et 
al., 1999). The recommenders determined by the trust engine is combined and aggregated to produce a 
predicted score, which is used by the risk engine to help the CSU decide which CSP is secure enough 
for transaction. The success of a distributed collaborative system in solving security issues with cloud 
computing demonstrated how the collaborative efforts of distributed CSUs help to provide the ratings 
required by other prospective CSUs. This study has demonstrated the possibility for distributed users to 
contribute to a specific task being conducted on a web-based platform in a seamless manner. Thereby, 
laying a foundation for the possibility of developing a distributed collaborative research platform for 
university-industry partnership.

The Psychology of Collaboration

A research study was conducted by Herman Miller to provide a literature review of various research 
on the psychological aspect of collaboration spaces (Oseland, 2012). The study highlighted the effect 
of psychological factors on collaboration and the influence of workspace layout, furniture and design. 
Emphasis was made particularly on the impact of personality factors and collaborative team member 
profiles. The study described collaboration as involving two or more individuals working together to 
achieve a common goal while creating a new product in the form of a solution, idea, or insight, which 
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exceeds what they could have achieved individually. Trust was highlighted as a very important prereq-
uisite for effective collaboration through continuous interaction. A survey conducted by Green (2012) 
revealed that workers at highly collaborative companies experienced their most collaborative moments 
during very short events, with 34% taking less than 15 minutes. Three categories of collaboration space 
were also identified as teamwork-related, service-related and amenity-related, with each of them pro-
viding various degrees of functionality (Hua et al., 2010). The study concluded that the most effective 
collaborations take place in teams with mixed personality groups. Hence, the need to factor different 
personality types and their communication and interaction preferences into creating collaboration spaces.

METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM DESIGN

The Software Development Process

Due to the innovative nature of this research study, the adaptive software development (ASD) model was 
implemented for the software development process. This model was suitable because of its capacity to 
help in dealing with uncertainties at the point of initiation of the project. With this development model, 
less rigidity was required in the development process. The ASD model divides the development process 
into three (3) major sections: speculate, collaborate and learn as shown in Figure 3. Changes made to the 
requirement specifications in the course of system development were easily introduced in the develop-
ment process without hampering the development process flow (Highsmith III, 2000)

Figure 3. Adaptive Software Development (ASD) model
(Highsmith 2002)
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Speculate (Initiation and Planning): At this stage of the development process, there was specula-
tion about the outcome of the system development. All the same, planning was conducted as a necessity 
with room for flexibility due to the level of uncertainty regarding the possible outcomes of the project

Collaborate (Concurrent Feature Development): This stage of the development included collab-
orative activities such as focus group interactions, informal and formal interactions with various user 
levels including students, lecturers, academic administrators, entrepreneurs and prospective consumers. 
Collaboration and communication tools such as social media platforms were used to facilitate various 
activities. While collaborating, research and development requirements, as well as the need for rapid 
decision making, was taken into consideration.

Learn (Quality Review): Due to the uncertain nature of the outcome of this project, it was impera-
tive to learn from mistakes and unexpected outcomes. Quality review in the case of this study was done 
in the form of system testing after the system was developed. Details of this are indicated in Section 
“Implementation and Testing”.

System Architecture of the Developed Collaboration Tool

The application was designed using the requirements gathered from interviews conducted with lecturers 
of Calabar (Unical) and Cross River University of Technology (Crutech), representatives of the Direc-
torate of Research in Unical and Crutech, and staff of a selected business outfit. Information from the 
interviews conducted help to gather expectations and preferences of potential users of the web-based 
application as well as features to include in the design of this application. This groupware was designed 
to enrich the content and quality of research outputs; stimulate creativity; foster learning and knowledge 
retention (Barkley et al., 2014); increase commitment to research project outcomes; engender better 
understanding among University students.

Organizational Structure

Figure 4 presents a structural model that depicts how research work is conducted in the University and 
Industry at the moment. In most cases, lecturers along with students take it upon themselves to conduct 
their research work with little or no support from Industries. Hence, research in the University is almost 
only directed towards graduation of students and promotion of lecturers and not solving day-to-day 
problems. This system of operation does not create any space for a research and innovation ecosystem 
to form as both entities as completely independent of each other.
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System Architecture of the Developed Application

A system architecture was designed to represent the developed system for the study as shown in Figure 
5. It showed how lecturers, students and the admin staff representing the Academia arm of Collaborative 
Research and how industry players represent the Industry arm of Collaborative Research. The various 
servers demonstrated that the Academia is made of several Universities with their autonomous, yet 
interconnected, databases while a separate yet collaborative server for the Industry hosts all industry 
players subscribed on the collaboration platform. The web-based Collaboration Tool is distributed 
across the servers for Unical, Crutech and Industry Players. The system was designed to ensure that the 
breakdown of one server does not affect the continued operation of the collaborative research tool by 
users stored on other servers. The various services provided by the Distributed Collaborative Research 
Tool is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Current operational architecture for research work in University and Industry
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The system architecture in Figure 6 demonstrates how lecturers and students in the Universities can 
now collaborate with Industry Players in a Research and Innovation Ecosystem that produces innovative 
research as against the previous system of research in the Industry and University as demonstrated in 
Figure 4 where there is no form of collaboration or partnership between the two institutions.

System Modelling

The modelling process transformed the business processes into an activity diagram that demonstrated 
the the activities carried out with adherence to the process of research projects in the University. The 
activity diagram also demonstrated how the various components of the system relate to one another. The 
Activity Diagram in Figure 6 shows a summary of the workflow of the user’s actions on a step-by-step 
basis from the beginning till the end.

Functional Requirements

Principal Investigator:

1.  The lecturer opens the Academic Research Collaborative Tool (ARCTool) using a URL via a system 
browser.

Figure 5. System architecture for the distributed collaboration tool
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2.  System asks the lecturer to sign in or sign up.
3.  Lecturer signs up with personal and academic details or signs in with email address and password.
4.  The independent server designated for the lecturer’s University saves the lecturer’s account.
5.  The ARCTool presents the lecturer with the option of creating a Research Project.
6.  Lecturer creates the Research Project as a Principal Investigator by filling in the Project Title, 

Industry, Statement of the Problem, and Project Timeline on the ARCTool and submits.
7.  The ARCTool creates the Research Project and saves it in the designated University’s server.
8.  The ARCTool presents the Principal Investigator with an option to invite Team Members.
9.  Principal Investigator invites the following to form the Research Team:

a.  Research Partners (lecturer)
b.  Research Mentees (student)
c.  Industry Players (industry worker)

10.  Principal Investigator’s University server saves Team Members and transfers to the designated 
servers of other Team Members.

11.  Principal Investigator assigns responsibilities to team members.
12.  Principal Investigator makes submissions on the documentation pane of the ARCTool.
13.  The ARCTool saves submissions in Principal Investigator’s University server and transfers them 

to other designated servers.

Research Partner:

1.  The lecturer opens the ARCTool using a URL via a system browser.
2.  System asks the lecturer to sign in or sign up.
3.  Lecturer signs up with personal and academic details or signs in with email address and password.
4.  The independent server designated for the lecturer’s University saves the lecturer’s account.
5.  The lecturer accepts an invitation from Principal Investigator to become Research Partner.
6.  Research Partner makes academic, intellectual, and technical submissions to the documentation 

pane including attaching files.
7.  ARCTool saves submissions in Principal Investigator’s University server and transfers them to 

other designated servers.

Research Mentee:

1.  The student opens the ARCTool using a URL via a system browser.
2.  System asks the lecturer to sign in or sign up.
3.  Student signs up with personal and academic details or signs in with email address and password.
4.  The independent server designated for the student’s University saves the student’s account.
5.  The student accepts an invitation from Principal Investigator to become Research Mentee.
6.  Research Mentee makes academic, intellectual, and technical submissions to the documentation 

pane including attaching files.
7.  ARCTool saves submissions in Principal Investigator’s University server and transfers them to 

other designated servers.

Admin:
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1.  University staff opens the ARCTool using a URL via a system browser.
2.  University staff creates an admin account on the ARCTool.
3.  The independent server designated for the Admin’s University saves the account.
4.  Admin signs in with username and password.
5.  Admin views collaborative research activities without the ability to make any contribution as a 

team member.
6.  Admin accesses the University’s server to conduct oversight duties.
7.  Admin contacts users via email where necessary.

Industry Player:

1.  Industry worker opens the ARCTool using a URL via a system browser.
2.  System asks the industry worker to sign in or sign up.
3.  Industry worker signs up with personal and academic details or signs in with email address and 

password.
4.  The independent server designated for Industry Players saves the Admin’s account.
5.  Industry worker accepts an invitation from Principal Investigator to become Industry Player.
6.  Industry Player provides the research team with technical information and relevant data on the 

collaboration tool.
7.  ARCTool saves submissions in Principal Investigator’s University server and transfers them to 

other designated servers.

Activity Diagram (Figure 6)

Figure 6. Activity diagram for the user scenario of all users except the admin
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Server Distribution Algorithm

Here are the pseudocodes that describe how distribution within the three servers took place:

Step 1: User registers on academic or industry server
Step 2: User joins research group
Step 3: Users with lecturer roles can create research team
Step 4: User exchanges messages and files with research team
Step 5: If user (receives invite from another server)
Step 6: User accepts invite(
User data is copied to new server
User interacts with research team on new server
)
Step 7: End if
Server maintains storage of own messages
Server shares relevant data in the background with other servers
Server shows data from other servers
: background data transfer (is: invisible, to: user)
: background data transfer (is: triggered, by: user)
Step 8: User edits data
-do line 14
Step 9: Server admin can [
View => [
‘server statistics’,
‘project completion’
],
Edit => [
‘user data’,
‘server settings’
]
]

SCREENSHOTS OF THE COLLABORATION TOOL

Figure 7 – 15 presents screenshots of the ARCTool in operation.
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Figure 8. User creates new account

Figure 7. Homepage of the collaboration tool
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Figure 9. User signs in

Figure 10. Principal investigator creates new research team
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Figure 12. Cost breakdown for research project indicated

Figure 11. Principal investigator invites team member
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Figure 13. Tasks assigned to team members

Figure 14. Project timeline determined
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1.  The introduction of new digital technologies has significantly contributed to higher productivity in 
the industry. Introducing a web-based research and innovation ecosystem for University-Industry 
partnership will help generate digital technologies that are boosting productivity.

2.  Despite the key role technological development is playing in sustainable development, it also has 
the tendency of creating inequalities or perpetuating existing ones as a result of access to these 
technologies within less privileged groups and countries. To address these challenges, there is the 
need to localized innovation such that solutions are created based on the peculiar needs of such 
countries per time while government continues to drive policies that improve the standard of living.

3.  The growing ubiquity of collaboration across all human endeavours has placed increasing demand 
on service providers to connect with several categories of people at the same time. This means that 
while a lecturer is contributing on a particular collaborative research platform, he could be required 
to interact with his colleagues in his immediate department on another collaboration platform. As 
the need for such heterogeneous collaborations as well the frequency increases there will be a need 
to make it possible to for several heterogeneous collaborative work to take place simultaneously 
on the same platform to increase productivity.

4.  With the increasing demand for University-Industry partnership in global and national innovation, 
universities are being assessed on their capacity for collaboration. This is because universities that 
have increased their commitment to and capacity for University-Industry partnership tend to make 
more impact on their societies. They, therefore should be recognized accordingly. To make this 
possible and more transparently so, a collaboration index can be developed while a technological 

Figure 15. User makes submission into documentation pane
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system is created to compute it. This will go a long way in encouraging universities to boost their 
commitments to collaborative research.

5.  To enhance the impact of this study there is a need to further research needs to be conducted to 
identify and understand the factors that drive University-Industry partnership. This factors can then 
be focused on when developing new collaborative research tools or improving on the existing ones 
as a way of advancing the research and innovation ecosystem.

CONCLUSION

This research study has demonstrated how a research and innovation ecosystem can be built with the 
introduction of a web-based tool that brings Universities and Industries together. With such an ecosystem 
in place problems in the society can be solved in a more organized, effective and transparent manner.
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ABSTRACT

Code smellings are not bugs or errors; rather, they are a fundamental deviation in software design that 
lowers code quality. Code smells don’t always mean the software won’t work; it will still provide a result, 
but it can slow down processing, increase the risk of failure and errors, and make the programme more 
vulnerable to future flaws. The conceptual theory behind code smell and its various kinds are discussed 
in this chapter. Identifying and eradicating code smells is a time-consuming and endless process with no 
guarantee that the software will be smell-free. Also, because it’s very hard to uncover and eliminate all 
smells by hand, adopting automated code review techniques that can detect smells becomes essential. 
Code refactoring is one method of restructuring written code to reduce the effects of bad code smell on 
generated software code. A novel three-phase code refactoring framework has been proposed in this 
study. The effectiveness of Python code smell detection using Pysmell tool and refactoring using the rope 
automation tool are also studied in this chapter.

A. INTRODUCTION

With forthcoming changes in market trends, technological aspects, and the fundamental way of software 
development’s process, software development is constantly increasing these days. In this age of digitiza-
tion and technological growth, we rely on a variety of software and services to carry out our daily tasks. 
As a result, in order to reduce the losses caused by poor software specifications and design, software 
development companies must focus on delivering high-quality end products. From the perspective of 
needed quality production in the implementation of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC), soft-
ware design and implementation should be monitored from early phases of SDLC. Code Smells aren’t 
a sign of a program’s flaws. A software programme might run fine even if it has code smells. They are 
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either inaccurate or do not prevent the programme from working. They simply indicate a design flaw and 
may raise the likelihood of errors and programme failure in the future. Hence, to enhance the quality of 
software code, it is mandatory to properly cross-check the created code and use automated techniques to 
find bad-smelling code fragments at the appropriate time. Code restructuring is done to come up with a 
design that executes the similar job as the input software program but with better quality. Generally, code 
restructuring techniques apply boolean algebra to model logic behind the programme and then apply a 
set of transformation directives to generate reformed logic. The purpose is to get spaghetti-bowl coding 
and come up with a procedural designing method that follows the structured programming philosophy 
(Ngetich et al., 2019). Manual code structure necessitated extensive expertise on the side of the code 
analyzer, making it difficult to uncover all possible problematic code smells within the time and other 
available resources.

As a result, the focus of this study is on the literature surrounding code smells, their types, and the 
various methods for addressing them. It also assesses the utility of a number of automated code restruc-
turing technologies. Automated tools refactor source code more accurately and with a lower failure rate. 
To retain the internal behaviour of the system and code alterations, the preconditions required before 
refactoring must be met (Kaya et al., 2018). In this study, Rope, an automated tool for restructuring 
Python code, was used. Early detection of poor code smells has been shown to result in significant re-
ductions in software development and maintenance effort and cost. Figure 1 depicts the concept of bad 
smell through a variety of examples.

The structural outline of this paper is as follows. Section B discuss the literature review related to 
code smell and refactoring, section C explains some related terminologies, a novel three phase code 

Figure 1. Examples of bad code smells
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refactoring framework has been proposed in section D, section E deals with code smelling and refactoring 
tools case studies and finally, the major findings with future directions have been concluded in section F.

B. LITERATURE STUDY

R.L. Glass (1998) makes an ad hoc correlation between bad smells and re-factorings. To explicitly 
identify and detect these bad smells, Mens and Tourwe’ utilise a semi-automated technique grounded on 
logic meta programming, and to provide refactoring opportunities that delete these bad smells (Tourwe 
and Mens, 2003).

Object-oriented metrics are used by Simon et al. to recognize problematic smells and offer appropriate 
refactorings (Simon et al., 2001). They offer Move method/attribute and extract/inline class refactorings 
based on use relationships. The distance-based cohesiveness characteristic, which evaluates the extent 
to which a class’s methods and variables related to each other, is the important underlying notion.

Another pragmatic, but little more formal, method is to use a weaker definition of behaviour preser-
vation, which is not sufficient to ensure the full preservation of programme semantics technically, but 
which peforms well in many real cases. For example, we can create a notion of call preservation, which 
ensures that the refactoring preserves all method callings (Mens et al., 2002). In the existence of a type 
system, a refactoring can be shown to retain type correctness (Tip et al., 2003).

Demeyer (2002) explored the impact of refactorings that substitute conditional logic with polymor-
phism in the case of object-oriented programming. He finds that following the restructuring, programme 
performance improves due to the efficient manner in which current compiler technology optimizes 
polymorphic functions.

Arcelli et al. (2015) offered a work in a fuzzy situation where only the bottom and upper boundaries 
of threshold values may be identified. The identification task generated a list of performance anti-patterns 
and their probability of occurrence in the system based on this information. To eliminate each perfor-
mance anti-pattern, several refactoring options may be available. Their method included a prediction 
of how beneficial each replacement could be in view of performance gains. The findings showed that 
a combined study of anti-pattern likelihood and refactoring advantages motivates designers to seek out 
alternatives that significantly upgrade software performance.

Liu et al. (2019) proposed a deep learning-based method to detect code smells. The major break-
through was that deep neural networks and advanced deep learning algorithms could automatically 
choose source code attributes for code smell identification and generate the intricate mapping between 
those attributes and forecastings. To this goal, the authors presented an automated method for creating 
labeled training data for a neural network-grounded classifier that did not need human participation. As 
a first test, the methodology was applied to four well-known code smells: feature envy, long methods, 
huge classes, and misplaced classes. The proposed approach greatly enhances the state-of-the-art, ac-
cording to experimental results on open-source apps.

V. Alizadeh and M. Kessentini (2018) presented an interactive solution for reducing the developer’s 
engagement effort when reworking systems, integrating the usage of multi-objective and unsupervised 
way of learning. They produced multiple feasible refactoring strategies using multi-objective search 
in the first phase by locating a trade-off between several competing quality indicators. The developers 
were then guided in identifying their region of interest and reducing the amount of refactoring choices to 
examine using an unsupervised learning algorithm that clustered the diversed trade-off solutions. They 
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used 14 active developers to test the tool’s efficiency on five open source projects and one industrial 
system by hand. The participants discovered their desired refactorings performed quicker and were more 
accurately than the existing state of the art, according to the findings.

Wang et al. (2017) presented a system-level multiple refactoring approach that involves merging and 
dividing related categories to achieve the best functionality distribution at the system level. The “bad 
smells” generated by cohesion and coupling concerns can be eradicated from both the non-inheritance 
and inheritance hierarchies using a set of pretreatment processes and preconditions without affecting the 
code behaviour. The experimental results demonstrated that the given approach operated well in diverse 
systems and was helpful from the context of the original developers, based on comparative analysis with 
related research and evaluating the refactoring results using quality attributes and empirical estimation.

Terra et al. (2016) suggested a tool-supported and lightweight structural similarity-based re-modu-
larization technique. The approach was based on the discovery that sequential projects of Move Class, 
Move Method, and Extract Method refactorings could result in the re-modularization of a software 
system. They tested the method using a modified version of open-source software and found that it had 
100% recall and 50% precision, respectively. The suggested process’s design decisions like the usage 
of structural similarity, the lack of preconditions, and the demand-wise recognition of the target entity, 
were also assessed in order to get end outcomes.

The suggested approach by Kumar et al. (2018) estimates twenty-five various source code attributes 
at the method level and uses them as attributes in an ML framework. An freely available source dataset 
containing five different software applications was used to conduct a series of tests in order to evaluate 
the suggested approach’s effectiveness. To tackle the problem of class imbalance, the proposed method 
with Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling TEchnique (SMOTE) is being used. The best performance was 
achieved by the Radial Basis Field (RBF) kernel employing SMOTE, according to the results.

As an expansion of a past presented event-driven service-oriented architecture, Ortiz et al. (2019) 
provided a scalable framework to deliver real-time context-aware actions based on predictive streaming 
data processing. They created and deployed a microservices-based architecture for this purpose, which 
allowed real-time context-aware actions based on predictive streaming data processing. As a conse-
quences, their framework was improved in two ways. On the other hand, it has been refactored to follow 
a microservice architecture style, which greatly improves its upkeep and evolution. An air quality case 
study was used to assess the architecture’s performance.

Hsieh et al. (2017) attempted to identify exception handling code smells that can happen in a JavaScript 
application on either the client side or the server side, building on our prior study on exception handling 
code smells in Java. Each smell’s impact on software quality was proven using examples. Refactorings 
related to the identified smells were proposed, and their consequences on the system were demonstrated, 
including the amount of robustness attained and other benefits acquired. The goal of the project was to 
provide a guide to help JavaScript developers and to ignore or detect exception handling code smells.

C. RELATED TERMINOLOGIES

a) Code Smell

Code smells are nothing more than a departure from standard coding conventions that lowers the quality 
of generated software code while leaving its original functionality and behaviour intact. Coding is about 
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optimizing your entire software so that it performs better, lasts longer, and is more visible. According 
to the design principles established by an organization, code smell varies from project to project and 
developer to developer. Code smells indicate that your code needs to be re-factored to better extendability, 
supportability and readability. Even in code produced by skilled programmers, code smells can exist. It 
can shorten the software’s lifespan and make it more difficult to maintain. When there are smelly codes 
existing, expanding the software’s functionality becomes challenging as well. A lot of the time, code 
smells go undiscovered.

b) Types of Code Smell

According to the state-of-the-arts, code smells can be classified into five types. From the aspect of the 
software development, Figure 2 displays the five primary classifications of code smells.

• Bloaters: - Bloaters are code, classes, and methods that have grown to such size that they are dif-
ficult to deal with. These smells usually do not appear straight away, but rather develop over time 
as the software program enhances (and especially when no one bothers to remove them). Data 
clump is very common example of bloater code smell.

• Object-Oriented Abusers: - Object-Oriented Designing Strategy (OODS) is widely used in to-
day’s software development sectors to conform to real-world examples. Object Oriented Abusers 
(OOA) is a type of code smell that relates to the implementation of OO concepts that is wrong 
or inadequate. In OODS, using a Switch-Case statement instead of polymorphism is a common 
example of OOA.

• Change Preventers: - These smells indicate that if the software programmer needs to modify 
something in one part of the code, he/she will have to update a lot of other parts as well. As a 
result, programme development becomes substantially more complicated and costly. When the 

Figure 2. Categories of bad code smell
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developer makes modifications to a class, one often find himself/herself having to alter a lot of un-
related methods. One example of this category is the parallel inheritance hierarchy. Move Method 
or Move Field approaches can be used to solve this problem.

• Dispensable: - Dispensable are termed as the noise adders to the existing code. The code is con-
siderably clearer and easier to understand without them. For example, rather than inserting long 
comments to explain identifiers requirement in coding the logic, take appropriate or related identi-
fiers and name them accordingly.

• Couplers: - Coupler smells describe the excessive attraction behaviour of two classes of people. 
The way the code is written has a role in the excessive coupling between classes. Also, when dis-
proportionate delegation occurs from one class to another, the smell may appear. Coupling smell 
is an example of inappropriate intimacy in which one class accesses the internal data and methods 
of another class. Low coupling leads to higher-quality software system development in general.

c) Resolving Plan to handle Bad Code Smell

The process of code review begins once all types of smells have been identified. To manually discover 
such smells, two or more developers might employ the primary method, the ad-hoc code review pro-
cess. Many smells are impossible to detect through manual inspection, hence automated code review 
methods are utilised to detect them. Code smells are injected into the source code, either consciously or 
unknowingly, and can even arise when fixing other smells. Most smells are purposefully discarded by 
developers because they appear to have a minor influence or are simply too difficult to explain. Manu-
ally detecting bad code smells necessitates a high level of programming knowledge and competence on 
the part of the code analyst. Manual code smell detection is ineffective due to the human factor. As a 
result, automated code smelling technologies are required. CodeGrip is a popular automatic code smell 
detection tool that analyses your code repositories and detects a wide range of smells. Figure 3 displays 
the bad code smell tackling strategy in detail.
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D. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR CODE REFACTORING

The three-phased novel framework for code refactoring is depicted in Figure 4. The identification of 
bad smell code sections in original source code is done utilizing automated methods in the first phase 
i.e. the detection phase. Following identification, the stinky instances are captured and extracted from 
the initial pool of cases.

The Impact Factor (IF) for each recognized smell is evaluated in the second step. It is calculated 
based on the interaction of the smelly class with other classes. IF of a smelly class is derived by dividing 
the number of classes to which it is related to the total number of possible couplings. Following the IF 
estimation, the found smelly cases are ranked in decreasing order of their predicted IF, so that highly 
ranked cases can be catered on first priority.

Finally, code refactoring is carried out to address the problem of bad code smells. After completing 
code refactoring, evaluate the impact on software quality factors such as understandability, complex-
ity, and maintainability. The consistency of refactored code and other software artifacts should also be 
maintained (design document, workflow diagram and other documentations etc.). Finally, a consistent 
and qualitative re-factored code is generated as an output.

Figure 3. Resolving plan for bad code smell
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E. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION

In this research study, the authors have studied Pysmell, an automated code smell identification tool 
used for python code. The major eleven types of bad code smells observed in Python code are listed in 
Table 1, with five generic and six additional code smells (Chen et al., 2016)

Pysmell detects Python smells using metric-based criteria based on predefined thresholds or limits on 
various software parameters. The authors also discussed about ROPE, an automated tool, to restructure 
the python code in order to demonstrate the notion of code refactoring. It’s a Python refactoring library 
that’s free source. Code completion, locating definitions and their occurrences, checking up docstrings, 

Table 1. Categories of code smell

S.No. Name of Code Smell Description

1. Large Class (LC) Class that has expanded too large with data and methods.

2. Long Parameter List (LPL) Method or function with long lists of parameters.

3. Long Method (LM) Method or Function with larger size.

4. Long Message Chain (LMC) Accessing an object using long chain of attributes or methods 
by dot operator.

5. Long Scope Chaining (LSC) Multiply nested method or function

6. Long Base Class List (LBCL) A class definition with too many base classes.

7. Useless Exception Handling (UEH) Careless or unnecessary dealing of exceptions

8. Long Lambda Function (LLF) A lambda function definition with exceptionally long number 
of characters.

9. Complex List Comprehension (CLC) With complex lists definitions and its comprehension.

10. Long Element Chain (LEC) Accessing an object using a long chain of elements.

11. Long Ternary Conditional Expression (LTCE) A overly long ternary conditional expression.

Figure 4. Three phase code refactoring framework
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and arranging imports are all its useful IDE-oriented capabilities. Project is called root object in ROPE 
which includes all files and directories code to be manipulated. The following are the major steps of 
refactoring a Python code using ROPE.

• Step 1. Create a project
from rope.base.project import Project
project = Project (‘project_dir’)

• Step 2. Manage preferences
Prefs is a container for numerous settings and preferences that looks like a dictionary. They are 

stored in a file named as .ropeproject at the project root’s directory.
for p in project.prefs.prefs:
print (project.pref.get(p))

• Step 3. Get resources
Resources are nothing but they are files and directories containing python code to be refactored.
server = project.get_resource(‘traad/server.py’)
print(server.name, server.path, server.is_folder())

• Step 4. Create refactoring object
from rope.refactor.rename import Rename
ren = Rename(project, project.get_resource(‘traad/state.py’), offset = 42)
This step fails if ROPE can’t perform the refactoring in given code using available resources.

• Step 5. Calculate actual changes
changes = ren.get_changes(‘TacoCopter’)
print(changes.description)
print(changes.get_changed_resources())

• Step 6. Execute the changes
project.do(changes)
After execution of this step, changes are actually implemented in the specified project.

Figure 5. Code Refactoring Procedure Using ROPE
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In ROPE, there is a history object called Project.history that keeps track of the modifications made 
by the programmer through the code refactoring process. It also maintains account of undone changes 
and dependencies between them. The undoing of the changes can be done in either of the ways:-

• Undo the most recent change
project.history.undo()

• Undo the selected changes from history
change = project.history.undo_list[3]
project.history.undo(change)

Figure 6 lists all of the common forms of code refactoring goals that can be accomplished in Python 
code using the ROPE library.

F. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Detecting code smells is critical for increasing the quality of a software system, optimizing its evolu-
tion, and, as a result, lowering total development and maintenance costs and efforts. The authors of this 
paper explain the concept of code smell, its types, and a method for resolving it. A novel three-phase 
framework for code restructuring is also provided, which is independent of the programming language 
and the underlying software design techniques. The paper uses Pysmell as a Python smelling tool and 
ROPE as a Python code restructuring tool as a case study, with thorough explanations of implementa-
tion processes. In the future, these tools can be used to detect Python smells in multiple Python code 
repositories, and the tool’s effectiveness can be compared to manual smell detection. Second, Pysmell 
uses metric-based thresholds and limits, as previously stated. Instead of using the state-of-the-arts, one 
interesting direction in this subject is to estimate these threshold values for effective code restructuring.

Figure 6. Goals of Code Refactoring using ROPE
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ABSTRACT

Short-form video sharing services (SVSs), such as TikTok, have rapidly grown in popularity in the recent 
years. Some evidence suggests that because SVSs allow users to quickly and easily create and consume 
on-demand content, they are addictive, and they appeal to a wide audience. The available literature 
attempting to explain this phenomenon remains scant. In order to fill this gap, the current study aims to 
examine the roles of habit and compatibility on SVS continuance intention and the interaction of these 
relationships with user experience, using TikTok as a context. To this goal, data collected from 157 
university-student TikTok users are analyzed using structural equation modeling to determine whether 
these factors shape their continuance decisions. The findings show that habit and compatibility positively 
affect continuance intention while experience does not. This study enhances SVS continuance research 
by theorizing and empirically confirming that habit and compatibility are important influences in the 
context of continuing SVS usage.

INTRODUCTION

Online social media (OSM) is one dominant force that has been driving information technology (IT) us-
age behavior for more than two decades. Friendster, MySpace, and Facebook—launched in 2002, 2003, 
and 2008, respectively—are arguably the most influential in shaping social networking landscape (Boyd 
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& Ellison, 2007). Online media sharing websites/services such as YouTube and Daily Motion (founded 
in 2005), and Vevo (founded in 2009) were launched around the same time and quickly became very 
popular among many different (in terms of socio-demographic characteristics) users in various parts of 
the word where the Internet was available.

While YouTube is still the leader among online media platforms, new market entrants, such as TikTok 
(various types of short-form videos), Triller (music-oriented short videos), Snapchat (music, sounds, 
and video effects videos), and Instagram Reels (short soundtracked video clips) are rapidly becoming a 
major challenge to YouTube domination in this realm. In this context, the present study is interested in 
examining key cognitive factors pertinent to TikTok usage because this phenomenon, while relatively 
new, is becoming increasingly widespread worldwide (Statista reports one billion active users as of 2021 
[Statista, 2021a]), including Americas, Europe, Australia, and Asia. In Thailand, in particular, the usage 
of TikTok has greatly increased in the last few years: from 0.53 million in 20017 to 7.4 million in 2021 
(Statista, 2021b)—almost a 15-fold increase in four years.

TikTok is a social media service accessed by a website and/or an app for creating and sharing videos 
that can run up to 15 seconds; users can also use a variety of creative filters to customize and enhance 
their videos. People who use TikTok are mostly young individuals—about half of all the users (48%) are 
aged between 18 and 29 and well over half (64%) are high-school or college/university students (Pew 
Research Center, 2021). According to some media marketing experts and research studies, TikTok is 
popular among the younger generation because of its simple design and ease of use (Omnicore, 2021; 
Weimann & Masri, 2020). In fact, it appears to be well-suited for the individual and social needs, and 
online behaviors of the younger generation of social media users.

TikTok allows individuals to create soundtracked videos and share them with others. It is a form of 
micro-entertainment that serves as distraction or emotional escape for a couple of minutes during the 
day. It apparently is easy to use and it is quick to produce a desired result.

Given such a rapid widespread growth and popularity of TikTok, various businesses will benefit 
from understanding factors that shape users’ intention to continue using this technology. TikTok and 
similar service providers can utilize such knowledge in order to become more effective in their efforts 
to increase the number of TikTok users. Consequently, other businesses can reach larger audiences in 
order to distribute important information about their products and services.

The literature suggests that the initial acceptance of technology, including that of social media, does 
not assure its continuing usage (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Boyd, 2013). Since discontinuance of a technology 
can be financially and otherwise damaging for the technology provider, understanding users’ motivations 
and intentions is crucial for the provider’s survival and success.

Some popular media and online blogs claim that using TikTok (watching and sharing videos) is 
addictive (e.g., Deutsche Welle, 2021; Commclub, 2020). This view is consistent with recent research 
studies finding that users get addicted (for various reasons) to using TikTok (Meral, 2021; Scherr & 
Wang, 2021; Zhang et al., 2019) and that TikTok usage can become habitual (Bayer et al., 2022). Ac-
cording to Bandura (1999), addictions indicate the failure of self-regulatory functions and some previous 
studies (e.g., LaRose, 2001) view deficient self-regulation as the mechanism behind Internet addictions. 
Extending this view, Larose et al., (2001) considered the symptoms of Internet-related addictions be-
ing, in fact, indicators of habitual usage arising from ineffective self-regulation. The way habit impacts 
user behavior is an unresolved issue in IT research. Some researchers argue that habit impacts inten-
tion (Lankton et al., 2012; Hsiao et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2012), some others that it affects behavior 
directly (Bhattacherjee & Lin, 2015; Kim et al., 2005; Lee, 2014; Limayem et al., 2007), and yet some 
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others hold that habit affects both intention and usage simultaneously (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Hence, 
considering this inconsistency, habit is added to the research model in order to clarify the mechanism 
by which habit influences IT behavior in general, and in the case of TikTok in particular.

Drawing from the habit literature, this study includes experience, defined here as the length of 
exposure to a given technology, as a moderator for the habit–continuance intention relationship. User 
experience represents individual differences among users, and while evidence exists that experience 
(the duration and frequency of exposure to a technology) interact with habit’s influence on intention 
(Lankton et al., 2012; Venkatesh et al., 2012), it is important to know if this difference plays a role in 
the context of TikTok usage.

The current study also adds the construct of compatibility from the Innovation Diffusion Theory 
(IDT) (Rogers, 1983) because of its demonstrated empirical saliency and sound theoretical support in 
prior IS research. Compatibility has been examined by a wide range of previous studies and demonstrated 
consistency in predicting innovation adoption (Davis, 1989; Tornatzky and Klein, 1982). While this con-
sistency is referring to technology adoption, more recent empirical evidence on technology continuance 
shows that compatibility is also an important predictor of IT continuance intention in various domains, 
including information communication technology (Chang et al., 2020; Hernandez-Ortega et al., 2014), 
online blogs (Ifinedo, 2018), mobile services (Wang et al., 2020), and e-learning (Chang et al., 2020). 
A recent study (Luthen & Soelaiman, 2022) also found that compatibility is an important predictor of 
social media (TikTok) usage.

In the light of the above exposition, this research is interested in examining factors that influence 
TikTok continuance intention including habit and compatibility. To this end, the current study employs 
the expectation-confirmation model (ECM) (Bhattacherjee, 2001) as the base theory of IT continuance 
and extends this model with the constructs of habit and compatibility to formulate a research model 
of TikTok continuance. The extended ECM is expected to better explain continuance intention to use 
TikTok by focusing on the constructs of perceived usefulness, satisfaction, confirmation of expectations 
(the original ECM), in addition to habit and compatibility (the theoretical extensions).

This study contributes to the literature by testing the validity of ECM in the context of an SVS such 
as TikTok, evaluating the significance and strength of the model relationships, and examining the role of 
habit and compatibility, moderated by user experience, as direct predictors of SVS continuance intention.

RELATED LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This study adopts the expectation-confirmation model (ECM) of IT continuance as the theoretical 
foundation for the research model of SVS continuance. The model is appropriate for the current context 
because it was specifically formulated to explain post-adoption behavior (continuance) which is differ-
ent from behaviors dealing with technology adoption (acceptance). The remainder of this section will 
describe the theories and constructs used in formulating the theoretical research model for this study.

IT Continuance Model

The ECM model (see Figure 1) is an adaptation of the expectation-disconfirmation theory (EDT) (Oliver, 
1980), also referred to as expectation-confirmation theory (ECT) in marketing literature and consumer 
behavior research. In adapting ECT to the context of IS, Bhattacherjee (2001) proposed several theo-
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retical extensions to the original theory. However, the underlying conception of ECT—that users’ pre-
consumption and post-consumption beliefs about utility of a product may substantially differ—remained 
unchanged. The ECM model posits that continuance intention is directly predicted by perceptions about 
usefulness of future IS usage and the extent of satisfaction with prior IS usage. In turn, both of these 
predictors are determined by confirmation of one’s expectations from prior IT usage (Bhattacherjee, 
2001). This approach differs from that of technology acceptance models in that it relies on constructs 
reflecting one’s experience with a given IT – a factor that is irrelevant to technology acceptance. Given 
these characteristics, ECM is appropriate for studying continuance intention. In addition, a meta-analysis 
of ECM revealed that the model is stable across technologies and usage contexts (Ambalov, 2018).

Of note, the ECM is not the main focus of this study, instead it is used as the theoretical framework 
to examine the role of habit and compatibility SVS post-adoption decisions. Nevertheless, by extending 
ECM with the constructs of interest this study also contributes to IT continuance research as a whole.

Habit

Some researchers maintain that habit can explain behavior beyond intention (e.g., Ajzen 2002; Ajzen & 
Fishbein, 2000). In the IT context, this is supported both theoretically and empirically (Bhattacherjee 
& Lin, 2015; Hu et al., 2018; Lankton et al. 2012; Ortiz de Guinea & Markus, 2009; Venkatesh et al., 
2012; Wilson et al., 2010). A popular belief that old habits die hard appears to be true in the context of 
IT usage as well. Once a habit is formed, it likely continues to lead the behavior regardless of the initial 
motives. Given that many users to use SVSs on a daily basis, it is likely that they use it out of habit, 
among other reasons. This especially pertains to the younger generation who appear to be the most avid 
users of SVSs such as TikTok (Choi et al., 2021; Huang, 2021).

The literature provides two different habit perspectives that were used by previous studies to explain 
continuance intention and/or behavior. Their approaches to the mechanism by which habit affects behavior 
are fundamentally different from one another. The habit automaticity perspective or HAP proposes that 
behavior is activated automatically without conscious intervention, that is, outside of one’s awareness 
(Ortiz de Guinea & Markus, 2009). The instant activation perspective or IAP (also called stored inten-

Figure 1. Expectation-confirmation model
(Bhattacherjee, 2001)
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tion) posits that habitual use is an expedited form of cognitive processing – a function of evaluations 
and intentions, and as such, is a reasoned action (Ajzen, 2002).

Both perspectives have been examined empirically and found partial support; the results obtained 
by different studies in similar contexts are mixed. For example, while some studies found that habit 
positively influences users’ intentions to continue using online shopping and media services (Barnes, 
2011; Barnes & Bohringer, 2011; Hsiao et al., 2016; Mirkovski et al., 2019; Mouakket, 2015), others 
found that habit inhibits the predictive power of intention on continued internet usage (Kim, et al. 2005; 
Limayem & Cheung, 2008; Limayem et al., 2007), and yet others (Tamilmani et al., 2018; Venkatesh 
et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2010) found that habit directly and positively influences both the intention 
and the actual behavior to use technology, including internet applications. In addition, in some studies, 
hypothesized effects of habit received no support. For example, Wilson and Lankton (2010) found both 
the effect of habit on continuing use of internet applications and its moderating effect on the intention–
usage relationship nonsignificant, as also did Gwebu et al., (2014), who reported a nonsignificant effect 
of habit on intention to continue using an online social network (OSN).

Given the diversity of theoretical explanations and mixed empirical results, further investigation 
of the role of habit in predicting IT behavior, including SVS usage, is needed to clarify the theoretical 
nature and the salience of this construct. Hence, habit (the IAP perspective) was added to the research 
model as an alternative explanation of one’s decisions to continue using TikTok.

Compatibility

Compatibility with innovation is one key construct in the IDT, and it has been consistently related to 
technology adoption behavior (Agrawal & Prasad, 1997). Compatibility is the degree to which the 
technology is aligned with the potential user’s existing values, previous experience and current needs 
(Rogers, 1983). The reasoning behind its positive influence on the adoption of innovation is that the 
more compatible an innovation or technology is, the less uncertainty one has to use it for specific tasks. 
Arguably, if one is uncertain or doubtful that a given innovation provides a good fit for a task, one will 
likely seek a different technology to accomplish the task, or may suppress the intention to perform the 
behavior.

According to the intentions and innovations literature, compatibility is a factor that influence adop-
tion decisions in general and IT usage in particular (Rogers, 1983; Moore & Benbasat, 1996). Previous 
studies found that compatibility has a positive effect on attitude toward using computer-based commu-
nication technologies (Van Slyke et al., 2007) and intention to use mobile shopping (Islam et al., 2013; 
Lu & Su, 2009); and that it positively affects intention to continue e-learning (Chen, 2011). In addition, 
Karahanna et al., (1999) found that this construct was important to both adopters and continuance users 
of (Windows) software; however, in the research studies by Taylor and Todd, (1995), and Venkatesh et 
al., (2003) compatibility was not a significant influence on intention to use technology. Nonetheless, con-
sidering the empirical evidence and a solid theoretical foundation, compatibility is added to the research 
model as an antecedent of continuance intention in order to clarify its importance in a modern IT setting.

Habit and Experience: Moderation Effect

Building on the habit literature, this study includes experience as a moderator for the habit–continuance 
intention relationship. User experience represents individual differences among users, and while evi-
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dence exists that the duration and frequency of exposure to a technology interact with habit’s influence 
on intention (Lankton et al., 2012; Venkatesh et al., 2012), it is important to know if this difference also 
plays a role in more recent contexts such as OSN usage.

The literature suggests that because of feedback that experience provides to users of a technology, 
the beliefs about its usage may change overtime (Ajzen, 2002). As proposed by Lankton et al. (2012) 
the explanation of the moderating effect comes from dual-process theories (e.g., Shiffrin & Schneider, 
1997; Smith & DeCoster, 2000) positing that, habitual behavior based on automatic processing becomes 
stronger with experience and that significant and consistent experience is necessary for automatic 
processes to develop. In addition, the association between a stimulus and behavior that is necessary to 
produce habitual behavior grows stronger with experience. It follows that when user experience is low, 
habit will be weak hence having weaker influence on continuance intention. The opposite should also 
be true because high experience implies more satisfactory outcomes and, according to IAP, more stable 
intention to perform the behavior. Thus, habit will have stronger effect on continuance intention for users 
with more experience, and weaker effect—for users with less experience.

Based on the theoretical and empirical evidence presented above, this study models experience as a 
moderator of the relation between habit and continuance intention.

Compatibility and Experience: Moderation Effect

Another IDT-based relationship that experience may interact with is between compatibility and intention. 
As follows from the definition of this construct, the degree of compatibility with a given technology 
is dependent on how certain one is that the technology aligns with one’s objectives, tasks, and usage 
behavior. Acquiring experience with a system, defined here as the length and frequency of exposure to 
a given technology, implies obtaining knowledge and expertise with regard to leveraging that system, 
which in turn implies that the more experience a person has with the system, the more confident the 
person likely feels about using that system. In the social construction of technology (Orlikowski, 1992; 
Orlikowski and Gash, 1994) various features of a technology are tried and possibly adopted by individual 
users in order to fulfil their needs and complete certain tasks. As the usage continues, the users tend 
to adapt certain features to accomplish some other tasks for which the technology was not intended by 
design. After the initial adoption phase, users begin to more deeply learn various features and uses of a 
technology that they become more aware about as their use experience grows. This awareness includes 
users’ knowledge about the system’s features that with experience allow for more sophisticated uses of 
the system. It stands to reason that more sophisticated users have less uncertainty and more confidence 
about the system’s ability to perform tasks that meet (compatible with) their needs, than early or inter-
mediate users.

The empirical support for this interaction effect in the literature is scant. However, a previous study 
on mobile social network site adoption for learning (Leong et al., 2018) found that the effect of users’ 
perception of task-technology fit—a construct conceptually similar to compatibility in this study— on 
use intention was statistically significant and practically meaningful. Also, Carlson and Zmud (1999) 
found that as users gain more experience with a technology, its influence on their perceptions of the ap-
propriateness of the technology to perform certain tasks increases. Furthermore, the result of Thompson 
el al.’s (1994) investigation of the moderating effect of experience on the relationship between task-fit 
and usage behavior confirmed this influence.
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Thus, given the above argumentation, experience is added to the research model as a moderator of 
the compatibility and continuance intention relationship.

RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

This section describes the hypotheses development, which is based on the review of the literature pre-
sented above. Since the ECM-based relationships have been thoroughly examined and validated by prior 
research, the following discussion focus more attention on those dealing with habit and compatibility.

ECM-Based Hypotheses

These four hypotheses are drawn directly from the ECM model, which posits that perceived usefulness—
defined as expectations of benefits from future usage—impacts users’ decisions to continue using the 
system. This is because users will likely continue using a technology if they believe that it can enhance 
their performance in completing certain tasks. This influence has been empirically tested and found 
support across different settings and with different populations of users (Gao & Bai, 2014; Lin et al., 
2017; Sledgianowski & Kulviwat, 2009; Yoon & Rolland, 2015). Hence, the first hypothesis is proposed:

H1. Perceived usefulness will have a positive effect on usage continuance intention

Satisfaction is an affect representing one’s feelings about a technology based on prior usage experi-
ence. In ECM, satisfaction is a key predictor of continuance intention. It is likely that satisfied users will 
continue using a given technology, and dissatisfied users will do the opposite. This relationship has been 
examined and found support in previous studies in the context of an OSN (Gao & Bai, 2014; Magro et 
al., 2013; Yoon & Rolland, 2015). Hence, the second hypothesis is proposed:

H2: Satisfaction will have a positive effect on usage continuance intention

In the IT continuance context, confirmation is an important predictor of both perceived usefulness 
and satisfaction. In the ECM model, it is the extent to which users believe that their expectations of 
IT use (in terms of user benefits) are realized during actual usage. Confirmation positively influences 
satisfaction with IT usage because if the users believe that the benefits, they anticipated prior to using 
the IT have been obtained, it gives them a reason to be satisfied.

Confirmation also has a positive impact on perceived usefulness because when users realize that 
their initial expectations of benefits are confirmed, it increases their expectations of benefits from future 
usage. Previous studies that examined and confirmed these relationships in the context of OSM sites 
(Kim, 2011; Magro et al., 2013; Mirkovski et al., 2018; Yoon & Rolland, 2015). Hence, the third and 
fourth hypotheses are proposed:

H3: Confirmation will have a positive effect on perceived usefulness
H4: Confirmation will have a positive effect on satisfaction
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It is noted that the original ECM (Bhattacherjee, 2001) also proposed a relationship between per-
ceived usefulness and satisfaction. However, in two consequent revisions of the model (Bhattacherjee 
et al., 2008; Bhattacherjee & Lin, 2015) this relationship was dropped due to its theoretical ambiguity 
and lack of empirical support.

Impact of Habit

Based on the earlier discussion about habitual use of technology, habit is defined as a stored intention 
toward continuing use of IT. This definition is consistent with the IAP perspective of routinized behav-
ior, which explains the intention-behavior relationship based on reasoned action (Ajzen 2002), thereby 
suggesting a causal path from habit to continuous intention. The empirical support for this effect comes 
from previous research on habit in the online context, including e-commerce, virtual worlds, mobile 
internet, microblogging, and social networking (Barnes, 2011; Barnes et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 
2012; Lankton & McKnight, 2012). Hence, the fifth hypothesis is proposed:

H5: Habit will have a positive effect on usage continuance intention

Impact of Compatibility

As described in the literature review above, compatibility is an important factor in the innovations re-
search that has shown consistent association with technology adoption and use.

While Rogers (1983) intended this construct to predict adoption of innovation, other studies showed 
that compatibility can also predict intention in post-adoption IT usage situations. According to Lucas 
(2003), if a general theory (e.g., IDT) is true in one context, it implies that the theory is also true in 
many other contexts, including settings and populations. In addition, the available evidence suggests that 
compatibility positively affects continuance usage of OSM sites (Ifinedo, 2018; Zolkepli & Kamarulza-
man, 2014). Thus, the sixth hypothesis is proposed:

H6: Compatibility will have a positive effect on usage continuance intention

Impact of Habit Moderated by Experience

The earlier discussion about habit establishes theoretical and empirical support for the influence of 
habit on intention to continue usage. In addition to this influence, this study posits that the effect of 
habit on continuance intention is moderated by experience. That is, the prior user experience with an 
OSN influences the strength of this relationship such that for users with lower experience the impact of 
habit on continuance intention is weaker than for users with higher experience. The justification for this 
interaction is given earlier in section 6.4. In sum, there is ample evidence both theoretical and empirical 
supporting the importance of usage experience in habit’s influence on IT use continuance, including 
OSM sites and applications. Thus, this study puts forward the seventh hypothesis:

H7: Experience will moderate the relationship between habit and usage continuance intention, such that 
with high experience, habit will have a larger positive influence on usage continuance intention 
than with low experience.
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Impact of Compatibility Moderated by Experience

Following the prior argumentation in section 6.5 about the interaction of technology experience with 
the impact of compatibility on continuance intention, this study models experience as a moderator of 
this relationship so that compatibility is more influential for the experienced, that for the inexperienced 
OSN users. The empirical research discussed earlier supports the presence of this moderating effect 
in different situations, including an online context. Thus, the eighths and final hypothesis is proposed:

H8: Experience will moderate the relationship between compatibility and usage continuance intention, 
such that with high experience, compatibility will have a larger positive influence on usage con-
tinuance intention than with low experience.

RESEARCH MODEL

The hypotheses presented above are shown in the research model in Figure 2. This theoretical model 
represents an extended expectation-confirmation (ECM-based) research model of SVS continuance and 
was formulated following a comprehensive literature review on IT adoption and usage.

In this model, habit and compatibility are specified as the direct predictors of usage continuance 
intention (for brevity, continuance intention); both of these relationships are moderated by user experi-
ence with an SVS. Satisfaction and perceived usefulness are also specified as direct predictors of usage 
continuance intention, while confirmation is modeled as a direct predictor of each of these constructs. 
There is no path drawn from perceived usefulness to satisfaction as was noted earlier.

Figure 2. Theoretical research model
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METHODOLOGY

Study Sample

The sample for this study is comprised of junior and senior students from a private university in Thailand 
with prior experience using TikTok. This is intentional because students represent a more homogenous 
population compared to the general public, and since the main focus of this study is testing theoretical 
predictions, such homogeneity is desired. This is so because “heterogeneity of participants reduces the 
likelihood of identifying violations of a theory when it is false” (Lynch, 1983). In addition, this is an ap-
propriate sample because the majority of students actively and continuously use SVSs including TikTok.

Scales and Questionnaire

All of the measurement scales were adapted from prior research in order to ensure validity and reliability 
of the measures. With regard to user experience, however, while the items were borrowed from Lank-
ton et al. (2012), user experience here was modeled as a latent variable with two formative indicators 
measuring: (a) usage frequency per week, (1) once or less a day to (3) many times a day; and (b) usage 
length in years, (1) less than 1 year to (3) more than 2 years. There was no need to combine the items 
to form a total score because SmartPLS 3 allows for a moderator to be a latent variable.

The questionnaire was developed in both English and Thai languages. The English version question-
naire items were translated into Thai by a university lecturer native to the language. A pilot test was 
then used to refine the scales. Both versions were reviewed by two separate groups of students from 
the target population – Thai-speaking and English-speaking – with ten people in each group. Based on 
the reviewers’ recommendations, several minor corrections were made in both questionnaires. Pilot test 
data were analyzed using principal component factor analysis. All items loaded on their respective fac-
tors as expected, and the Cronbach’s alphas were all above 0.7 as recommended by Kline (2016). The 
measurement items are included in Appendix A.

Data Collection

The data was collected using a self-administered online questionnaire consisting of 27 items includ-
ing gender and age. The questionnaire was placed online using a free web survey service and a link to 
it was distributed among students through an instant messaging application. Because this study uses 
PLS-SEM as the analysis technique, no particular target for the sample size is set; PLS-SEM works well 
with small sample sizes (Hair et al., 2019). The demographic profile of the respondents in the sample 
is described in Table 1.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Measurement Model Analysis

In order to access the validity of the constructs, the measurement model was analyzed first. Construct 
validity of the measures was assessed in two ways: (1) a preliminary exploratory factor analysis of all 
the indicators using principal components method in SPSS; and (2) a confirmatory factor analysis of 
the hypothesized scales using SmartPLS.

The initial factor analysis for six factors (latent variables) showed a satisfactory result for construct 
validity based on the criteria by Straub et al. (2004) except for two indicators: PU1 (perceived usefulness); 
and CMP2 (compatibility) that significantly cross-loaded on other than intended factors. Consequently, 
these indicators were dropped from further analysis.

Next, the confirmatory factor analysis was performed keeping in mind the recent guidelines for the 
PLS-SEM method by Hair et al. (2019). The convergent validity was established by examining factor 
loadings and average variance extracted (AVE) for each construct (see Table 2). The results confirmed 
the convergent validity of the model constructs: all the factor loadings were significant; they exceeded 
the recommended minimum of 0.70; and each construct explained more that 50 percent of the variance 
of its respective indicators.

Table 1. Demographic profile of the respondents

Category Characteristic Count Percentage

Gender Male 
Female

62 
95

39.5 
60.5

Age
18–21 
22–25 
26–29

100 
41 
16

63.7 
26.1 
10.2

Usage length 
(years)

< 1 
1–2 
> 2

51 
79 
27

32.5 
50.3 
17.2

Usage frequency 
(times per week)

once 
a few 
many

35 
59 
63

22.3 
37.6 
40.1
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In order to access the discriminant validity, the square root of AVE for each construct (the bolded 
diagonal elements in Table 3) was compared with the correlations of that construct with every other 
construct in the model. As seen from the Table 3, the AVE squares for all the constructs were larger than 
the corresponding inter-construct correlations, supporting discriminant validity of the observed measures.

In addition, the heterotrait-monotrait ratio (HTMT) value for every construct was below the recom-
mended conservative minimum of 0.85 thereby further affirming the discriminant validity of the model 
factors.

Table 3. Construct correlations

Construct 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Compatibility 0.900

2. Confirmation 0.735 0.891

3. Habit 0.613 0.613 0.946

4. Continuance Intention 0.698 0.738 0.655 0.920

5. Perceived Usefulness 0.731 0.745 0.688 0.741 0.933

6. Satisfaction 0.663 0.730 0.573 0.700 0.674 0.941

Note: The diagonal bolded elements are the square roots of AVE for that construct

Table 2. Factor loadings and reliabilities

Factor Item Standardized 
loadings Mean Standard 

deviation AVE Composite 
reliability

Cronbach 
α

Compatibility
CMP1 
CMP3 
CMP4

0.91 
0.90 
0.89

3.94 
4.04 
3.86

0.65 
0.58 
0.68

0.81 0.93 0.88

Confirmation

CON1 
CON2 
CON3 
CON4

0.88 
0.92 
0.87 
0.89

4.00 
3.89 
3.93 
3.87

0.70 
0.69 
0.71 
0.70

0.79 0.94 0.91

Habit

HAB1 
HAB2 
HAB3 
HAB4

0.94 
0.95 
0.94 
0.95

3.48 
3.67 
3.49 
3.64

1.02 
0.94 
1.01 
1.06

0.90 0.97 0.96

Continuance 
Intention

INT1 
INT2 
INT3

0.91 
0.92 
0.93

3.96 
3.86 
3.92

0.70 
0.71 
0.73

0.85 0.94 0.91

Perceived 
Usefulness

PU2 
PU3 
PU4

0.94 
0.92 
0.94

3.89 
3.87 
3.83

0.71 
0.69 
0.70

0.87 0.95 0.93

Satisfaction
SAT1 
SAT2 
SAT3

0.94 
0.95 
0.94

3.98 
4.00 
3.90

0.70 
0.71 
0.77

0.89 0.96 0.94

Note: All factor loadings are significant at p < 0.001 (2-tailed).
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A test for multicollinearity revealed that the VIFs for the latent factors ranged from 1.00 to 2.93—
which are below the suggested value of 5.00 (Hair et al., 2014)—indicating that multicollinearity is not 
an issue in this data. Next, a common method bias test using a method suggested by Kock (2015)—this 
method is based on full collinearity assessment—showed that VIFs for all the variables in the model 
were below the threshold value of 3.3, indicating that the model is free from bias.

Lastly, the internal consistency reliabilities of the construct measures were accessed and all the con-
structs demonstrated adequate reliability. As seen from Table 2 the Cronbach alphas (0.88 to 0.96); and 
the composite reliabilities (0.93 to 0.97) all exceed the recommended minimum of 0.70 (Hair et al., 2019).

Structural Model Analysis

The hypothesized relationships in the research model were tested next. In order to estimate the path 
coefficients and their statistical significance, the bootstrapping method with 5000 subsamples was used.

Figure 3 displays the results of the SEM analysis of the research model using SmartPLS. The nota-
tion *, **, or *** is used with unstandardized effects to indicate statistical significance (two-tailed) at 
a level of 0.05, 0.01, or 0.001, respectively.

As seen in Figure 3, all the direct effects in the research model are positive and statistically significant 
(p < 0.05), lending support for H1–H6. More specifically, perceived usefulness, satisfaction, habit, and 
compatibility predict continuance intention; the effect magnitudes for these paths are 0.29; 0.27; 0.18; 
and 0.19, respectively. Perceived usefulness and satisfaction are in turn predicted by confirmation, and 
the effect magnitudes for these paths are 0.73 and 0.75, respectively. In addition, the indirect effect of 
confirmation on continuance intention is significant (p < 0.001) and of a considerable magnitude (0.42). 
The model explains a substantial proportion of variance (R2) in continuance intention (0.66); perceived 
usefulness (0.56); and satisfaction (0.53).

Figure 3. SEM analysis of the theoretical research model
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With respect to the moderation effects, the hypotheses positing the moderating influence of experi-
ence on the relationships between habit and continuance intention, and compatibility and continuance 
intention received no support. The interaction effect of experience on each of these paths was statistically 
nonsignificant regardless of the level of user experience thus indicating that experience is not a moderator 
in this study. Table 4 describes the result of the structural model analysis including standardized effects, 
t-values, and the statistical significance of unstandardized effects (not shown in the table).

DISCUSSION

The focus of this research is to examine the influence of habit and compatibility on users’ intentions to 
continue using SVSs such as TikTok. The SVS phenomenon is fairly new and thus arguably requires 
more attention from IT and non-IT researchers. As previously mentioned, much of prior habit and com-
patibility research was conducted in contexts other than SVS and hence the research on this particular 
technology adoption and usage is scant.

Findings and Contributions

This paper contributes to IT continuance research in general and SVS research in particular in several 
ways. First, it examines the impact of habit on intention to continue TikTok usage. The findings suggest 
that users’ continuance intentions are positively influenced by habit. In other words, TikTok usage is 
habitual, among other reasons. In some previous studies, discussed earlier, the effect of habit on intention 
was nonsignificant, and in some others, habit influenced actual behaviors but not intentions. This study 
confirms that IAP perspective, which contends that habit affects actual behavior through intention, is a 
valid mechanism of habit influence on actual behavior thus contributing to habit research empirically. 
This evidence, however, does not imply that habit has no impact on use behavior directly. Previous 
studies found a causal link between habit and actual usage in various contexts, including work systems 
(Bhattacherjee and Lin, 2015), online social networks (Lee, 2014), self-service technologies (Wang, 
2013), mobile internet (Venkatesh et al., 2012), university internet applications (Wilson et al., 2010), 
www (Limayem et al., 2007), and e-commerce (Gefen, 2003). These previous findings and the findings 

Table 4. Hypotheses test results

No Hypotheses t-stats Effect Sig. Support

H1 Perceived Usefulness → Continuance Intention 2.50 0.29 p < 0.05 Yes

H2 Satisfaction → Continuance Intention. 3.60 0.27 p < 0.001 Yes

H3 Confirmation → Perceived Usefulness 16.83 0.73 p < 0.001 Yes

H4 Confirmation → Satisfaction 17.50 0.75 p < 0.001 Yes

H5 Habit → Continuance Intention 1.98 0.18 p < 0.05 Yes

H6 Compatibility → Continuance Intention 2.02 0.19 p < 0.05 Yes

H7 Experience x Habit → Continuance Intention 0.53 -0.04 ns No

H8 Experience x Compatibility → Continuance Intention 0.42 -0.03 ns No

Note: ns = not statistically significant; x = moderation; continuance intention = usage continuance intention.
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obtained in the current study suggest that future research should examine the impact of habit on actual 
behavior in the context of continuing use of SVSs.

The study adds to the continuance literature by theorizing and empirically confirming the effect of 
compatibility on users’ intention to continue using an SVS such as TikTok. This is an important contri-
bution because while previous studies provided evidence that compatibility is an important influence 
on IT adoption and post-adoption intentions, no study to date examined the role of compatibility in SVC 
users’ considerations about the future use of such a system. This study fills this gap empirically. Also, 
while many other compatibility studies examined the role of this construct in the context of technology 
adoption and use of more traditional technologies such as e-commerce, work systems, social networking, 
and so on, the current study extends this role into continued use of the SVS technology.

In this study, compatibility has a positive effect on continuance intention. In practical terms it means 
that the more one believes that TikTok fits one’s social and personal lifestyle, needs, and objectives, 
and assists in social sharing activities, the more one is willing to continue using this service. Giving 
that TikTok is a technology that the respondents use quite often, the effect of compatibility on intention 
is rather modest. It is possible that some users believe that TikTok lacks certain functionality for all of 
their intended tasks and purposes.

Altogether, this study demonstrates that compatibility plays an important role in users’ decisions 
regarding using TikTok continuously. Future research should examine whether compatibility influences 
intention to use other SVSs such as Instagram Reels, YouTube Shorts, Triller, and similar others. These 
types of findings will provide a more complete understanding of the role of compatibility in individual 
considerations to use online social media in general, and the SVC technology in particular.

Somewhat unexpected but hypotheses H7 and H8 received no empirical support. While experience 
was hypothesized to have a moderating effect on the influence of habit and the influence of compatibility 
on usage continuance intention, both moderating effects are nonsignificant. In the current context, it may 
be that TikTok habits form very fast, or prior to using TikTok students already have experience using 
social media and other online technologies. In addition, since TikTok is allegedly user friendly, it probably 
takes little time for younger individuals, such as students, to learn how to use it. Future research should 
examine the moderating role of experience in different situations, including technologies and populations.

This study also contributes by evaluating the ECM model in an SVS context. The original model 
relationships concerning confirmation, perceived usefulness, satisfaction, and continuance intention are 
significant and of medium to high magnitudes (Cohen, 1992). Overall, the research model explained a 
considerable amount of variance in usage continuance intention, satisfaction, and perceived usefulness: 
R2 = 0.66; 0.53; and 0.56, respectively. These findings are consistent with previous research that found 
that these constructs are important in various technology contexts, including e-commerce, social media 
and now SVSs.

Limitations

The current study has several limitations. First, because the sample is rather small it may not fully repre-
sent the population under study. A larger sample size should address this concern. The sample composi-
tion is another limitation. University students are a fairly homogenous—in terms of social-demographic 
characteristics and lifestyles—group of people, and thus IT usage behavior of these individuals may 
differ from that of other public groups. As reported by King and He, (2006), students can be used as 
proxies for professional users, but not for general users. Future research should address this limitation 
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by using different sample compositions. Doing so will add to the validity of the findings obtained here 
and in other similar studies.

The next limitation is the age of the participants. Age may be a potential moderator at the study level. 
In support of that, several studies found that age moderates certain user motivations, including percep-
tions of usefulness (e.g., Morris and Venkatesh, 2010; Venkatesh et al., 2012). Future research should 
study users of different ages to better understand SVS continuance considerations.

Another limitation is that this study examines intention and not the actual behavior. While researchers 
often model intention as the final outcome variable, still, actual usage is the ultimate goal in understanding 
technology acceptance and continuance and thus should be of most interest to IT researchers. In addi-
tion, some evidence exists that intention does not always accurately and reliably predict behavior (Bhat-
tacherjee and Lin, 2015). In light of this limitation, future research should examine the impact of habit 
and that of compatibility on SVS usage continuance and compare the results with the current findings.

The last limitation is that the current study includes only users of TikTok. While TikTok appears to 
be a popular SVS worldwide, there are other similar technologies that may influence research findings 
and thus should be considered in future studies.

Practical Implications

TikTok providers should be aware that habit and compatibility shape users’ decisions to continue using 
the technology. This suggests that in order to increase users’ involvement with TikTok and other similar 
technologies these applications should have features and functions that are compatible with users’ social 
and personal values, needs, and lifestyles. For example, short-form video sharing activities may be more 
appealing to busy individuals such as students and professionals because it is a quick and easy way to 
consume information. As such, the application functions that facilitate such usage should be a focus 
of future development efforts. It is also important to know which application functions are used more 
often because frequent usage leads to the development of habit. And, as the study results show, habit is 
an important influence on continuing TikTok usage.

The findings also show that satisfaction and perceived usefulness each have a significant impact on 
continuance intention. It implies that TikTok providers should explore more ways to keep existing users 
satisfied by providing useful and enjoyable online user experience; and it would benefit both sides if 
this experience is in line with users’ personal values and lifestyles.

CONCLUSION

The primary purpose of this study was to examine the roles of compatibility and habit in TikTok usage 
continuance. In addition, this study hypothesized that these influences were moderated by user experi-
ence with TikTok. The data collected from university-student TikTok users show that both constructs 
are important in shaping users’ intentions to continue using the technology. However, in this study, 
usage experience did not moderate the effect of compatibility and the effect of habit on usage continu-
ance intention. Given that experience-related interactions with compatibility and habit are theoretically 
plausible—as this study contends—more research is needed to examine if this holds true empirically.

While not the main focus in this study, the ECM-based constructs, perceived usefulness and satis-
faction, demonstrated strong influence on TikTok users’ continuance intention. This affirms that these 
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constructs are important in the context of using TikTok and possibly other SVSs. However, more empirical 
evidence is required to support the latter conjecture. In all, the results show that ECM is applicable in an 
SVS context and can be used to effectively predict intentions of users to continue using this technology. 
This is also an important outcome because it adds to the model’s overall validity and robustness in the 
information technology domain.

In conclusion, this research contributes by a better understanding of the influences that compatibility 
and habit have on usage of an important information technology such as SVS; and in addition, it adds 
to the validity of the IT continuance model (ECM) in this fairly novel context.
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